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This syposium is dedicated to Bill Grant.

Together with Ole Maden and Jim Smith,

Bill started a new era in research on

boundary layer flws and sediment

transport, by artculating a set of

fundamental physical processes and
quantifYing them in a simple yet realistic

manner He broaded the field by
encouraging interacton among scientists in

all oceanographic disciplines. Bill's insights,

dedication and enthusias had an

exaordinary impact ~n a generation
of stdets, post-docs and scientists.

He led with an open heart.
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Location:
The symposium wil be held in the Clark Building, rooms 507 and 509, at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution in Woods Hole, Maschusetts.

Regitration:
In lieu of a registration fee, donations towards the William D. Grant Summer
Student Fellowship Fund wil be gratefully accepted.

Correspondece:
Any inquires regading the Symposium should be directed to:

Mrs. Gretchen McManamin
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Crowell House, MS41
Woods Hole, Maschusetts 02543-1138
Email: gmcmanamin&ìhoi.edu
Tel: 508/289-2292
Fax: 508/457-2184

Organizing Committee:

Dr. Robert Beadsley, Woods Hole Oceographic Institution
Dr. David Cacchione, Aubrey Consuting, Incorporated

Dr. W. Rockell Geyer, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Mrs. Gretchen McManamin, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Dr. John Trowbridge, Woods Hole Oceaographic Institution
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Sunday, Septemer 27, 1998

11 :30 3rd Annual Bil Grant Run

Captan Kidd Restaurant to Rinehan Coastal Research Center

1 :00 Welcome and Cookout

Monday, Septemer 28, 1998

7:45-8:20

8:20

8:25

Registation and Coffee/Pasuies

General Announcements - Dr. John Trowbridge, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution

Welcome - Dr. James Luyten, Senior Asociate Director and Director
of Reseach, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Cota Fluid Dycs
Moderator: Dr. W Rockwell Geyer, Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution

Keyote Address - Dr Ole Madsen Maschusetts Institute
of Technology

Sesion 1:

8:30-9: 15
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Monday, September 28, 1998 continued

9:15-9:45 Dr. Robert Beardsley, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

9:45-10:00 Brea

10:00-10:30 Dr. John Allen, Oregon State University

10:30-11:00 Dr. Clinton Winant, Scripps Institution of Oceaography

11:00-12:00 Poster Sesion

12:00-1:15 Lunch

1:15-1:45 Dr. Robert Guza, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

1:45-2:15 Dr. Scott Glenn, Rutgers University

2:15-2:30 Break

2:30-3:00 Dr. Anthony Bowen, Dalhousie University

3:00-3:30 Dr. Steven Lentz, Woods Hole Oceographic Institution
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Tuesday, Septemer 29, 1998
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9: 15-9:45
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10:00-10:30
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11:00-12:00
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1:15-1:45

1 :45-2: 15

2: 15-2:30

2:30-3:00

3:00-3:30

3:30-5:00

6:15

Seent Traport
Moderators: Dr. Steven Mclean, University of California and
Dr. W Kendall Melvile, Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Coffee and Pastries

Keyote Address - Dr James Smith, U.S. Geologica Survey

Dr. David Cacchione, Aubrey Consulting, Incorporated

Brea

Dr. Richd Sternberg, University of Washington

Dr. Yogesh Agawal, Sequoia Scientific, Incorporated

Poster Sesions
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Dr. Lawrence Sanford, University of Marland

Dr. Patricia Wiberg, University of Virginia
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Dr. John Sleath, Cabridge University

Dr. Christopher Paola, University of Minnesota
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Dinner - The Famouth Yacht Club
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8:00

8:30-9: 15

9:15-9:45
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10:30-11 :00

¡\ nimal-Seent-Flow Interons
Moderator: Dr. Arhur Nowell, University of Washington
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INTRODUCTION

On October 7, 1986, the oceanographic community was deeply saddened by the loss of Dr.
Wiliam D. Grant to cancer just 10 days after his 40th birday. During nine short years at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution after his Ph.D., Bil rose to the rank of Senior Scientist, attesting to his profound
and lasting impact on the field. Bil specialized in theoretical, laboratory and field studies of benthic

processes, especially interactions between boundary layer flow, sediment transport, and the benthos. His
aricle on wave-current boundar layers (Grant and Madsen 1979) showed theoretically how the
centimeters-thick boundary layer produced by surace gravity waves can have a marked effect on low-
frequency currents through an apparent enhancement of bottom roughness. This aricle has generated an
enormous literature addressing the detailed dynamics and implications of near-bottom wave-current
interactions. Bill's aricle on bedform roughness (Grant and Madsen 1982) arculated a number of issues
related to bottom roughness produced by the interaction of a fluid flow with an erodible boundary, and it
similarly stimulated a large body of theoretical and experimental work. His review aricle on benthic
boundary layers (Grant and Madsen 1986) has provided the conceptual foundation for a decade ofresearch
on shelf boundar layers and sediment transport. The list goes on, with a common thread of excellence and
impact marking every aricle to which Bil contrbuted.

In addition to contributions documented in the scientific literature, Bill's energy, insight,
enthusiasm, and generosity had an enormous effect on the people with whom he interacted, including
students, post-docs, employees, colleagues, friends, and family. To his students, unfortunately few in
number, he was unfailingly generous with his ideas, time and financial support. To his post-docs and
colleagues he was an energetic, activeIy engaged scientific collaborator. To his employees he was a
generous-, patient, challenging boss. To his tennis opponents and running companions, he was a fierce but
fair competitor. To his family he was a loving, supportive son, brother, husband, and father. To all who
knew him, he was a little larger than life, and he has become even more so with the passage of time since
his death.

In recogmtion of his remarkable influence, members of the coastal oceanographic

scientific community and Bill's family gathered from September 27-30, 1998 in Woods Hole,
Massachusetts for a symposium entitled "Coastal Ocean Processes: A Tribute to Wiliam D. Grant". The
symposium brought together leading researchers in thee of the areas to which Bil Grant contributed -
Coastal Fluid Dynamics, Sediment Transport, and Animal-Sediment-Flow Interactions. The purpose of the
symposium was to stimulate creative research by means of presentations and critical discussion of the latest
ideas and results. The atmosphere was informal, with discussions lasting well into the evening hours. The
symposium began on Sunday, September 27, 1998 with the third annual Bil Grant Run from the vilage of
Woods Hole to WHOI's Quissett Campus, followed by a welcoming barbecue. The program also included
a banquet on Tuesday evening and a farewell lunch on Wednesday. Scientific presentations began on
Monday, September 28, with talks and posters focusing on the general area of Coastal Fluid Dynamcs.
Tuesday's presentations focused on Sediment Transport, and Wednesday morning was devoted to Animal-
Sediment-Flow Interactions. The scientific content of the symposium is summarzed in the series of
extended abstracts that comprise this volume.

The symposium was, by all accounts, a resounding success. The presentations were
stimulating, the discussion was open and extensive, old frendships were renewed, and new friendships
were made. Most remarkable was the outpourng of admiration, remembrance, gratitude, and
acknowledgment expressed by the paricipants for Bil Grant. Speaker after speaker, some of whom never
met Bil, told of his impact on their lives and careers. At times, especially at the-Tuesday evening banquet,
a sense of personal and professional loss was palpable among the assembly. In the end, we were left with a
sense of gratitude for having known Bill, with questions about what we have missed in his absence, and
with a renewed dedication to the pursuit of excellence that he embodied.
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This symposium would not have been possible without the dedicated work of many
people and the support of several organizations. The organizing committee consisted of Drs. Robert
Beardsley, David Cacchione, Rockwell Geyer, John Trowbridge, and Ms. Gretchen McManamin. John and
Gretchen worked especially long and hard to make both the symposium and this volume a reality, and they
deserve special thanks for their efforts. The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution was an excellent host.
The Rinehar Coastal Research Center at WHOI, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the Offce of Naval
Research made the symposium possible through their generous sponsorship. Finally, Bil Grant's family
members are commended for their remarkable endurance as they sat through the scientific proceedings.
We also thank them for their paricipation in this event, which evoked even more strongly Bill's spirit and
legacy.

Lary Sanford and Scott Glenn, March, 1999
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Particle Transport in Bottom Boundary Layers: Size Distribution and
Concentration, and Settling Velocity Distribution

Y ogesh C. Agrawal and H. C. Pottsmith

Sequoia Scientific, Inc., Mercer Is., Washington

The theory of sediment transport in its most robust form requires knowledge of parcle
volumetrc concentration and fall velocity, or size distrbution and density. The theory of
vertcal diffsion of parcles in boundar layers, first published by Rouse in 1937,

predicted a strong dependence on parcle size: as the square of parcle diameter in the

exponent of the vertical co-ordinate z! Thus, parcle size is critically importt in the

physics of sediment dispersion. Yet, perhaps because this quantity is optimally reachable
only optically, and optical engineers have largely ignored the needs of sediment transport
in situ parcle size and setting velocity data are only now becoming available with our
work. Prior work, cared out with optical transmissometers, or with simple scattering-
based measures obtaned with optics and acoustics, has produced a vast amount of the
historical field data. These data should be considered semi-quantitative whenever size-
distrbution, against which instrments were calibrated, is not assuredly constat in
natue. In the historical data, the error bounds on the measurement of concentration

arsing from changes in parcle size distrbution are, tyically, unkown. Our work in
measurng the 2 critical quantities in the title addresses this nee.

First, for the sake of completeness, note that a single - parameter sensor measures the
following:

P = J n(a) cr (a,k,p..) da (i)

where P is a measured quantity (optical transmission or scattering; acoustic pressure), cr is
an interaction cross-section of a paricle of radius a, interacting with a wavelengt defined
by k=2wÀ, and depending, at least, also on a physical propert (e.g. mass density) of the
paricle p. When an optical transmissometer is used to measure suspended sediment

concentration, (J is the 'extinction cross-section' of the parcle; otherwse, whether for
optical or acoustic backscatter, (J represents the integration of the diferential scattering

cross-section (cm2/sr) of the parcle over some, hopefully, defined geometr. Clearly,
the measured quantity P in (i) sums over the range of sizes, weighted by the number
distrbution n(a) (defined so that the number of paricles in the size range a to a+da is
n(a)da). In the integration in (i), the size information is clearly lost. Furer, as is widely
recognized, the cross-section parameter (J scales approximately with parcle area in
optics, and as a6 for Rayleigh acoustics; thus neither system comes close to reportng tre
volumetrc concentration of parcles. The calibration procedures that are the norm are
only applicable with the assumption of an unchanged field size distrbution.

In this paper, we describe instrments that measure the size distrbution em and setting
velocity distrbution wf.n. We also show field data that ilustrate signficant spatial and
temporal varability of parcle size distrbution. The 2 systems in this paper are based on

the principle commonly known as laser difaction. The name derives from the
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diffaction-like propert of scattering at small angles from the original beam. The
diffaction though apertes is the famliar Ai fuction. Ths function, for small
scattering angles, quite nicely fits the full Mie theory, which is valid for scattering of light
at arbitrar angles from parcles of arbitrar size and (homogeneous) composition. Thus

although the method was initially called laser diffaction because of the use of the Ai
function to approximate the scattering model, it is now also known as multi-angle
scattering or low-angle scattering. In fact, using the full Mie theory, and by observing
scattering over the full range of angles (O-1t), in a modified method called Reverse Fourer
Scattering, parcles of far smaller size than the wave-lengt of light are now measured.

~_tO'-~~D r ~ii
Figure 1." The basic optics of a multi-angle instrunt. In (a), a collimated laer beam illuminates

particles in water. Ring detector (RD) shown in detail in (b) senses scattering. Also visible in (b) is
an edge-on view of RD showing the transmissometer photo-diode (XPD) behind it.

When the scattering is sensed by azimuthally integrating ring-
sensors, the scattering signatue. of size becomes obvious, Figue
Ic. Ring detectors, placed in the focal plane of a receiving lens,
represent logarthcally increasing scattering angles. The
scattered optical power profile sensed by the rings per unit parcle
area (the term scattered energy is frequently used to denote

integration over azimuth angles instead of time) is of nearly equal
magnitude for all sizes. It exhibits a peak at outer rings for small
particles, and vice versa. When a continuum of sizes is present,
the observed optical power on the rings is a weighted sum of the
parcle area distrbution:..= n(a)a2da. Thus the scattered

optical power distrbution on the detector rings g is related to the
scattering propert kernel matrx K and the area distrbution &
though g = K . & where K is the scattering kernel (constrcted
from Mie theory, with K¡ a row, being the scattered energy
distrbution of parcles of size class i). The observation g is

inverted to obtan the area distrbution, and thence the volume

concentration in the varous size classes. For more detals,

reference is suggested to Agrawal and Pottmith(I998).

0.06

0.04

0.02

0.00
1 8 1522 29

Detector Ring No.

Figure lc." The signature of2
sizes of partcles on the ring
detectors

For the measurement of setting velocity, a setting column is attched and the size
distrbution is observed at the bottom of the colum as parcles settle. Faster setting
parcles vanish from the observed size distrbution earlier than slower ones. Thus the
concentration history of each size class is used to estite the setting velocity for that

size class. For the measurement of the reference concentration, the same optics are

employed, except with a ßÚniatue folded optical path. The 5 mm optical path (contrasted
with 50 mm) pemuts a smaller sensing head, suitable for measurements near the seabed
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without causing scour. This is the idea behind the MSCAT instrent (to be described
elsewhere). The 3 instrents can be seen on a trpod Figue 2.

Field observations with the basic size-distrbution
sensing instrent LISST - i 00 reveal a rich
varabilty of the natual size distrbution of parcles,
both in time and in space. Figue 3a shows the

optical transmission (upper trace). In the lower trace
an estimate of surace gravity wave is obtaned as
follows: the 15-minute interval pressure samples are
fitered to remove tide, and then smoothed (lower

trace). The evolution of scattering distrbution (right)
is displayed at 2 day intervals over the ten day period
of a broad surace wave event (second, broad event,
lower trace). These data were acquired at 1m above
bed, in the Coasta Mixing and Optics experiment, off
Mara's Vineyard, Massachusett in Fall 1996.
There is clear evidence of large paricles (energy at
small angles) at some times and not at others. No
evidence of the large parcles was seen with another
LISST instrent at 2m above bottom (not included

here for brevity). This size change with height is

strking.

:~~
o 1000 2000 3000

:J lA,
o 1000 2000 3000

4000 5000 6000

~ -i- -
4000 5000 6000

Figure 2: A field trpod shows
the LISST-IOO (top, slanted),
LISST-ST and MSCAT
instrments (sensor head at the
bottom of center column).

'200

l 1000

i 800o
~ 800

i
~ .coo

200

10.' 10"
SClllringAngi.

Figure 3: The optical transmission (left, upper) and 2-hour averaged rm pressure fluctuation (left lower).
Pressure is shown uncalibrated. Right: anguar scattering for the second major pressure event, records 2000-3000.

Examples of data for settng velocity measurements are displayed in Figue 4. Afer the

setting colum is closed and parcles in a trapped water sample sette, the optical

transmission monotonically retus to 1. The histories of concentration are constrcted
for 8 size classes only, as this is believed to be the limt of resolution in this observation
of temporal concentration gradient. The histories are displayed from an in-situ setting
experient lasting 24 hours at LEO-I5, off the New Jersey coast. The data were acquired
in Fall 1997. The histories reveal that coarse parcles disappear earlier than the finer
fractions. By finding a single parameter - a setting velocity - that fits the concentration
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history observed for each size class, the settling velocity varation with size of each class
is estimated.

1000 00 00 00

800
00

600
00

400

200 100

0 0 0
0 5 0 5 0 5

10 10 10 10 10 10

400 00 150 150

300 150
100

200 100

50
100 50

..

0
..:'.:£l-

0
0 5 0 5

10 10 10 10

Figure 4: (From top left) Time history of concentration of 8 size classes in a setting column. The
fine parcles fall through the 30cm column slowly, vice versa. The dots represent noise in
estimates of concentrtion. The data yielded settling velocities for 6 size classes. The size classes
were centered. at (left -right, top): 6.6, 11.8,21.,37.5,66.7,118.6,211 and 375 microns.

Again, detals are omitted for brevity, but the data from LEO-IS suggest a relation
between parcle size (diameter in microns) and setting velocity, expressed in cmlsec, of
the form:

Wr 10.3.7 dU.

Summary: New sensor systems reveal a rich diversity in temporal and spatial
varation of size distrbution of suspended paricles. This is not surprising, it is
only new in our abilty to mae the observations. Similarly, the size-resolved
settling velocity distrbution is also a new instrumenta capabilty and it suggests
that settling velocity at the LEO-15 site does not increase as paricle diameter
square, as constat density Stokes settling predicts, hinting at aggregation.

Reference:
Agrawal, Y.C., Pottsmith, 1998: Instrments for Parcle Size and Settlng Velocity Observations in

Sedment Transport, Marne Geology (in revision.)

Acknowledgement: Dr. J. Kravitz of ONR has principally sponsored this work over the past
several yeas. Support from Rutgers University's NU program is noted for LEO-IS work.
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Model Studies of Upwelling Relaxation Events off Northern Caliornia

J. S. Allen
(Joint work with J. Gan)

College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences
Oregon State University

Corvallis, OR 97331-5503

ABSTRCT

Time-dependent, thee-dimensional circulation on the continenta shelf off

nortern California in the region (37-40N) of the Coasta Ocean Dynamcs
Experiment (CODE) is studied using the Blumberg-Mellor, finite difference
stratified, hydrostatic primitive equation modeL. A limted-area, high resolution
curilinear grd (approximately I kI horizonta spacing, 30 vertcal sigma levels)

with realistic bottom topography and coastline is used. The grd extends 350 kI
alongshore and 150 kI offshore and contans thee open boundares, where

approximate open boundar conditions are implemented. The focus of the study is
on the dynamcs of observed upwellng relaxation events which involve the tIe-
dependent development of nortward curents on the inner shelf near the coast
following the cessation of southward winds. A signatue of these relaxation events
in the CODE region is the advection near the coast of war water from south of
Point Reyes (38N) nortward toward Point Arena (39N). Nortward winds are
tyically not present and are not a necessar forcing mechanism for these events.

Numerical experients are conducted using forcing by spatially uniform winds
with the time varability and direction of the observed winds at the CODE central
line (38.6N) durng April 1982. The model results are compared with moored

curent and temperature measurements from CODE. The model response includes
a robust simulation of the April 1982 relaxation event with good qualitative
agreement found between behavior of model and observed velocity and
temperatue fields. Analysis of the alongshore momentum balance shows that,

afer the abatement of southward winds, nortward curents are forced by a

nortward pressure gradient. The nortward alongshore pressure gradient is
generated durng the periods of southward. winds by alongshore density gradients
associated with topography-induced alongshore varability in upwellng intensity.
Similar flow behavior is found in additional response experiments involving

idealized wind relaxation scenaros. It appears that the dynamcal processes
involved in these upwellng relaxation events may be general featues of the shelf
flow field response to time-varing winds off the US West Coast.
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OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF THE TIDAL BOTTOM BOUNDARY
LAYER ON THE SOUTHERN FLANK OF GEORGES BANK

Sandra R. Werner
MIT/WHOI Joint Program in Oceanography

Cambridge, MA 02139

Robert C. Beardsley
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, MA 02543

ABSTRACT: The vertical structure of the bottom boundary layer (BBL) is inves-
tigated in a shallow coastal region with strong semidiural tides. Moored temper-
ature, salty, and velocity data were taken from Februar-August 1995 near the
76-m isobath on the southern flank of Georges Balle Measurements are presented
for periods of weak and strong vertical stratifcation (Werner and Beardsieya,b,

submitted; hereafter WBa and WBb). From tidal current profies representative
of near-homogeneous witer conditions, we derive scale expressions for the BBL-
thickness that are consistent with the logarithmc law of the wall. Numerical ex-
periments show a simple turbulence closure model reproduces the observed velocity
distribution closely when the water colum is nearly unstratifed. Results from the
second order Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 turbulence closure model suggest the model
underestimates the BBL-thickness in the presence of stratifcation, even for small
buoyancy frequencies representative of witer.

INTRODUCTION
In many locations on the continental shelf, tidal currents are an important com-

ponent of the near-shore circulation and account for signcant turbulence pro-
duction at the lower boundary. The thickness of the friction-induced BBL varies
greatly with current strength, bottom roughness, and vertical stratifcation. For
homogeneous conditions, Grant and Madsen (1986) derived scale expressions for
the BBL-heights of steady planetary and rectilear oscilating flows and showed
that these expressions are in agreement with the logarithmc law of the wal. Based
on our velocity measurements and bottom stress estimates, we investigate whether
simar scalg applies to the case of a rotating tide.

Previous observations of rotating tidal flows indicate vertical stratifcation sup-
presses turbulent mig, resulting in large current shear in and across the pycn-
oclie (Maas and va Haren, 1987; Soulsby, 1990). To investigate the impacts of
stratifcation on the BBL, we compare velocity measurements and bottom stress
estimates representative of nearly homogeneous and strongly stratifed conditions.

Numerical modelig studies frequently make use of second order turbulence clo-
sure schemes to compute the velocity and density distribution in the BBL. Here, we
investigate the performance of the Mellor- Yamada level 2.5 model during periods of
weak and strong stratifcation. Observations representative of witer are compared
to predictions from a simple two-layer viscosity model designed for homogeneous
conditions.

LOCATION
Georges Ban is a shalow submarine bank located off the east coast of the

United States between the deeper Gul of Maie and the continental slope. Over
the southern flank and most of the bank-plateau, the serndiurnal M2 tidal cur-
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rents carry more than 90% of the kietic energy. The interaction of the tidal
flow with the rough bottom results in a turbulent shear flow, which keeps the crest
of the bank well-mied at all times. In sumer, the competing effects of bottom
friction-induced turbulence and increasing stratifcation maniest as a tidal mig
front (TMF), which surrounds the ban-plateau near the 60-m isobath. On the
southern flank, the shelf-slope front (SSF) marks the transition from cooler, fresher
shelf water to warmer, more salie sÌope water; its base is located near the 100-m
isobath about 50 km south of the TMF.

MEASUREMENTS
As part ofthe U.S. GLOBEC/Georges Ban 1995 Stratifcation Study, moored'

current, temperature, and conductivity measurements were made on the southern
flan of Georges Bank. Data were taken from February-August at a study site on the
76-m isobath, about 20 km south of the TMF and 30 km north of the SSF. Velocities
were measured using eleven VMCMs between 6 and 71 m above the bottom. In
addition, a bottom tripod was deployed from Feb.3-AprA and Jul.1l-Aug.23. The
tripod was equiped with five acoustic travel time current meters (Benthic Acoustic
Stress Sensors, herafter BASS, see Wilams et al., 1987) and eight thermistors
between 0.2 and 6 m above the bottom.

Al data presented in this study are hourly averaged, with exception of the half-
hourly bottom tripod measurements. A more detailed description of the data set is
given in WBa.

BOTTOM FRICTION
Estimates of bottom friction velocity u* and bottom roughness Zo were

obtaied from instantaneous best-fit logarithmc profies to acoustic travel time
current meter data at 0.2, 0.6, 1.2, and 2.5 m above the bottom. From least-squares
fits of u* 2 to measured current speeds squared, we computed the quadratic drag
coeffcients at the BASS sensors and lowest VMCM located 6 m above the bottom.
Histograms of bottom roughness peak at 0(1) mm. To derive one representative
bottom roughess, we inverted the defition of the quadratic drag coeffcient CD =
1\/ (In (z/zO))2 using our CD-estimates at the BASS sensors between 0.2-2.5 m
above the bottom, and averaged the results.

Estimates of bottom friction velocity, drag coeffcients, and bottom roughness
are listed in Table 1 for Feb.12-Mar.26 (BASS 1) and Jul.12-Aug.14 (BASS 2).
Characteristic values of these parameters are simar for both periods, indicating
vertical stratifcation does not have a pronounced effect on bottom friction. This
behaviour may be explaied by the nearly well-mied conditions imediately above
the sea-floor; thermal stratifcation between 0.6 and 2.5 m above the bottom is less
than 0.005°C for BASS 1, and less than 0.005 (O.OI)OC during 81 (95)% of the
time during BASS 2. The lack of signcant variations in drag coeffcient from wi-
ter through sumer suggests bottom stress may be estimated from the quadratic
drag law at 6 m above the bottom when BASS measurements are not avaiable.

THE BBL DURING NEAR-HOMOGENEOUS CONDITIONS
Time-mean temperature and salty profies representative of Feb.12-Mar.l0

indicate the presence of a bottom mied layer at z 0: 30 m above the bottom,
followed by a weakly stratifed interior with buoyancy frequencies squared N2 ~
10-5 s-2, and a surace mied layer at z:; 65 mabove the bottom (Fig.ld).

Tidal decomposition of velocity measurements shows the M 2 current ellpse has
an eccentricity e ~ 0.64, with the major axs oriented in the cross-ban diection.
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Results are presented in rotating components (Soulsby, 1990) accordig to

u+i.v=(R+eiut+R-e-iut) , (1)
where u and v are the cross- and along-bank velocities, respectively, (1 =
1.41.10-4 s-2 is the frequency of the M2 tide, and R% = R%ei,p% are the
counterclockwise (+) and clockwise (-) rotating components of the velocity vector.
On Georges Bank, R- ~ 4 . R+ results in clockwise rotation of the tidal currents
(Fig.la). Profies of R+, R-, ø+, and ø-, show two boundary layers with relative
thickness 6- 16+ ~ 5 (Fig.l), where 6+ ~ 12 m and 6- ~ 57 m describe the coun-
terclockwie and clockwise boundary layer, respectively. Thi result is supported by
the veering of the stress vector away from the bottom (WBa). The observed ratio
6- 16+ ~ 5 suggests BBL-height scalig accordig to 6% = c. I'-*I ((1:l I), where
K: = 0.4 is von Karman's constant, u* = 1.2 cm S-1 is the time-mean friction
velocity, f = 0.95.10-4 S-1 is the Coriolis parameter, and c ~ 0.5 is a proportion-
ality constant. These scale expressions are in agreement with the logarithmc law
ofthe wall, and are partially supported by earlier observations from Soulsby (1990).

THE BBL DURING STRONGLY STRATIFIED CONDITIONS
An example of the BBL during stratifed conditions is presented for May 14-21.

During this period, moored array measurements indicate warm and salie water was
advected past the mooring, suggestive of an on-ban intrusion of the SSF. Maps of
sea-surace temperature show the intrusion coI.cided with the presence of a Gul
Stream ring, which caused instabilties at the transition zone between the Shelf
and Slope Waters. Crossbank gradients in the BBL were strong during the SSF
intrusion, resulting in the advection of colder, fresher, highly stratifed water during
ebb, and warmer, more sale, less stratifed water during flood (WBb). Time-mean
buoyancy frequencies squared were about N2 = 0.2 . 10-4 at 10 m above the

bottom, and N2 = 1.3 . 10-4 s-2 near the surace (Fig.2d).
Tidal decomposition ofVMCM measurements indicates stratifcation affects the

counterclockwie rotating component R + to - a lesser degree than the clockwie
rotating component R -. Vertical distributions of R+ and .6ø+ are simar dur-
ing near-homogeneous and strongly stratifed conditions (Fig.2a,b). On the other
hand, the clockwie component develops a maxum RMa:i about 30 m above the
bottom, and phase angles .6ø- diplay strong veering toward the bottom during
the SSF intrusion (Fig.2a,c). This behaviour reflects the dierent scales for the
clockwise and counterclockwie boundary layers; with 6- 1 6+ ~ 5 derived in the
previous section, the clockwie boundary layer extends futher into the stratifed
interior than the counterclockwise boundary layer. Based on the observations pre-
sented in Fig.2 together with their analysis of a bottom-trapped SSF intrusion in
early May, WBb concluded vertical stratifcation lits the thickness of the clock-
wie boundary layer, resulting in the observed maxum R"M a:i and pronounced
veering .6ø-.

MODEL-DATA COMPARISON
Two one-diensional models were run to investigate the effects of turbulent

mig on the velocity distribution. The models were forced with a tidal pressure
gradient derived from the measurements (WBa). The specifed bottom roughness
was 0.6 m. based on our BASS data analysis sumarized in Table 1.

The fist model is a simple two-layer viscosity model with a liear distribution

in the lower layer and a constant value in the upper layer. Trowbridge and Madsen
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(1984) showed a simar model performed well for homogeneous rectilear flow in
the absence of rotation. Model results vary dependig on the height of the lower
layer where the eddy viscosity K = ll:* z. In the present case of a rotating tide,
numerical results match the observations closely if the lower layer thickness is 5 m
(Fig.1). Numerical friction velocities are 1.2 ~ 0.2 cm s-l, in good agreement with
1.2 ~ 0.4 cm S-l from BASS data analysis (Table 1).

The second model investigated here utilzes the Mellor- Yamada level 2.5 (MY2.5)
turbulence closure (Mellor and Yamada, 1974, 1982). To evaluate the model per-
formance for nearly homogeneous conditions, the model was run for N2 = 0 and
the N2 ditribution shown in Fig.1d. Vertical stratifcation was specifed a priori
as described in WBa. Model results indicate the predicted phase veering .64J- is
in better agreement with the observations if the effects of weak stratifcation are
taken into consideration (WBa). For N2)- 0, the model predicts a region of zero
shear and no turbulent momentum transfer at heights )- 55 m above the bottom
(Fig.1a). The transition from the turbulent BBL to the frictionless region above
it is marked by a velocity maxum of the clockwse rotating component which is
not supported by the observations. For strongly stratifed conditions representative
of the time-mean stratifation from May 16-21, model velocities peak about 10 m
below the observed maxum RYa:i (Fig.2a). The predicted BBL-thickness is
~ 26 m, followed by a frictionless free-stream at greater heights. Numerical results
can be improved if vertical stratifcation varies on tidal time-scales as shown in
Fig.2d. The reason for the improvement is that bottom friction-induced mig is
large at the end of flood when N2 in the BBL is very smal, resulting in a thicker
time-averaged boundary layer than for the N2 distribution representative of the
time-mean (Fig.2a-c). .

For both periods Feb.12-Mar.10 and May 16-21, bottom stress values from the
MY2.5-model are withi 6% of the estimates derived from best-fit logarithmc
profies to BASS data and the quadratic drag law at 6 m above the bottom.

CONCLUSIONS
1. From our analysis of bottom tripod data, we obtaied estimates of friction

velocity, quadratic drag coeffcients, and bottom roughness that are alost identical
for witer and sumer. Thermal stratifcation below 2.5 m above the bottom is
-c 0.010 C at least 95% of the time during both tripod deployments, correspondig
to N2 = 0.5 - 0.7 . 10-5 S-2 if salty is assumed constant. The lack of sign-
cant variations in bottom friction parameters from witer through sumer suggests
near-bottom turbulence remai largely unaffected by vertical stratifcation.

2. Vertical profies of the M2 current and stress vectors indicate two ditinct
boundary layers describe the clockwie and counterclockwise rotating components.
The relative thickness of these boundary layers is ó- / ó+ ~ 5, suggesting scale

expressions ó:l = c. K,u*/ (O":l f) that are in agreement with the logarithmc law
of the wall (c ~ 0.5, u* = 1.2 cm s-l).

3. Strong stratifcation representative of a SSF intrusion lits the vertical ex-
tent to which bottom friction-induced turbulence can dise. As a result, velocity
profies develop a maxum in the lower water colum which is accompanied by
strong phase veering toward the bottom. The SSF intrusion particularly afects the
clockwise rotating component, since the clockwise BBL extends far into the strati-
fied interior.

4. A simple two-layer viscosity model reproduces the observed velocity structure
closely when the water colum is nearly unstratifed.
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5. Model predictions utilzing the Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 turblence closure
scheme show margial agreement with the observations. The model performance
is lited by the underestimation of the BBL-thickness in the presence of stratif-.
cation, even for small buoyancy frequencies representative of witer. Based on our
model-data comparison, we conclude that the Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 model un-
derpredicts turbulence production during stratifed conditions, in agreement with
results by Simpson et al. (1996). Numerical solutions for strongly stratifed condi-
tions can be improved if tidal variations of N2 are taken into consideration. Such
variations allow for enhanced mig during those times of the tidal cycle when
stratifcation is smalest.
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u. z cd cd r0
.1

(mm) (I.2m) (6m)(ems)

Feb 12-M 26 1.2:1 0.4 0.6 2.80:10.01 1.74:10.01 0.97 :I 0.03

Ju112-Au 14 1.1: 0.4 0.6 2.80:1 0.01 1.68:1 0.01 0.93 :I 0.07

Table 1: Bottom frction velocity, bottom roughess, and quadratic drag coeffcients
at 1.2 and 6 m above the bottom from BASS data analysis. The last colum gives
the liear correlation coeffcient averaged over al intantaneous best-fit logarithmc
profies. Values followig the :I are standard deviationS from the mean.
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Fig.l: Profies of the (a-c) M2 rotating components and (d) time-mean buoyancy
frequencies squared for the witer period Feb.12-Mar.l0. Circles are observations,
and dotted lies are data uncertaities. Shown are (a) magntudes R+ (smaler
values) and R- (larger values), and phase angles (b) Alt+ and (c) Alt-. Phase
angles are given with resect to the phas of the near surace curents (averaged over

the topmost five VMCMs). Al shown are model results from the (heavy dashed)
two-layer vicosity model, and the (solid) MY2.5-model with the N2 ditribution
indicated by the solid lie in (d).

Fig.2: Same as Fig.l, but for the SSF intruon May 16-21. Model results are
from the MY2.5-model with (solid) N2 specifed accordig to the time-mean, and

(~eavy d~hed) N2 .superiP?sed ~y tidal vaations as shown in (d). Pluses and
triangles m (d) are tidal vanations Ìlerred from observations.
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Convergences and Hydraulic Controls in Partially Mied Estuaries

w. C. Boicourt L. J. Walstad, M. Roman, R. Hood
Horn Point Laboratory, University of Maryland Center for
Environmenta Sciences

A. Valle-Levinson, C. Lascara, L. Heilan, and R. Burgett
Center for Coastal Physical Oceaography, Old Domion University

Although the elevated priar production of estuares appears to be the result of
retention and recycling of nutrents, reasons for elevated secondar production have
proved more elusive. An interdisciplinar study is underway in the Chesapeake Bay to
test the hypothesis that pulsed inputs and circulation processes create localized

ecosystems that enhance this trophic transfer. We are focusing on the role of the

pycnocline, and on convergent strctues such as tubi4ity maxma, fronts, residual
eddies, and hydraulic controls, which concentrate both food and fish larae.

These circulation featues have inherently small space scales, yet the perspective for
addressing the production balance is necessarly system-wide. For this reason,

observational techniques must provide both spatial resolution and coverage. A
combination of an undulating towed vehicle--the SCANSH equipped with multiple
sensors, including an Optical Planon Counter-- and an underway sampler has been
employed in conjunction with a Doppler velocity profiler, a split-beam acoustic mapper
for fish, and moored instrmentation. From the outset, we have recognzed that the
attempt to estimate the relative roles of singularties versus the continuum in the trophic
transfer process would be diffcult on the basis of observations alone. An appeal to a
varety of numerical techniques has been made to bolster this effort.

The approach toward deciphering the mechanisms of trophic transfer has been to use
both Bay-wide sureys, and a dedicated focus on specific convergent featues. In 1996,

we addressed the turbidity maximum zone and have reported the results elsewhere.
Fronts and hydraulic controls in the Chesapeake Bay entrance region were studied in
1997, and the priar hydraulic control in the central Bay, in 1998. Hydraulic controls
have been observed at the sils of fjord estuares (Farer and Smith, 1980; Farer and
Denton, 1985), but laboratory and modeling studies in parially mixed estuares (Stommel
and Farer, 1952, 1953; Chao and Paluszkiewicz, 1991) have been followed by field

effort. Previous observations provided evidence for tidally modulated fronts, and

puzzling large excursions of the pycnocline in both the Bay entrance and central Bay
regions. These excursions occured near abrupt topographic transitions in both depth and
width of the channels. Time-series transects over multiple tidal cycles were employed
along with moored instrentation to examne the detals of these varations.

Preliminar results indicate hydraulic controls are active at the maked topographic
featues, but that hydraulic processes are also prevalent at subtler topographic transitions.
In coasta-plain estuares such as the Chesapeake Bay, these controls act as key internal
sluicegates for both salt and fresh water transport. In addition, these circulation strctues
provide concentrating mechanisms for food and larval fish. Agreement with numerical
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models is encouraging, especially because we anticipate accurate estimates of the
biologically importt vertcal velocities.
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Anothr GUmpse of the Wave Boun Layer

AJ. Bowen and P. MaAulay
Dent of Ocogry, Dalousie Univerity

Ha NS B3H 411, Ca

The stdy of the bottm bounda layers asocia with surac grvity waves, or a
combinon' of waves and sty cuents, ha be a toic of very considerble intere
over the lat twenty-five yeas. The rest is a very extnsive literatue, perhaps

suingly exteive in view of the apntly well-poed nae of th prblem. Ths
is sen, for example, in the may models th have ben propose for the vertca
sttue of the eddy viscsity (tie invart), the model of Grt and Man (1979)
being of pacu relevance, and. repesentig one of seer 'schools of though' which
have contiued semi-independent existece in the USA. UK Denmk and Ausia
thoughout th fu develo¡ment of the field.

The problem in reslvig the discepacies between the varous schools is the

clasica problem of modellg tubuence. At ver low Reynolds Numbes the viscity
is effecvely molec, cot in sp an tie. Smal sce exprients con the
theoretica predctons of scaes, pha lags, etc. for ths cae. For lager waves, the
asumpton of constat eddy vissity brea down the predctions of bounda layer
thckness ar overeses. To te more elara models, data is neeed and most of

the data comes from exprients in naow flumes with regu waves and. necsay,
co-dtiona cunt (with or ag the waves). The us of reguar waves of const
heigh an frency, whie appently simplic, offers ver signcat attons. It is

a simple sitution to model being defied by a sm nube of paeters; th conce
of pha sh bewee fr stea flow and bottm strs, between bottom sts and
intition of sement movement ar clea and unbiguous; and beuse the wave
motion is regu it ca be subtrcte from velocity meaurements to leave 'the

tubuence'.

However, such meaurements show th the assumption of a constat eddy
viscosity in tie, is a por represntation of the re physics, although perhaps an

adequa deption of the bounda layer stct for some prca predctons. In
rety, tuenc is clealy a fuon of the ret hi of th flow and anytca and
semi-anytca modl (Trowbrdge and Man. 1984; Davies, 1995) show th the tie
varabilty of th eddy viscsity inodce new physics th may produc major chages
(even diecon chges) in the vertca stctu of th wave induce dr velocty and
the seent tr

Equivalent meaurements of the bottm bounda strctue in the oc are
dicult to mae, and threfore inrequent. Trowbrdge and Agrwal (1995) provide

'glimpse' of a rea wave bounda layer. However, th capabilty to mae sophistca
meaurements close to the seabe is improving notably, focusing attntion on the
queon of wha we exp to se, and wha modls prvide the apprat predctons.

In th neashore zone, th rage of possible phenomenology is substa. In

the su zone itslf, wave breag provides a major complication in the tubuent energy
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bace but even outside the sm zone the systm is very energetic, waves and cment
of sae order of magntude, up to 0(1 m/s), with th cment frequently at lage angles
to th wave diection. However, the bottm line may be in providig ade models to
describe the effects of the varabilty of the flow, waves, wave groups, shea waves,
puling 'mea' cments.

To exae some of the possible dyncs k-E models ar being increaingly
us to detrme the tubuent field and allow the appoprat tie lags for tubulent
development and decy complex flow conditions (Hat and Eidsik 1986). For

regular waves, such models generate tie varg eddy viscosities simla to those

propose ealier an simla chges in the higher order beviour of th boun layer.
But the extension to skewed waves, to iregu waves, to wave groups, or to rapidly
chgig flows, pruc a whole sute of new bevioms reecg the new freqencies

and tie lag tht are introduce by the more complex inputs to a fudaentaly non-

liea systm.

The rets sugges tht the physics associate with waves groups, for exaple,

may lead to several interesg and potetily obsrvable behaviour in the bounda
layer.

- Ïirst, there are significatly duferent vertcal strctes in the tota
intaeous velocty field which may be impot in reinorcing the shea intabilties
which ca oc in wave bounda layers.

- secnd, reguar wave groups contribute signüicantly to the mea mass
trrt as well as providig tie varbilty to al the high ord te.

- terms relatig to the bottom stress, sedent suspension, skew flux, and
seent trrt al beme tie vart in complex ways. As all clasica models
sugges th seent trport is a fuction of a high power of the cment sp it is
clea tht the 'poper' tie averg of th procse is impot in derving sensible

prctons of seent mobility and trrt.
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Davies, A. G., 1995. Efect of th undies of the suspeded sedent flux in co
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Trowbridge, J. H., and Y. C. Agrwal, 1995. Glimps of a wave bounda layer. J.
Geophys. Res., 100, 20,729-20,743.

Hagatu K., and K. J. Eidsvik 1986. Oscilltig tubulent bounda layers with
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Winter Mied Layer Evolution in the Gulf of Maie
(1 September i 998)

Wendell S. Brown and Prashant Mupparapu
Ocean Process Anysis Laboratory

Intinite of the Snidy of Eart, Ocean and Space
Departent of Eart Sciences

. University of New Hampshie, Duha 03824

Introduction: Winters in certin high latitude oceanic regions are marked with cold dr
offshore winds which cool the surace waters so rapidly that an unstable situation develops.
The resulting convection, coupled with wind mixing, leads to deep vertcal mixing of the
upper water colum. The relative roles of these two processes in determining the depth of
the winter mixed layer is the topic of this paper.

Convection-induced deepening of the winter mixed layer and water mass formation

processes have been observed in several marginal seas such as the Gulf of Lions in the
western Mediterrean Sea (Stommel, 1972; Schott and Leaman, 1991), Greenland Sea

(Schott et aL.,1993) and Labrador Sea (Clark and Gascard, 1983). These winter
convection-induced water formation processes are organized on a hierarchy of scales
(Gascard, 1981). The latera spatial scales of the near-surace, density-induced plumes are
of the order of the mixed layer depth (depending upon location, 10m to 100Om), with time
scales ranging from a few hours to a day. These intermittent plumes occur within
"chimney-scale" zones of homogeneous water (- 50km), which are bordered by

mesoscale (1-lOkm) eddies, with tie scales of days. The plumes and the eddies apparently
combine to homogeni the water colum, formg the seasonaly varing chiey-scale

winter water masses. The commonly found intermediate water masses in these regions
result from the sing, spreadig and eventu sprigte isolation of some of the winter
water mass. Although our nearby margin sea - the Gulf of Maie (Figue 1)- is

shaower th these other margin sea regions, it's wintertime conditions mic those
of the other magin seas. Observational evidence (Hopkins and Gareld, 1979; Brown
and Irsh, 1993) implicates the cold, offshore southeastward winter winds in the formation
of convective plumes and Maine Intermediate Water (MIW).

This paper focuses on this atmospherically-induced mixing and winter water mass
formation in the Wilkinson Basin - a western Gulf of Maine site where most MIW
is found. Observations from 4 to 18 Februar 1987 and models are used to explain the (1)
intermittent periods of mixed layer deepening in terms of atmospherically-induced

convection and wind mixing and (2) how lateral advection combines with the different
mixing mechanisms to create winter water. Because of its relative simplicity and reasonable
pedormance in previous applications, we chose the Prce, Weller and Pinel (pWP, 1986)
model for this study. The PWP mixed layer model improved upon previous one-
dimensional mixed models by replacing the shar jump at the base of the mixed layer with
a trsition layer controlled by a gradient Richardson number stabilty criteria. Wind stress

and heat fluxes, estiated from operational measurements in and around the Gulf, were used
to force the PWP model as well as the Lynch et aL. (1992) thee-dimensional diagnostic
circulation model which was also used to estiate lateral advection durg the period. The
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moored observations in Wilkinson basin are used to assess the perfonnance of the models.
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Figure 1. Sur dyamic topogrhy (dynamic meters relatve to 100 decibar) for the Gulf of Maine in early
Febru 1987. The hydrgrhic smvey stons (small dots) durng the 5-15 Febru 1987 RN Oceanus cruise,
the Wilkinson Basin mooring (lare dot) and the NDBC meteorological buoy (open circle) used in this study ar
located. The 100m and 200m isobaths are shown. Note the Wilkinson Basin cyclonic flow featre.

The Atmospheric Forcing: The meteorological forcing in Wilkinson Basin was estimated
using meteorological records from the nearby Gulf of Maine (44005) National Data Buoy
Center (NBC) buoy (Figue 1). Bulk fonnulae were used to convert buoy measurements
to estiated wind stresses and heat flux components. These time-series (Figue 2) reveal a

major stonn-induced cooling event that was bracketed by a short period of offshore wind-

induced cooling begining on 4 F~bniar and an extended period of stong cooling after 14
Febru. The stonn-related surace cooling was due to high norteaserly winds and modest
air-sea temperatue differences. The pre- and post-storm cooling events were due to larger
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air-sea temperature differences, but more moderate, dr offshore winds from the north.
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Figure 2. Time series of wind stss and thennodynic surce forcing in Wilkinson Basin between 8 and 19
Februar 1987. The upper panel shows hourly wind stss vectors derived from winds on the NDBC buoy. The
NDBC buoy air and mooring ocean tempera in ar in the next paneL. Solar insolation, long-wave
radiation, sensible heat flux, latnt heat flux and net heat flux time series estimated from bulk fonnulae ar
in the lower panels.

The Ocean Response: The ocean response to this forcing was derived from measured
temperature at 1m and Sea Bird temperatue/conductivity at depths of 15m, 65m, 115m,
165m respectively in Wilkson Basin. We found that intermittent, statically-unstable
regions of the upper water colum coincided with cold surace temperature anomalies

durg the 5-6 Februar period. After the brief period of waring, intense storm-induced

surface cooling was established. Although there were episodes of cooling-induced static
instabilty durg this period, the water colum below 15m actly became more stable due
to increased salinity grdient. A comparson of the across-gulf hydrogrphic sections before
and after the 9-10 Februar storm indicate latera advecton of fresher and colder (but less
dense) upper water into Wilkson Basin. Thus the 14 though 16 Februar cooling produced
a much shallower mi.xed layer than the earlier two cooling events. A local heat budget
for the upper ocean water column shows that decreases (increases) in heat content of the
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upper 50m in Wilkinson Basin were consistent with local surface cooling (heating), but
changes in the 50-150m depth range were not.
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Figure 3. A te-dy sequence of 12-hourly PWP model denity anomaly profies (solid) resulting frm the effects
of suñace forcing on the initial profile on the left. A corrsponding sequence of observed profies (dashed),
derived by interplating moored observations, is also presented.

Mixed Layer Modeling: The PWP one-dimensional mixed layer model was used to help
understad the relative effects of convective overting and direct wind mixing in the
evolution of the winter mixed layer in the Wilkinson Basin in the two intervals of 4 and 6
Februar and 8 and 18 Febru, 1987. The PWP model, initialized with 4 Februar buoy-
measured hydrogrhy and forced with our estiated wind stresses and air-sea heat fluxes
(Figure 2), maitaed the relatively steady mixed layer depth of about 120m - very similar
to what was observed.

On 7 Februar some unusual surface waring apparently produced a shallow (20m) layer
of less dense water. These were the initial conditions at the begining of the second PWP
model ru at midnight 8 Februar (Figue 3). Dug the fit 2 days the model mixed layer

deepened from 20m to 40m. Then near midnight on 10 Februar as the storm hit, with
strong wind stress and surace cool,ing, the model mixed layer rapidly deepened from 40m
to 90m and within a few'hour to about 120 m, where it remaied for the durtion of the 10-

day ru. As diagostiè model experuents showed, convective overting was required
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for the model mixed layer to deepen to the observed 120 m depth, while direct wind mixing
alone could deepen the model mixed layer to only about 75 m.

The observed mixèd layer behaved rather differently from the model mixed layer. On 8
Februar, with weak winds and mid-day surace waring, the observed mixed layer at the
buoy deepened precipitously and inexplicably to about 120m -unlike the model mixed layer.
Furermore, when the storm hit and the the model mixed layer was deepened rapidly, the
observed mixed layer was shallowing, first to about 60m and then within a few days to
about 2Om.The modeVobservation discrepancies in the stabilty strctue strongly suggest

the importce of lateral advection in the Wilkinson Basin durg and after the storm.

Observed salinity distrbutions combined with horiontal velocity estimates from a
Darouth linear, fiite element circulation model of the Gulf (FUNY, Lynch et al., 1992)
help to explai differences between PWP model and observational results. The model was
forced with 36-hour averae wind stress fields derived using the optial spatial interpolation
scheme, as described by Feng and Brown (1998), and NDBC wind measurements. Daily
3-D current fields were simulated by ruing the model in a steady state (i.e., very low
frequency) diagnostic mode for each day of the study period. The curents at 8 model mesh
nodes in the Wilkson Basin (Figure 4) shows the daily average curents for 10 Februar,
1987, when the storm had the maximum intensity. While the Ekman transport in the upper
45m moved generally southwestward at about 8.5 kmday, the slower, deeper wind
forced curents flowed in a clockwise circulation pattern around the Wilkson Basin. These
and the other simulated wind drven curents durg this period were similar in suggesting
that the flow strctue is divided into two faily distinct layers.

While the upper 40m advects salt from the east and norteast (very rapidly durg the

storm), the directon and speed of the deeper, more barotropic flow is generally different.
The change of salinity due to lateral advection of the upper 40m of the water column in
Wilkinson Basin, estimated from the product of the salinity gradients (derived from
hydrogrphy) and the model Ekman transport, was found produce a decrease ofO.l4 psu.
The very good agreement between this estimate and the corresponding measured salinity
decrease of 0.15 psu strongly suggests an advection hypothesis. Thus it appear that the
observed freshwater-induced resttification of the upper water colum in Wilkinson Basin
was due to the advection of water from the eastern and then norteastern Gulf.

Summary

(1)There were two tyes of cooling events in Februar 1987. The 5-6 and 14-16 Februar
cooling events were characteried by modest offshore wind stress and very cold air
temperatues. The very strong 9- 1 1 Februar storm-induced cooling event was charcteried
by high wind stress and modest air-sea temperatue difference.

(2) The observed and PWP model mixed layers were very similar durg the 4-6 Februar,

1987 strong cooling event. The high heat extraction caused surface cooling-induced

convection in the neutrlly stable water colum in the Wilkinson Basin, thus maitaing the
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mixed layer depth at -120 m. The cold (and dr)offshore winds produced minimal lateral
advection.
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Figure 4. Diagosc Fundy model curnt profiles resultig frm the observed wind stress forcing for 9 Februar
1987 (during the stonn). Note the distinct Ekman layer to a depth of about SOm and the very different
direction of the raer depth-independent deeper flow. (In this perspective presentation, currnt vectors pointing

directly away frm the viewer can not be seen.)

(3) The PWP(1986) model results clearly suggest that free convection is the dominant
process in deepening the Wilkinson Basin mixed layer to the observed pre-storm depth of
about 120m durg Februar 1987. The model results alo suggest that, without convection,
the observed wind stress would have caused vertcal mixing to pre-storm depths of only
about 65m .

(4) The results of the S-IS Februar one-dimensional PWP model mixed layer depth history
did not compare well with observed results because of unaccounted-for lateral advection
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effects. The storm wind-forced lateral advection of fresher water from the norteastern gulf

increased the local static stability of the water column. Thus, despite strong buoyancy-
forcing, the mixed layer depth decreased from the pre-storm 120m to the post-storm
20mm. The intensive convective mixing period following the 9-10 Februar storm only
cooled the upper water column.

(5) The FUNDY model results indicate a two-layered strctue to the advection at the
Wilkinson Basin mooring site. This suggests convective plumes, which are crucial to the
mixed layer deepening, must be sheared by the lateral flow and thus are very 3-dIensional.

(6) The storm caused an enhanced clockwise circulation around the Wilkinson Basin in
water deeper than 50m in the deep-water layer, which appears to have been fed by colder
denser shallower water formed in adjacent coastal regions in the western gulf.
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Application of Simple Profie Evolution Concepts:
Analysis of a Dynamic Shoreline

Michael S. Bruno and Kelly L. Ra
Stevens Institute of Technology
Hoboken, New Jersey 07030

i. Intructon

There have ben signcat advancements over the la 10 yea in our undersdig of

the physics respnsible for sement trrt in the neahore region. Much of ths progres is
the ret of vay improved field meament capailties. As thes capabilties contiue to
evolve, they offer the promise of high-relution data sets tht wi shed light on ises of

paount importce to the co engieenng communty, inCludig the inuence of co
stct on neahore hydrodcs and sement trrt pattern, the generaon and
eventu fate of np cunts, and the acclerated erosion along loc sttches of shorelie,

often tenned "hot spts" .

At prent, the reuiments of shoreline evolution models - e.g., the multi-yea forec
of the shoreline confgution following a bech replenihment projec - exce the capailties of
even the mos sophistcate algonth. Indee even those models tht ca provide acte

rerentation of complex wave and cuent flow fields and the asted sement trrt
rates, mus employ wave forcing inormtion tht is (when avaiable) only provided as averaged

quatities or sp rerentig the chactenstcs of individua wave retions spg
tie penod of seera miutes to seera hour. As a resut, the majonty of long-tenn shorelie
evolution models cuently in us treat the problem from the persve of lage sptial (order of

seera wavelengt) and tempora (order of hour) sces. Thes models ar then employed in the

simulation of shoreline behavior over lengt sces of tens of kilometers and tie penod of
seera yea. In these applications, the seent trrt problem is often seted into two
components - the crss-shore trrt which is ased to domite dug seere stonn

(erosion) events and the alongsore trrt which is ased to drve the long-tenn evolution

of the shorelie position and its rens to co stct. Ths approach suers from may
weaes, pacuarly the absence of "communcation" between the cross-shore and
alongshore trrt mod. However, it do provde a usfu tool in the compative
evaluation of bech reoration projec and in the asment of shoreline respns to natu
(e.g., stonn) and hum (e.g., co stct) infuence.

The contiue refiement of shoreline evolution models wi reuire the conduc of

high-relution, long-tenn shorelie sueys coupled with contiuous monitonng of
ocogrphic and meteorologica conditions. In fact such monitonng stdies ca themslves
provide cncial informtion by identing pattern of erosion and/or acction in respns to
spc wave events. Such caus-and-effec informtion ca be an importt component of the
data neeed for effecve co magement and had mitigation plang. The followig
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descbes the application of a multi-yea monitoring stdy to the asssment of erosion potential
along the develope shoreline of Maua New Jers.

ll. Site description

Maua New Jers is locted on the nortern headland porton of the Atlantic
Oc shoreline of the stte, approxitely 8 miles south of Asui Park. The town is bounded
on the south by Ma Inet, as shown in Fig 1. Although the domit deewater wave
direon in the region is from the nort-of-e quadrt, the projec area is infuence by the

shadowing effec of Long Island to the nortea so tht the long-term net alongshore seent
trrt is direced toward the nort. A sieve anysis of sad saples obtaned in the intertda
zone along the Maua shoreline in May, 1997 indicated tht the medan grn siz rages
from 0.45 nu to 0.52 nu. Maua Inet was stili with the conscton of palel
stone jettes in 1931-1933. The jettes were rehailtated in 1979-1982 and have since fuctoned
as an effecve barer to the net norterly alongshore sement trrt. In addition to the nort

inet jett, the Maua shoreline ha seera timber groin, conscted in 1939-1941 and

stone groins, conscted at vaous times between 1931 and 1967. Recnt acclerated erosion of
a nourshed bech along the southern porton of the shorefront prompted the following anysis.

il. Field Meament Progr

High-resolution bech profie sueys were obtaned in the ar at quaerly intervals

beginnng June, 1994 and endig September, 1996 at the profile lies indicated in Fig 2. Wave
meaements were obtaned from a U.S. Ary Corp of Engineers neahore wave gauge,
locted in 10 meter water depth at latitude 40.40 N", longitude 73.9., W, or jus nort of the stdy
ar The gauge wa insed in 1992 and continues to provide signcat wave height, pe
sp period and direon at intervals raging from 1 to 4 hour. Table 1 list the mea
bech width at each profie line for six suey period, with the vaue indicating the width at the
end of each period These time period were seleced ba on the avaabilty of concuent

neaore wave meaements. "ND" indicates no suey data Fig 3 ilustes the profie
chage at line D - historicaly a highy erosiona area - over the cour of the stdy. Note the
drtic sad loss between the September 1995 profie and the Febru 1996 profie, and the

large amount of accetion between the Apri 1996 and September 1996 sueys.

Time Period Beach Width (meters) # Hrs Erosion
A B C D E F G

6/94-9/94 58.5 52.1 51.8 44.2 74.7 58.8 63.4 4
9/94-11/94 58.2 57.9 44.2 42.7 67.1 ND ND 52
6/95-9/95 57.9 58.5 53.3 57.0 77.4 58.2 ND 20
9/95-2/96 ND 47.2 36.6 33.5 65.2 54.9 ND 124
2/96-4/96 59.4 54.9 53.0 46.3 67.1 53.3 47.2 28
4/96-9/96 58.5 65.8 61.6 57.0 80.2 56.4 50.3 24

Table 1: Beach Width and Number of Hour of Strong Erosion
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il. Anysis and Discion

Ou pri goa in the data anysis was the identication of a caus relationsmp
between spc wave chacteristcs - e.g., height, steepnes, diecon - and shoreline respns.
Ths infonntion could then be us in the assessment of propose erosion mitigation sttegies,
using long-term wave observations to infer futue conditions. With ths in mid. our anysi of

the Maua shoreline began with an attempt to deelop a siple methodology to predct the
profile rens to known incident wave chacteristcs. We firs exaed the wave rerd with
the ai of identig the most effecve erosion/accretion indicator. Intial attempts ba on the

tota energy contaed in the wave field durg each monitoring period were uncc. For
exaple, as shown in Fig 4, the accetiona period from Apri 15 to September 15, 1996 wa
among the mos energetic of al, even in compason to the erosive period September i to
November 22, 1994. Ths resut was in fact consistnt with our exption - ba on our

monitoring exprience - tht the shoreline behavior is controlled priy by relatively short-

lived extme storm events rather th the tota integrted wave energy over a given time period.

In order to fuer explore ths possibilty, we defined an event-ba erosion indicator ba on
the Profile Pareter, P, introduce by Dalryple (1992):

P=gH2
w3T (J

where H is the wave height, here adopted as the signcat wave height, w is the fall velocty of
the bottom seent, T is the pe sp wave period and g is the accleration due to grvity.
Dalryple employed fu-sce wave and bech profie meaements to fid tht a value of P
grter th 9,000 indicates erosive conditions. Employig the methodology of Dietrch (1982),
we determned a value ofw = 5.8 cms for the average medan gr siz (0.47 mm) found along
the Maua shorelie. Equation (I) was then employed to identi the tie period durg
each monitoring interval wmch would be exped to prouce erosion. Table 1 list the number
of hour durng each monitoring interval durg wmch stongly erosive conditions oc.

Thes conditions corrspnd to period when P = 23,00. The fact tht ths criterion diers from
Dalple's value of 9,00 is the resut of our us of signcat wave height, H. in (I) rather
th the nn mea wave height( == 0.626 lI) us by Dalple.

Figus 5 and 6 iluste P as a fucton of wave dion for the (erosive) September

1995 - Febru 1996 period and the (accretiona) Apri - September 1996 period respvely.

Each data point reresnts a 4-hour wave observation. Note tht as exp the erosive period

is chacteri by signcatly more ocnces of the Profie Pareter exceng the erosion
crterion. Interestngly, nealy all of the erosive wave "events" approach from the south-of-e
quadrt (90 to 180 degree). Should continued monitorig confrm ths finding, futu

modcations to the Maua shorefront and stcts should anticipate the potential for
discntiuous erosion adjacent to shore-perpndicuar stctes, and (prhaps) a stong bias

toward a norterly longshore seent trrt.

The us of the Profile Pareter in identing period of shoreline acction is more
probleIltic. Clealy, those time period durg wmch the pareter does not exce the
erosion crterion do not necssaly correspnd to period of accetion. We exp tht a mima
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amount of wave energy is necssa to intiate and suta onshore sement tranrt. A
dependence on wave steepness and sedment fal velocity, such as is contaned in the Profie
Parameter, is also expcted. We are continuing to exame these and other possible contrbutig
factors, such as the slope of the foreshore, in order to identi an appropriate parameter for
shoreline accretion.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES OF THE SEA FLOOR

Bradford Butman and Richard P. Signell

U.S. Geological Survey
Woods Hole, Massachusetts

Introduction

Sediment and sea floor
characteristics have traditionally been
determined by measurements made at fixed
points or over scales of several meters. The
separation between these measurements is
typically several kilometers or more, leaving
a large gap in our understanding of spatial
variability in sediment transport processes.
Multibeam echosounders and sidescan sonar
are now being used to fill this gap, however,
mapping bathymetr and sediment
characteristics with 100% coverage over
large areas of the coastal ocean (Gardner et
aI., 1998, Schwab et aI., 1997; Goff et aI.,
1999). These maps are similar in detail to an
aerial photograph, and show variability of
seabed features over a wide range of spatial
scales, from 10' s of kilometers to several
meters. These highly detailed views of the
sea floor are providing a new framework for
sediment transport studies in the coastal
ocean.

Figure 1: High-resolution multibeam echo sounders
use sound from an aray of 60-120 electronically
separated transducers to measure water depth as
well as sediment characteristics of the sea floor.
Data is collected over swaths approximately 5 times
the water depth in width. The beam footprit on the
seafoor the area over witch the backscatter is
measured - vares with beam projection angle and
water depth. In 50 m of water, a 2° beam produces
a footprint on the seafloor of a few meters in water
depths of 50 m.

New Images

Recent surveys of Massachusetts Bay (Valentine and Butman, 1998) and the
New York Bight (Butman et aI., 1998; Schwab et aI., 1997) ilustrate the rich information
these techniques provide on morphology and texture of the ocean bottom. The
Massachusetts Bay survey (Figure 2) includes the Stellwagen Bank National Marne
Sanctuary, which supports large commercial and recreational fisheries and is essential
habitat for marine mammals, including endangered species of whales. The region also
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Figure 2. Sun-iluminated map of the region to the
east of Boston Massachusetts. The backscatter
intensity is draped over the topography. Red
indicates high backscatter material (sand, gravel and
rock); blue indicates low backscatter material (mud).
Within each backscatter color, the intensity varies
from dark to light depending on the sun ilumination,
The image ilustrates shows a complex and wide
varety of sedimenta environments and transitions

between sediment types is often very shar.
Topographic features observed here were formed for
the most par by glacial processes. Ice containing
rock debris moved across the region, sculpting its
surface and depositing sediment to form basins,
knoll, banks and other features. Today, the sea floor

is mainly modified by storm currents and waves
from the northeast. These currents erode sand and
mud from the shallow banks and transport them into

..

70° 30' W

the basins Stellwagen Bank and Jefferys Ledge are
shallow banks (20-40 m water depth) covered with
sand and gravel. Stellwagen Basin (80..100 m) is
floored with mud. In deeper water in the
norteastern par of the image (85-140 m), a fine
hummocky patern was created by gouges (5-10 m
deep and up to 120 m wide) caused by icebergs that
grounded here. Present and past disposal sites
(white arows) are characterized by high backscater
material and are especially distinct when the
background material is fine grained, such as in
Stellwagen Basin. The easternost arow points to
the presently active Masssachusett Bay Disposal
Site, The yellow rectangle in the western par of the
map is the location of the new ocean outfall that wil
discharge treated sewage effuent from the Boston
metropolitan area into Massachusett Bay.
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Figure 3: Sun iluminated bathymeti (with 2 m
contours superimposed) for the region surrounding
the Mud Dump Site (blue box) offshore of New
York. The map shows the sea floor impacted by
extensive disposal of dredged material, modem
processes, and the underlying geologic framework.
To create the image, the bathymeti was exaggerated
5 times and iluminated from an azimuth of 350° at
an angle of 45°, The shadows in the image
accentuate the small scale variabil ity of the
bathymeti (relief of a few meters) that would be
diffcult to show in a traditional contour map. The
white areas between swaths (that appear as 'tears' in
the image) are data gaps where the swath width of
the multi beam system narowed over the shallow
topography.

The most striking feature of the sea floor
shown by this image is the variability in bottom
morphology (and sediment texture) over scales of a
kilometer or less, and the extensive features

"~.

associated with disposal of dredged material on the
sea floor, Featres include: (A) a relatively smooth
mound composed of material dumped since the
i 800's and reworked into linear bed forms; (B)
several mounds (as high as 10 m) of dredged
material from more recent disposal; (C) a smooth,
roughly circular region resulting from disposal of
contaminated sediments and capping with sand; (D)
outcrops of southeastward-dipping cretaceous-age
coastal plain strata; (E) ubiquitous individual dumps
of material, some apparently sitting atop the hard
outcropping strata some appearng as craters of
order 50 m in diameter in the softer sediments; (F)
an area of uniformly smooth topography to the
northeast, east, and southeast of the Mud Dump Site
composed of fine material, possibly winnowed from
the disposed dredged material and transported
downslope; (G) a channel, about 400 m wide and 4
m deep to the west of the outcropping cretaceous
strata,
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includes the site for the new ocean ouûall that wil begin discharging treated effuent from
the Boston metropolita region, beginning in 1999. The mapping was cared out to
produce a series of maps that depict topogrphy, backscattr, and the distrbution of
sedimenta environments and biological habitats (for example, Valentine et al., 1997,
Valentine et al., in press). The New York Bight is offshore of the New York-New Jersey
metropolitan region, one of the most populated coasta areas in the United States. The
harbor estuar and offshore area are used for waste disposal, transporttion, recreation,
and commercial and recreational fishing. The Hudson Shelf Valley, the principal
bathymetrc featue of this region, is a potential sink for sediments and containants
and/or a conduit for cross-shelf transport. The region has been used for disposal of
sewage sludge as well as dredged and other material since the 1800' s. The apex of the
New York Bight was mapped as par of a USGS program to surey area offshore of
major metropolitan centers, and to provide a regional frework for studies of the

transport and long-term fate of sediments and associated containants (Figue 3).

Implications for understading sediment transport

These images of the sea floor provide a new perspective and framework for
sediment transport studies in the coasta ocean. Benefits of these new sureys include:

New perspectives on processes: One of the most strking characteristics of the
sedimenta environments shown in these new maps are the shar boundares between
bottom characteristics, both in backscatter intensity and bathymetr. These suggest that
sediment transport processes form and maintain shar convergences and divergences of
parcle trsport.

Regional perspective: The detaled mapping of large areas provides a regional
perspective of the modern natual and anthropogenic processes causing transport and their
effects on the sea floor. They provide information on the underlying geologic strctures
and the geologic history in controllng the present distrbution of sediments. They also
allow generalization of point measurements to larger areas of similar characteristics, for
example in calculating sediment inventories, or determining sea floor roughness.

Design offield experiments: They allow instrents to be carefully placed and cores
obtaned in areas of interest, for example, either large areas representative of a larger
region, or key locations where specific processes or events may occur.

New research directions: The spatial coverage and resolution of the new geologic maps
allows investigation of benthic habitats on biologically relevant spatial scales of order 0.1
to 10 Ia that could not be resolved by previous studies. Understading the role of sea
floor geology and benthic processes in the life history and productivity of benthic
populations is essential to develop and implement management strategies that wil
preserve biodiversity and promote a sustanable fishery.

Data interpretation: Interpretation of near bottom observations of sediment stress and

concentration is simplest if the seafoor is spatially homogeneous over the advection
length scale for a paricular event. (h/usia) x (advection velocity), where H is boundar
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layer height and Ilia is bottom stress. The rapid changes between sedimenta
environments suggest that advection wil often influence the suspended sediment
concentration and transport observed at a single location.

Tests of sediment transport models: The bathymetrc observations are of suffcient
accuracy that repeate sureys may begin to provide an integrated test of sediment
transport models.

Conclusion

Just as the wave-curent interaction models of Grant and Madsen (1979) and
Smith (1977) changed the way we think about sediment transport processes in the coasta
ocean, high-resolution maps are changing the way we think of the effect of these
processes on the sea floor. They wil help bridge the gap between measurements made at
scales of several meters and traditional point sampling measurements made at scales of
kilometers. They wil influence and guide sediment transport studies in the year to come.
Bil Grant would have been excited by these new perspectives.
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Organism-Flow-Sediment Interactions: An Eclectic Overvew

Cheryl An Butman
Applied Ocean Physics and Engieerig Deparent

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, MA 02543

Introduction

Systematic, experiental studies of organsm-flow-sedient interactions
began in the early 1970's, but it took 15 years or more for ths field to obtain

broad-scale recogntion. Now, biological oceanographers routiely measure

flow and sedient parameters with the context of a wide range of benthc
ecological studies, acknowledging that the hydrodynamc environment is one
of thè critical factors shaping organsm distrbutions. There have been far
fewer studies of organsm effects on nearbed flows and sedient tranport.

Research in ths area has a more checkered history. In fact, despite numerous
demonstrations of signcant effects of organsms on sedient tranport most
sedient-tranort models are still entiely abiotic.

Ths talk provides an eclectic overview of progress in the field of
organsm-flow-sedient interactions by providig two examples, one where
advancements have been parcularly encouraging, and one where progress has
been somewhat discouraging. In addition, I briefly discuss some factors
responsible for the magntude of success. Examples dicussed are those that
sparked a passion in Bil Grant and in which he parcipated diectly. I

conclude with some research challenges for the futue.

Effects of flows and sediment transport on organisms

The nearbed-flow and sedient-tranport regime has been shown to affect
vially every major stage in the lie history of benthc organsms. One
importt research tool has been the development of physical null models to

test the importce of biology relative to the physics. Ths technque has been
parcularly fritfl in evaluatig the role of physical versus biological

processes in determg laral settement and recruitment of benthc

invertebrates.

Field and laboratory flume experients have revealed that larae intially

reach the seafloor lie passive parcles, but for some species, whether the

larae stay or leave the depositional site depends on behavioral responses of
the anls to aspects of the sedients or sedienta environment. Recent

work has also shown that, in the water colum, laral behavior can be

modified in response to a dissolved chemical cue. The cue presumably
indicates a general region of acceptable adult habitat, and in responSe to the
cue larae cease swig and sin. But, again it is the nearbed flow regime
that determes pattern of intial laral deposition on the bed. Because it is
now known which stages of the laral-settlement process are biologically
versus physically controlled, at least for some species, settement can be
predicted using a sedient-tranport modeL. Such modellig assumes that
larae are tranported passively toward the bed as parcles with a specifed

gravitational sing rate, but the model can also accomodate laral behaviors
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in response to physical and chemical cues in the water colum. Laral
response to bed characteristics is embodied in a selectivity probabilty -- the
probabilty of stayig on the seafloor once deposited.

The broadest brush paints ths field of research in highly successful hues.
And" to first order, the use of physical null models has provided an

experiental research framework that has yielded meangfu results. Ths
success derives, at least in par from using an appropriate physical model --
sedient parcles to mic settg larae. However, laral behaviors, both in

the water colum and on the seafloor, can be highly species-specifc. In fact,
perhaps the greatest litation to th research is that litte more than a hadfl
of species have been used in the laral-settement experients conducted in
the lab. Of necessity, most species used in laboratory experients are mae
"lab rats" in that they were chosen largely because they do well under
laboratory conditions. In the field, experients are subject to the vagares of
laral availabilty and thus rarely have there been data for the same. species

under both laboratory and field conditions. In short, generaliations have been
derived from highly specific inormtion.

Effects of organisms on flows and sediment transport

Research on effects of organms on flows and sedient tranport has been
discouraging in that a single parameter or group of parameters to account for
biological effects has failed to emerge. Studies of biological effects on the
critical stress to intiate sedient motion, for example, have yielded a wide
range of results. Experients have shown tht, relative to the ,abiotic case,
organsms can (1) increase the critical stress by bindig sedients with mucus
and by gradig the bed (i.e., subductig fie sedients), and (2) decrease the

critical stress by enhancing bed roughness and by increasing bed porosity
("looseng" the bed). Moreover, the magntude of these effects is liely to
depend on organsm density, food availabilty and flow regime. Quantitative
relationships between, for example, the critical stress and total polysaccharde
content of the sedients may apply to some sandy nearshore sedients where
bacteral bindig predomiates, but such relationships lack general predictive
value because organm effects on sedient tranport involve both secretions
with or on the sedient bed, and physical alterations of the sedient surace
(i.e., roughness) and bed (i.e., gradig).

In analyzing potential factors responsible for the lack of recent progress in
ths field, it is temptig to point the fmger at national fudig agencies that
have provided only scant support for studies of biological effects on sedient
transport, especially relative to support provided for the abiotic case.
However, it is unely that scads more research effort yeildig yet another
and another spurous point on Shields' cure would go far toward elucidatig
meangful predictive relationships between the biology and the physics.
Rather, it is liely that the natue of biological systems is the culprit. That is,
because organsms can affect nearbed flows and sedient tranport in such a

wide diversity of ways, with multiple effects that are complementa,
compensatory or competitive, parameteriing biological effects for inclusion
in sedient-tranport models is either imossible or meangless.

Rather than contiuing to focus on single-species or chun-of-communty
effects on sedient tranport, perhaps a more fritfl research diection would
be the elucidation of benthc habitats or seasons of the year where/when
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biology is expected to have the largest effect. Biological effects in sandy ,
nearshore habitats, for example, have long been considered neglib1e because
of the high sedient-transport and physical-reworkig rates in these areas.
Ths presumption may well be valid, but it certiny requires testig.

Some future research challenges

Historicaly, more progress has been made in understadig flow and
sedient-tranport effects on ogransms th the converse. Perhaps ths is
because the drving physical factors are inerently more predictable than the
drving biological factors. Or perhaps ths reflects a disciplie bias -- there is
little doubt that the strong interest of biologists in physical processes is
underwhelmed by the relatively weak interest of physical oceangraphers in
biological processes. Sti, as mentioned above, because single-species or

chuns-of-communty effects on nearbed flows and sedient trport canot

yet be generalied -- with each case plottg as a unq\le point on cures lie

Shields' -- it is dicult to justi intensifing research effort along the same

lines. The challenge is to develop a research approach that gets at the more
general case of when, where and how much biology affects sedient
tranport. Ths problem may be best approached in' the field utiing new
technology to measure sedient tranport remotely.

There is an interestig, technque-drven dichotomy in the scale at
which flow effects on biology have been studied. At the individual- to small-

groups-of-individua1s scale, laboratory flume studies have provided a wealth
of inormation on how flow affects feedig, locomotion, reproduction, etc. of
a wide varety of organsms. For larae, flume studies on settement have

been done in patches of substrate of order centieters to tens of centieters in

size. All of these laboratory studies are done on a few selected species (i.e.,
the taxonomic identity is known). At the other extreme, field studies of
organsm distrbutions (on the bottom or in the water colum) relative to
physical and biological factors are done at scales of 100's of meters to 10's of

kiometers and greater. Intrentation to collect organms and to measure

relevant aspects of the flow regime has improved dramtically over the last
decade. For larae, however, morphological identication to species has

become a serious litation to field studies, necessitatig the development of
molecular probes. A challenge of the next decade (or more) wi be to bridge
the experiental, samplig and conceptul gap between the large field and
small laboratory scales of study. Inerence in either diection may be
spurous.
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Internal Tides and Sedimentation on Continenta Slopes

David A. Cacchione
Woods Hole Group, 715 Colorado Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94303

Introduction

Curent and temperature measurements obtaned on a long-term mooring in 450 m water
depth on the upper continenta slope off nortern California durng STR T AFORM in
1997 reveal energetic tidal and higher frequency internal waves whose intensity and
strcture have considerable temporal varability. We describe these data and discuss

implications of internal tidal wave dynamcs for continental slope sedimentation and the
generation of bottom and intermediate nepheloid layers in this region. A global model for
the interaction af internal semi-diurnal tides and sediment deposition on continenta
slopes is presented in the context of these new results.

Evidence for intensified internal tidal flows over sloping oceanic boundares has been
mounting over the past 30 years. Time-series measurements of curents, temperature and
salinity have documented significant energy levels of these flows over sloping
topography, and field experiments have shown the intensification of these motions near
the seafoor (Ericksen, 1982; Holloway and Bares, 1998). The amplification of across-
slope velocities associated with shoaling internal waves was originally proposed
theoretically by Wunsch (1969), and more recently elucidated though numerical models
that include non-linear and viscous effects (Slinn and Riley, 1996; Holloway and Bares,
1998). Early laboratory studies of progressive internal waves over a linear bottom slope
showed upslope amplification of the wave forms and near-bottom velocities for cases
when the energy rays or characteristics were reflected upslope or were aligned parallel to
the bottom slope (Cacchione and Wunsch, 1974). Later laboratory studies confired
these results, and fuer elaborated on the natue of the turbulent boundar layer flows
produced by the reflecting waves over the slope (Ivey and Nokes, 1989; Taylor, 1993).

Cacchione and Southard (1974) discussed the potential significance öf shoaling internal
waves for causing sediment movement on continenta shelves and slopes. They proposed
a simple model that predicted entrainment of natural sediment on shelves and slopes by
internal waves. Laboratory experiments confied that shoaling interfacial waves could
generate ripples and larger bedforms in arificial sediment (Southard and Cacchione,
1972). More recent studies also have found that internal waves of varous types are
potentially capable of resuspending and transportng sediment (Bogucki, et al., 1998).

Cacchione and Drake (1986) proposed a conceptual model for the generation and
maintenance of bottom and intermediate nepheloid layers above continenta shelves and
slopes by turbulent shear caused by shoaling internal waves. Ths idea was also suggested
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by Dickson and McCave (1986) based on an analysis of transmissometer profiles on the
continenta margin west of Ireland. The latter study proposed that well-defined
intermediate and bottom nepheloid layers which emanated from bottom slopes in 400 to
600 m depths were caused by bottom erosion under internal tides and higher frequency
internal waves. They calculated that the bottom gradient was aligned with the slope of the
energy ray for the semi-diurnal internal tide, leading to increased velocities and erosion
of the bottom sediment. No corroborating data from direct observations or curent
measurements were available to support ths conclusion.

Results

An instrmented moonng was deployed on the upper continenta slope in 450 m water
depth in the STRTAFORM field area off nortern California (Figue 1). Instrment
clusters including temperatue, salinity, curent, and ligat transmission sensors were

located on the moonng at 60, 180 and 435 m water depths. This moonng has been
maintained at this site since September 1995. Locally the bottom slope has a gentle
gradient of about 0.05 (2.8°), and the bottom is mantled with fine silt. The shelf break in
ths area is at 150-m depth. Here the analysis uses data collected from Januar 18 (Day
18) until Apnl15 (Day 107), 1997.

Internal semi-diural curents measured at about 15 m above the seafloor dunng ths
penod occasionally exceed 35 cmls; these strong curents are correlated with
considerable mixing above the seafoor as indicated by concurent temperature records.

Dunng these penods of enhanced internal tidal flows, downslope-directed curents persist
for longer durations than upslope curents, leading to net downslope transport over many
tidal cycles. The most strking example of ths process occured dunng Days 99-102 (Fig.
2). Curent (upper) and temperature records for 3-day penod when tidal fluctuations were
largest over the entire deployment. Upslope flows are peaked and of shorter duration than
downslope flows, leading to net downslope motion over this penod. Hourly upslope
speeds reach 33 cmls; downslope speed is about 40 cmls on day 100. Hourly temperatue
data from the thee bottom sensors indicate penods of mixing dunng days 100.8 - 102
(penods of temperatues coalescing). Times when temperatues are falling are correlated
with upslope flows, suggesting movement of deeper cold water associated with internal
tidal motion. The general strctue of the velocity and temperature records suggests bore-

like propagation of the internal tide upslope. Holloway and Bares (1998) have descnbed
these types of internal tidal motions above a sloping bottom recently from numencal
simulations and other field data.

Discussion

We propose that the strong internal tidal curents and associated tubulent mixing retad
the settling of fine-grained matenals onto the seabed, thereby inhibiting deposition along
this section of the slope as observed in surcial sediment samples. Net downslope flow
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provides a mechanism for transport of suspended materials into deeper water or ~nto
intermediate nepheloid layers. It is not known whether the episodic, strong internal tidal
curents resuspend the local bottom sediment along this porton of the slope.

Based on CTD profies taken in this region durng the mooring deployments, the slope of
the characteristics for the internal M2 tide are approximately critical for bottom slopes at
the shelf break and in deeper water (about 500 m). Power spectra of the cross slope
component for the middle and lowest curent meters indicate that the energy at M2 is
largest near the bottom, and that substatially elevated energy levels are found

thoughout the frequency band from M2 to M4. The latter overtde is approximately
critical at the 450 m site, and also is substatially more energetic in the across-slope
flows near the bottom.

Conceptual Model

Semi-diural internal tidal curents are likely major factors in shaping continenta slopes.
Continental slopes are generally narow physiographic seafoor featues that mark the
transition from shallow continenta to deeper oceanc domains. Continental slopes span a
depth range of about 2500 m, with the shallow edge averaging about 120-150 m. The
regional gradients of continenta slopes generally fall in the range of OS - 5°, but locally
these gradients can be much steeper.

As the sediment deposition though time pro grades the sUDace of the continental slope, a
gradual reduction in the steepness of the slope sUDaces might result. The bottom shear
and energy dissipation along the slope associated with the semi-diural internal tide wil

likely increase as the slope sUDace approaches "critical." The tubulent mixing and shear
associated with this process will inhbit deposition of the fine-grained suspended

materials, creating intermediate and bottom nepheloid layers, and will cause the regional
slope to reach an equilibrium gradient.
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Ocean Currents Near the Congo River Outfall

Corts Cooper

Senior Research Associate
Chevron Petroleum Technology *Company*

San Ramon, CA ckco0)chevron.com

With an average discharge of 40 k m3/s the Congo River is second only to the
Amon. Several featues mae the mouth of the Congo River unque. Unle most
rivers, the Congo has no major delta; intead it ends in a long deep trench (Figue 1).
What processes maintain the trench? Ths remain a mystery though one obvious
suspect is strong, sedient-scourg curents.

Published oceanographic work on the seaward side of the mouth have been lited

to four studies Bernt (1966), Meulenbergh (1974), Wauthy (1977), and Eisma and
Van Bennekom (1978). These studies have involved synoptic cm sections and
some lited synoptic curent profùes with a few km of the mouth. No curent

measurements longer then a few days have apparently been published.

Since 1990, Chevron has collected substatial curent data around the mouth of the
river. Whle these measurements have not been comprehensive, they are stag to

shed some fuer light on the oceanography in ths region. The pri focus of

the measurements has been to identi extreme curents that might pose a hazd to

offshore constrction and operations. Figue 1 shows the sites of data collection
whie Table 1 provides a tielie and details of the measurements. Substatial new
measurements wi be made in the comig year from 40 near-surace drg buoys,

a platform-based station with meteorology, a deepwater curent moorig (Sites A
and B in Figue 1), and fuer ADCP measurements from a mobile drg rig.

A complete analysis of the data is planed at the end of next year when most of the
collection wi be complete. Our interi analysis shows the followig

1. Astronomical barotropic tides in the region are small. Mean rage is about 1.1 m
and obsered curents are less then 5 cms.

2. Winds are domiated by the SE trades. The mean wid speed is 3.5 mls diected
from the south.

3. Near-surace curents away from the river mouth seem to be domited by the Trade

wids. Cuents are persistently diected to the west-nortwest and average roughy
0.4 mls.

4. The river plume reaches speeds of at least 1.5 mis, with the river curents clearly
evident up to 100 km from the mouth of the river. The plume does not seem to
exceed 4 m in depth.

5. Episodic barotropic curent events lastig several days and recurg every 7-10
days are evident on the outer shelf. Their origin has not yet been determed
though it is known that the events are not generated by local wid events.

6. Bursts of curents have been observed near the Canyon. These bursts occupy the

water colum from the bottom up to 100 m. They last only a few hours and their
origins are yet to be determed.
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Table I: Time lie of measurements taen offshore Angola in recent years.

Region No. Depth

Area C 3

Kuito i 350

Nym i 250

Nkassal i 125

129 i 65
lExxl 5 1000
lExx 280

WADS i 8 NA

WADS 2 40 NA

Sana 3 125
lA 5 1500
lB

5 1000

90 91
Q2 Q3 Q4 QI

95 96
Q2 Q3 Q4 QI

~ 8 ~
QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QI Q2 Q3 Q4 QI Q2 Q3

Moorig of conventional "point" curent meters - Aandera RMC4's or equvalent.
2150 kH ADCP deployed from a drg vessel 

10-20 m below the surace lookig down.
3Satellte-tracked drg buoys, roughy 70% drogued at 0.5 m; the rest from 2-4 m.

4platfomi based system with wid, tide, wave, & "point" curent meters (3 levels).

11 ~E 12~E

50S
'0

50S

60S 60S

+A

I
í

I

1000 m

11°E 12°E
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Mixing in a Bottom Layer Associated with the New England
Shelf/Slope Water Front

Timothy F. Duda. Chris R. Rehmann and James R. Ledwell
Applied Ocean Physics and Engineering Department

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole, MA 02543

Abstract: Towed transects of scalar (conductivity) microstructure were made in a near-
bottom layer of warm salty water intruding onto the continental shelf south of New England
in August 1997. The layer was known to be moving onto the shelf because of a concurrent
dye injection and tracking experiment in the layer. The Osborn-Cox model was used to
estimate the diapycnal eddy diffsivity as a function of depth using the mean variances of
the measured scalar gradients. The diffusivity decreases rapidly with distance above the
bottom, with a minimum at the interface separating the layer from the "cold pool" water
above. At the interface, about five meters above the bottom, diffusivities estimated from the
Osborn-Cox model, from the dispersal of the dye cloud centered at the inferface, and from
the rate of dye cooling all agree at 6 x 10-6m2 Is. The diffsivity scales as N-3 in the layer
and just above it (N is the Brunt- Vaisala frequency), consistent with observations of shear-

driven entrainment across interfaces in laboratories under the assumption of steady shear.
The scaling is closer to N-1 in the 'Yater column above. The strong decay of diapycnal
diffsivity to very low values only a few meters off the bottom at the interface allows the

warm-salty layer (the toe of the shelf-break front) to extend many kilometers onto the shelf
despite its thinness.

Procedures

Towed measurement of microstructure can be an effective way to observe small-scale
gradients of fluid properties which are often indicative of turbulent activity. Both dynamical
properties such as velocity and (nearly) passive properties such as temperature are strained
by turbulent flow, with resultant increases in mean-square value and in variance at high
wavenumber. Observing these gradients along horizontal paths provides a large quantity of
data at a specific depth in the water column. The towed observations used here to derive
mixing rates near the seafloor were collected as an enhancement to a program of tracer
dispersal experiments on the continental shelf.

During the late-summer periods of 1995 through 1997 a series of five dye-injection and
tracking experiments were conducted by our group using techniques adapted from previous
deep-water experiments (Ledwell and Bratkovich, 1995; Ledwell and Watson, 1991; Ledwell,
Watson and Law, 1993). Injections took place near 40.5 N, 70.5 W, approximately 100
km south of Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts, in 70 m-deep water. Fluorescent dye was
injected in kI-long streaks on isopycnal surfaces and subsequently mapped three times
over the next five days. The observed vertical growth of the patches provided estimates of
diapycnal (essentially vertical) diffusivity K, and the observed lateral expansion provided
estimates of horizontal diffsivity. The values of K recorded for five values of N, but possibly

influenced by other variable factors, ranged from about 0.7 to 3 x 10-5m2 Is, following roughly
N-1.

A system to measure microscale gradients of conductivity was fitted to the dye sampling
system during the third and final cruise. The system was towed near the dye patches
at approximately 2 mis, undulating vertically under automatic winch control. A 400-Hz
sampling rate allowed full utilzation of the 1-cm (wavelength) resolution capabilty of the
sensor.
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The majority of the data were taken during ten non-undulating tows near the bottom
(71 m depth) in the vicinity of a dye patch injected roughly 5 meters above the bottom.
Injection was in water of density anomaly 26.14 kg/m3 in a sharp interface layer above
a bottom layer of warm, salty water of lesser vertical density gradient. Each tow was
approximately 2.5 km in length. A spectral method was used to compute the temperature
gradient variance at one-second intervals, using the conductivity to temperature correction
schemes of Washburn, Duda and Jacobs (1996). The dissipation rate of thermal variance XT
is proportional to this variance. Figure 1 shows one tow path trajectory and XT along the
path.

if:~
o -6 0.5 i 1.5 2 2.55 x 10 26i . .. .\"V'\ OJ'..... ..._..~...,.....l'. (b) r_ 4 Jir' -L1 ~,1 \.......~.,I~.on...l .......-' 26.2 QN.! 3 \tf ~~. 26.4~~ ~~ 2 ~~1 ~

oo 0.5 1.5 2 2.5
-5
-6

0.5 1 1.5
Distace (I)

2 2.5

Figure 1. (a) The sled depth and bottom are shown. (b) Density along the track (dash)
and dissipation rate XT are shown. (c) Log of XT along the track is shown.

Results

The Osborn-Cox relation (Osborn and Cox, 1972) for steady state homogeneous strat-
ified turbulence provides an estimate of turbulent diffusivity K as a function of XT and
the mean temperature gradient. In the model, K = XT/2(dT/dz)2. Figure 2 shows mean
gradient, XT, K and heat flux results from the transects. The zone of peak gradient, 64 to
66 dbar, has the lowest diffsivity. The K estimate in this zone is a factor of two lower than
the estimate from the dye. These may be consistent with equal estimates when uncertainties
are taken into account.

The reduced gradient within a few meters of the seafoor coupled with XT values com-

parable to those in the interface above give elevated K values. The diffusivity times the
gradient, the flux, also rises near the bottom. The picture seems to imply heat flux out of
the bottom, but the profile in the bottom few meters is probably not to be trusted. Only
the existence of elevated K should be relied upon.
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Figure 2. (a) The sled depth and bottom are shown. (b) Density along the track (dash)
and dissipation rate XT are shown. (c) Log of XT along the track is shown.

If K is plotted against N (Figure 3) a power-law relation is seen. The relation compares
well with laboratory experiments of shear-driven entrainment across an interface between

two layers reviewed by Christodoulou (1986) and Fernando (1991 J, which suggest K ex N-3
for Richardson number greater than one and constant layer thickness, interface thickness,
and velocity difference across the interface.

These preliminar results suggest much lower diffsivity rates than. assumed in many
models of the shelf break front and the other features of the coastal environment (see, for
example, Lentz (1995) and Chapman and Lentz (1994) and work cited therein). This reduced
diffsivity allows the front to be close to horizontal, as it was observed to be during our
study, with isotherms spanning 40 km horizontally as they descend from surface to bottom
near the shelf break. This is a factor of eight flatter frontal slope than computed by Chapman
and Lentz (1994). Comparison of the low K values observed in this coastal study with open
ocean results at lower N conditions imply that stratification may either inhibit turbulent
mixing and diffusion, or that the geometry of the shelf inhibits motions (internal or inertial
waves) which are necessary to drive mixing.
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Introduction
A first approximation for sediment transport under waves and currents on the continental

shelf is given by vertcally integrating the product of wave-averaged horizontal velocity and
wave-averaged sediment concentration. Models following ths approach generally solve the
steady state diffusion equation (e.g., Glenn & Grant 1987).

Ws C + Es dC/dz = 0 (1)
where C(z) is wave-averaged sediment concentration at height z above the bed, Ws is
sediment fall velocity, and Es is eddy diffusivity. This equation simply states that the
mechanism for sediment suspension is a diffusive process such that upward sediment flux by
turbulent diffusion is balanced by downward flux due to gravitational settling.

To obtan an expression for Es, the assumption is made here that

Em = Es = 1C*cwZ for z 0( Ow, Em = Es = 1C*cZ for z :; Ow (2)
where 1C is Von Kaan's constat (-0.4), U*cw is maximum shear velocity withn the wave

boundar layer of thickness Ow, = 21C*cw/ro, ro is wave radian frequency and u*c is wave-
averaged shear velocity (Grant & Madsen 1986; Glenn & Grant 1987). Integration (1) using
(2) yields the Rouse equation. The vertcal distrbution of suspended sediment predicted by
the Rouse equation is reported to agree well with measurements in unidirectional stream flow
(e.g., Vanoni 1975) and over a plane bed under waves in flumes (Ribberink & AI-Salem
1994).

When shar-crested ripples are present under regular waves, laboratory results indicate
that the dominant process of sediment suspension is no longer diffusion, but rather vertcal
advection associated with the cyclic development and convection of large vortces (Rbberink
& AI-Salem 1994). The vertcal distrbution of suspended sediment concentration can then
be described by an advection-diffusion model that incorporates vertcal advection of sediment
associated with large-scale eddy motion in the presence of bed forms (Nielsen 1992). Under
conditions dominated by vertcal advection, the assumption of (1) is expected to faiL.

In ths paper, we examine the relationship between eddy viscosity and eddy diffusivity
during storm and swell conditions observed on the inner shelf off Duck, N.C. Our interest
lies, in paricular, into what conditions the assumption of (1) is valid. Further, we test the
abilty of a Rouse-type diffusion model (Grant & Madsen 1986; Glenn & Grant 1987) versus
a combined advection and diffusion model (Nielsen 1992) to reproduce observed sediment
profies.
Field Experient

The Virginia Institute of Marne Science deployed an instrmented benthic boundar
layer trpod at depth of 12 m on the inner shelf off Duck, N.C., between 26 September and 22
October 1996. Instrumentation set to burst sample every two hours included five
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electromagnetic current meters (EMCMs) at heights of 8,38,68,98 and 125 cm above the
bottom (cmab), a pressure sensor at 195 cmab, thee acoustic backscatter sensors (ABSs) at
88 cmab, and an acoustic Doppler velocimeter (ADV) at 19 cmab. The EMCMs and pressure
sensor sampled at 1 Hz for burst durations of 34 min, while the ABS and ADV sampled at 5
Hz for about 12 min.

On 3 October 1996, a northeaster developed in the area and lasted about four days.
During the storm, the current was predominantly along coast and toward the south, reaching
about 50 cm/s near the beginning of the storm before gradually decreasing. Near bottom
orbital velocity was about 40 cm thoughout the storm, and the wave period was about 9 s.
Toward the end of the deployment, the tripod recorded an extended period of well organized
swell. The wave period during the swell was about 12 sec and near bottom orbital velocity
reached about 30 cm/s. During the swell dominated period, the current speed was relatively
weak (-i 20 cm/s).

Estimating Eddy Difusivity and Eddy Viscosity

Apparent eddy diffsivity, Es, is estimated from (1), while eddy viscosity, Em, is estimated
from (2). C and dC/dz are given by burst-averaged sediment concentration profies obtained
from the ABSs, and ws is based on the median sediment size.in the bed obtained by divers at
the time of deployment. Two methods are used'to determne U*c: (i) the observed best-fit log
profie (u = u*c/K log(z/zo)) and (ii) the Grant and Madsen (1986) model for wave-current
interaction. The later model is also used for estimating U*cw. We apply the Grant and
Madsen model because of its simplicity and its wide application in the literature. Ripple
geometr is predicted using mean bed grain size (0.17 mm) input into Wiberg and Hars
(1994). Equivalent bottom roughness is then predicted using the Nielsen (1992) formulation.
The effects of sediment-induced stratification are assumed to be negligible over the sandy
beds found at 12 m depth off Duck.

Figure 1 displays profies of Es and Em estimated as described above for storm and swell

conditions. Apparent eddy diffusivity profiles are estimated independently using each of the
three ABS transducers (Channels 1,2 and 3 = 1,3 and 5 MHz). Under storm conditions, the
vertcal strcture of eddy viscosity is relatively consistent with diffusivity, both inside the
wave boundar layer and about 20 cm into the current boundar layer. Even above that, Em
associated with U*c still provides an upper bound on observed Eg. Under swell, the vertcal
strcture of Es is likewise relatively consistent with Em within the wave boundar layer. But
above the wave boundar layer Es continues to increase as if still determned by U*cw.

Figure 2 displays time-series of shear velocities during storm and swell. U*C,ES was

inferred from the eddy diffusivity profies (Channel 2) using (2). As described above, U*C,ES

agrees well with U*cw during swell and with U*c most of the time during the storm. It is
noted, however, that U*C,ES follows a projection of U*cw above the wave boundar layer during
several bursts on October 6. Ths is discussed furter below.

Difusion-dominated vertica distrbution of suspended sedient

In this section, we apply a two layered Rouse model of Glenn and Grant (1987) for
suspended sediment distrbution to the above storm and swell dominated observations. For
the model, we use seven gran sizes to reproduce the distrbution observed in the bed, set the
reference concentration to match the observed concentration at 1 cm above the bed, and
neglect .the effects of sediment-induced stratification. In addition, a mixing depth is
incorporated into the model, following Wiberg et aL. (1994) such that

Õr = qbIT/CbÂ. + õi (3)
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where ~ is mixing depth, qbl is bedload transport rate, T is wave period, Cb is volume
concentration of the bed (-0.65), and À. is ripple length. Ôb represents a background mixing
depth, set to 1 mm. Ths is useful when flow conditions are so weak that there is no bed load
transport. The bedload transport rate is estimated from the Meyer-Peter and Müller (1948)
equation, qbl = 8('tsf-'tcr) l.S/(p s-p )g, where 'tsf is skin friction shear stress, 'tcr is criticàl shear
stress, ps is sediment density, p is sea water density and g is acceleration of gravity.

Figure 3 shows the verticàl distribution of suspended sediment from the bed level to 50
cm above the bottom during storm and swell conditions. The Rouse model reproduces the
storm data quite well, while it considerably underestimates concentration above the wave
boundar layer during swell conditions. Ths is consistent with the observations of apparent
eddy diffusivity: vertcal diffusion appears to be dominant during the storm, whereas vertcal
advection appears to dominate during swelL.

Criteria delieating difusion and advection proceses

Figure 4a displays time-series of observed and modeled sediment concentrations at 5 and
30 cm above the bed during storm and swell conditions. The bursts for which the Rouse
model fails to reproduce the observations above the wave boundary layer are hatched,
signifying that the assumption of (1) is invalid. These periods include most of swell cases
and several bursts during the storm on October 6 which correspond to the cases when U*C,ES

follows U*cw. These events correspond to times of weak current (-c: 10 cm/sec, Figure 4b).

In order to furter examne under what conditions the assumption of (1) is invalid, we
introduce a scaling parameter, R, which is a ratio of vertical advection velocity to the mean
current, uc,/), at the top of the wave boundar layer. Here, the vertical advection or "jet"
velocity, Uj, is scaled to ("IÀ.)Ub where" is the ripple height and Ub is the near-bottom orbital
velocity. Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984) reported through laboratory experiments that at
small ratios of jet-to-crossflow velocity (R c: -0.5) , the jet is immediately bent over by the
crossflow, while at higher R-values (R ~ -0.5) the jet penetrates further into the crossflow.
That is, at small R-values, diffusion by current shear outside the wave boundar layer wil be
the dominant process. For cases of higher R-value, current shear may be insignificant and
sediment suspension is dominated by jet-like advection associated with ripple vortex
shedding.

Figure 4c contains a time-series of the scaling parameter, R, where we have used the
Wiberg and Hars (1994) model to estimate" and À.. In general, the assumption of (1) fails
when R ~ -0.3-0.5. This is roughly consistent with the observations of jet penetration by
Andreopoulos and Rodi (1984).

Combined diusion and advection model of vertica distribution of suspended sedient

In this section, we apply the combined diffusion and advection model of Nielsen (1992).
The steady state combined advection and diffusion equaton of Nielsen (1992) is

ws C + Es dC/dz - PF(z) = 0 (4)
where P = wsCo is the wave-averaged pickup rate and F(z) is a probabilty function that a
given parcle can reach a certain level, z. Empirical results suggest a probability function of
the form:

F(z) = (1 + 11z(kbAb)-1I2)-2 (5)
where kb is the Nikuradse roughness and Ab is the near-bottom orbital excursion. Nielsen
assumes Es = 0.016rokbAb is constant with height. Then integration of (4) and (5) yields
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C(z) = -l e-wsiJ£s (ws iz eWsz'£s dz' + 1 ) (6). Ws Es 0 (1 + llz'(kttAby1l2)2

Concentrations predicted by the combined diffusion and advection model are shown in
Figure 5. The combined model reproduces the storm data reasonably well. However, the
Rouse model works better than the combined model under strorm conditions. During swell
conditions, the combined diffusion and advection model does better reproducing observed
concentrations above the wave boundar layer. Nonetheless, it is not entirely satisfying in
that the combined model is more empirically based and also fails to reproduce observed
concentration profies with very steep gradients.
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Shelfrea Frontal Structure during Spring, 1996: SeaSoar

Observations from the ONR
Shelfrea PRIMER Experiment

Glen Gawarkiewicz, Robert Pickar,

Frank Bahr, and Robert Beardsley
Physical Oceanography Deparment

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Over the last six years, the dynamcs of the bottom boundar layer over a
stratified continenta shelf have been studied using theoretical and numencal
methods by many investigators. A parcularly importnt area of importce for

the dynamcs of stratified bottom boundar layers is the shelfreak, where a
strongly stratified front intersects the bottom in many regions such as the Middle
Atlantic Bight. Pnor modellng work (Gawarkiewicz and Chapman, 1992;

Chapman and Lentz, 1994) suggests that the bottom boundar layer detaches into
the frontal zone, leading to an upwellng circulation within the front. In order to
gain fuer insight into shelfbreak fronta processes, SeaSoar sureys were

conducted from May 7-9, 1996, to examne the shelfbreak fronta and velocity
strcture.

The fronta configuation'durng this time penod was relatively straight, with
strong cross-shelf temperatue, salinity, and density gradients near the sunace.
This resulted in strong geostrophic velocity shears in the upper 20'm of the water
column, and maximum alongshelf velocities as large as 60 cm/s. Near the foot of
the front, stratification was strong, as was the cross-shelf density gradients. A
parcularly interesting feature in the ADCP velocity field is a mid-level jet
resulting from the thermal wind shear of the cross-shelf density gradients near the
foot of the front. The cross-shelf velocity field is indicative of a double-sided

convergence near the bottom in the vicinity of the foot of the front, which is
similar to the model of Chapman and Lentz (1994).

Careful analysis of the stratification withn the fronta zone reveals a layer of
very weak or non-existent stratification which is suggestive of the detached
bottom boundar layer. This is consistent with the result of recent dye releases
within the front underten by R. Houghton of Lamont Doherty Ear
Observatory. Ths layer extends to within 30 m of the sunace, indicating that the
detachment process affects the fronta strctue thoughout much of the frontal

zone. Furer work wil be necessar to understand how this layer is afected by
the numerous forcing and instability processes affecting the front.
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Coastal Predictive Skill Experiments at the Long-term Ecosystem Observatory
Scott Glenn

Rutgers University

Overvew

The Long-term Ecosystem Observatory (LEO-IS) was instaled on the ocean floor in
IS m of water approximately 10 kI offshore Tuckerton, NJ in September, 1996. The
subsea observatory was constrcted though a NSF- funded parership between the
Institute of Marne and Coasta Sciences (IMCS) at Rutgers University and the Ocean
Systems Laboratory (OSL) at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. It is now
operated by Rutgers with continuing support from NOAA's Mid-Atlantic Bight
National Undersea Research Center.

LEO-15 is the site of numerous multi-institutional inter-disciplinar research effort
that have involved over 50 researchers from over 20 institutions. The most recent was
the first in a series of Coasta Predictive Skill Experiments sponsored by the Offce of
Naval Research, the National Ocean Parnership Program, and the Middle Atlantic
Bight National Undersea Research Center. A coasta adaptive sampling network

centered on the LEO-IS site was operated durng July of 1998 to study coasta

upwellng and its afect on phytoplankton distrbutions and in-water optical propertes.
The observation network included thee satelltes and one aicraf, a shore-based high-

frequency radar, five surace vessels, and four different Autonomous Underwater
Vehicles (AUVs). Real-time surace data from satelltes and shore-based remote
sensing systems combined with real-time subsurace data from LEO-IS proved to be a
critical mission planning device for scientists directing the coordinated shipboard and
AUV sampling patterns. Selected remote sensing and shipboard dataets were post-
processed ,withn hours of collection for assimilation by a numerical forecast modeL.

Data assimiative forecasts run twice per week provided additional long-term (2-5 day)

guidance to mission planners.

Remote Sensing Systems

Remote sensing data was acquired from 3 satelltes, including sea surace temperature
from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (A VHR) on the NOAA Polar
Orbiting Environmental Satelltes (POES), ocean color from the Sea-Viewing Wide-
Field-of-View Sensor (SeaWiFS) on the
SeaSta satellte, and surace roughness from the Synthetic Aperte Radar (SAR) on
the Canadian RAARS AT. A VHRR and SeaWiFS data was collected in real-time at
the IMCS Marne Remote Sensing Laboratory in New Brunswick, while the
RAARSA T data was acquired by scientific parers at NOAA. On one Sunday in
July, hyperspectral ocean color data was collected with the A VIRIS in an overfight by
a Navy research plane.

Ocean surace curent fields where observed from a shore-based COasta raDAR
(CODAR) HF-radar. Two transmit/receive sites where set up on the barer island
beaches approximately IS kI nort and south of LEO-IS. Real-time radial vectors
from each beach site where transmitted to a central processing system at the Rutgers
Marne Field Station in Tuckerton. There it was converted to vector fields, detided,
filtered and made available on the World Wide Web. Some of the most useful
products for mission planning were the overlays of the CODAR-derived surace
currents on the A VHRR-derived surace temperatures, and maps of surace
convergence/divergence derived from the curent vectors.
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LEO System

The LEO-IS system consists of two instrment platform (or nodes) housed within
trawl-resistat steel shells that are anchored to the sea bottom. The instrment nodes
are linked to shore via an electro-fiber optic cable that provides power and remote
access over the Internet. The nodes are equipped with video cameras, acoustic

hydrophones, stationar tide, wave and curent sensors, instrmented vertcal profilers,
and 8 guest ports to plug in additional sensors. The vertcal profier can be controlled
from any remote site via the Internet. Similarly, scientists with instrments plugged
into the guest port can communicate and control their sensors from their home

institutions.

Durng the July experiment, nearshore temperature and salinity profiles were collected
using the profiing sensors on the node. Initially the profilers were manually cycled
vertcally though the water column, but as confidence grew, they were programed
to autonomously cycle once every hour, continuously, day and night. Curent profiles
were collected using an Acoustic Doppler Curent Frofier (ADCP) plugged into one of
the node guest port and controlled from shore. Dataets from both instrents were
processed and displays updated on the World Wide Web every IS minutes.

Survey Vessels

Five vessels were used durng the July experiment, one to support divers and node
operations, two to support AUV operations, one for physical surveys, and one for
biologicaVoptical sureys. The physical surey vessel (RN Caleta) was equipped with
two new instrment systems, an ADCP towed at the surace alongside the surey
vessel and an undulating CTD/Fuorometer towed behind the vesseL.

The ADCP was mounted on an aluminum Small Water Area Twin Hull (SWATH)
towbody designed by Gold Coast Yachts and constrcted by Rutgers. The design
incorporated many improvements identified in tests with an earlier version developed
jointly with Stevens Institute of Technology. The subsurace pontoons on the new
vessel were designed to provide nearly all the buoyancy, and the vertcal strts

responsible for the remainder were extended from a few inches to 2 ft. Other than the
vertcal strts, the new SWATH had virally no above surace superstrctue. The
design improvements enabled the SWATH to be towed though surace waves rather
than over, greatly reducing vehicle motion and allowing us to tow, for the first time,
directly into a short windsea.

The undulating CTD also was redesigned based on our previous summer's experience.
The towing bridle on a Guildline Minibat was replaced with a stronger version, and
skids were added for the inevitable collsions with the sandy bottom. A Falmouth
Scientific Inc. (FSI) Mini-CTD and a WetSta Fluorometer were small enough to be
mounted internally, resulting in more streamined sensor payload. Maneuverabilty of
the redesigned vehicle was improved, especially for close approaches to the bottom,
but was stil highly dependent on towing cable lengt. Optimal towing speed remained
near S.S knots. By far the greatest improvement was the real-time CTD data display,
redesigned by FSI specifically for towed vehicles. The display allows users to view a
trace of the pressure record versus time, with the color of the line based on the
temperatue, salinity, or fluorometer readings. A real-time CTD cross-section results,
which combined with the real-time ADCP cross-sections, enabled surey crews to
observe features and radio locations to other vessels operating in the vicinity.
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Autonomous Underwater Vehicles

Multiple AUV operations at LEO were nearly a daily activity durng the month-long
experiment. The autonomous vehicles included two Remote Environmenta Measuring
UnitS (REMUS) AUV s constrcted and operated by the WHO! Ocean Systems
Laboratory (OSL). One of the WHO! REMUS AUVs was designed for docking tests,
the other for ADCP/CTD sureys. A third turbulence REMUS was constrcted by OSL
and operated by the Naval Underwater Warare Center (NC) durng the
experiment. In preparation for next year, a pair of Multi-Trip Lagrangian autonomous
CTD profiers constrcted and operated by Webb Research Corporation (WRC) were

tested.

For the docking tests, a REMUS docking station was installed at LEO-IS and plugged
into one of the node guest port. On numerous occasions, the docking REMUS vehicle
would be programed to swi into the docking cone, establish an electrcal
connection, recharge its batteries, and be reprogramed for another mission. It would
then be instrcted to exit the station and, afer performng th new mission, retur.

The WHOI surey REMUS was programed to run along a 20 km cross-shelf line
marked by a series of transponders placed a 4 Ia intervals. The REMUS AUVs were
capable of completing the full 20 km interval on rechargeable lead-acid batteries in
about 3 hours. The REMUS sureys were coordinated with shipboard ADCP/CTD
surveys to provide either multiple coverage of the same line or simultaeous coverage
of two parallel lines. Disposable lithium batteries tested near the end of the experiment
increased the range capabilty to 60 Ia, enabling the cross-shelf line to be sureyed
thee times in one day, with matching coverage on a parallel line by the RN Caleta.

Instrmentation on the NUC turbulence REMUS included the same internal
ADCP/CTD configuration as the WHO! survey vehicle, with an additional external
sensor suite consisting of an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV), two additional
fast-response CTDs, and a shear probe all mounted on stings. Sureys by the
turbulence REMUS designed to acquie horizonta transects of tubulent propertes
across the different fronts associated with the upwellng centers. The tubulence
REMUS was deployed once each week in a critical location determned by the real-
time data.

The Multi-Trip CTDs were tested at both a deep offshore site and a shallow inshore
site. The deep offshore site (22 m) was visited to gain experience sampling the strong
summer pycnocline occurng near mid-depth, a monitoring tak to be fulfiled next
year by the WRC ALACE Glider AUVs. The inshore site was chosen to monitor the
surfacing of the pycnocline durng an upwellng' event. This was a challenging tak
with water depths less than 10 m and the pycnocline to be sampled lying only 2 m
above the bottom. Communicating with the Multi-Trip from the support vessel via a
FreeWave transceiver, WRC scientists were able to test numerous profiing
configurations, including varing the descent rate and altimeter range, to optimize

settngs for this situation.

Forecatig System

An ocean forecasting system was assembled for the purose of assimilating the above
dataets and providing forecast guidance for adaptive sampling. The numerical ocean
model used to generate the ocean forecasts was the Rutgers Regional Ocean Modeling
System (ROMS v1.0), the most recent version of the original S-Coordinate Rutgers
University Model (SCRUM). Surace forcing was provided by atmospheric forecasts
from the Navy Operational Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (NORAS) and
the Navy Operational Global Atmospheric Modeling System (NOGAPS) acquired over
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the World Wide Web. Ocean data assimilation was via a multi-varate Optimal
Interpolation (01) scheme.

The forecasting scheme evolved from our need to fix the shipboard and AUV sampling
strategies for a two day period twice a week (Mondayrruesday and ThursdaylFriday).
Two day surey patterns were desired to tr to resolve both tidal and inertal
oscilations in the towed ADCP data. Forecast model runs therefore where tageted for
submission on Sundays and Wednesdays, and required to run for at least 3 days into
the futue. Since the NORAS higher resolution atmospheric forecasts were only
available for 3 days, forcing from the larger scale NOGAPS model was used for
forecast days 4-5.

Preliminary Observations

The experiment began dunng the relaxation of the first major upwellng event of the
summer. As usual, the relaxation process was accompanied by a period of eddy
formation and propagation as the war surace water retued from offshore. Ths was
followed by a quiescent time with very low winds and relatively flat isotherms
thoughout the study area. Stronger upwellng winds eventually retued, and the

formation of a typical upwellng center was observed, including the meandering of the
nortward-flowing war surace jet around the cyclonic eddy formed within the

norteast quadrant of the upwellng center. One important discovery ths year was the
observation of a nearshore subsurace jet of southward flowing cold water that fed into
the upwellng center on the shoreward side. The experiment ended with a mixing storm
on the last day of July in which strong norteasterly winds and large waves destroyed
the upwellng center and the near-shore stratification.
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Abstract:

The littoral ocean with its complicated coastline and complex bathymeti
poses great challenges to oceanographers, coastal managers, and warghters
who, increasingly, need to understad and predict its behavior. However, the
prediction of coastal environmental parameters is parcularly dificult because

winds, waves, and curents interact with the boundaes on much smaer space
and tie scales than in the open "deep blue" ocean. As a result, the dyncs
of coastal wáters and the resultig circulation are dependent on may physical
mechansms and interactions that are not well understood and have not been
measured extensively with the necessar spatial and temporal resolution.
Conventional measurement technques are lited to single-point, temporal
observations (e.g., curent or wave measurements from a moorig) or to
poorly resolving spatial snapshots (e.g., ship sureys or drg buoy arays).
The broad spectr of societal and environmental issues tht are from our
increasing interest in (and dependence on) the coastal ocean (e.g., coastal
pollution, fisheries recruitment, search and rescue, beach erosion, and
sedient tranort) demad tht we improve our abilty to monitor coastal
processes, and to fie-tue models to more accuately predict impendig

changes.

With the advent of high frequency (HF) radas some fort years ago, it
became feasible to observe, simultaeously, large regions of coastal ocean and
constrct maps of surace curents, waves, and wind diection. Dependig on
the system confguation, horiontal resolutions can be hundreds of meters to

tens of kiometers whie offshore rages are tens to hundreds of kilometers.
The shore-based, non-invasive natue of ths remote sensing technology mean
that, in priciple, these two-diensional observations can be collected

contiuously for relatively low costs compared with at-sea measurements.

The potential of HF radas to advance our understadig of coastal
oceanography by providig much of the necessar space-tie observations is
tremendous.

Measurements from several experients will ilustrate the use of HF rada

data in studyig the retention of coral reef fish larae, wave height varability
durg an extra-tropical storm and tidal dyncs along the US East Coast.
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Introduction
Microtopogrphy at the sedient-water interface has a major impact on smal-scale

hydrodynamcs and the subsequent deposition of fie material to the seabed. Ripples and other
bedforms provide an example of physicaly generated micro-strctue that afect deposition, and
biogenic featues such as faunal feedig pits play a simlar role (Yager et al. 1993). The
sedientation of parculate organc matter is also inuenced by local topogrphy, and as a
consequence, the distrbution of organsms tht depend on ths material for food (Sun et al. 1993,
Boon et al. 1998). Photopigments provide a usefu tool for the study of these processes because
they are (1) low denity and indicative of fie sedient deposition, (2) easily meaured by

chemical anyses (3) an importt labile food source for benthc faun and (4) a diect measure of
benthc-pelagc couplig in aphotic sedients. Despite these advantaes, there are few studies of
chlorophyll with respect to sma-scale hydrodyncs at the sedent surace.

In the present stdy, we combine image analysis, chlorophyll sampling, and spatial statistics
to exame the correspondence between visible topogrphy on the sedient surace and levels of
photopigments. Our null hypothesis is tht chlorophyll deposition will be enhanced by negative
relief on the sebed. The genera approach and prelim results are presented herein.

Approach
We include severa envionments in ths study in order to exame a rage of both sedient

tranport regies as well as sources of microalgal input to the sedients. Their inclusion is

rationalized as follows:
(1) Intertda sad - Eatern Passae, Nova Scotia; intertda sands conta chlorophyll derived
from benthc microalgae as well as phytodetrtu. Sedient trport and ripple relief are well
known to afect the distbution of chlorophyll (e.g. Grant et al. 1986).
(2) Intertda mud - Mi Basin Bay of Fundy; also contag both autochthonous and
allochthonous chlorophyll, but perhaps less inuenced by sedient trport and more by
biotubation (Daborn et al. 1991).
(3) Arctic shelf mud - norter Baf Bay (500 m); conta chlorophyll derived only from
phytoplanon and ice algae durg brief seasonal pulses

Ths list of sites and possibilties is neither exhausve nor mutuly exclusive, and reflects
sites of opportty as well as the intial thg sumard in ths paper. Specificaly, the
results presented here are for an intial tral of the approach in intertda sad (Eastern Passage)
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conducted in June 1998. Smal ripples as well as polychate burows and feeding strctues were
present. Defied quadrts were photogrphed with a digita camera afr which chlorophyll
sampling locations were marked with vial lids and the quat photogrphed agai. The heights of
varous pits and mounds in the photogrph were measured by ruer to the nearest 5 mm. The XY
coordiates of the measured featues were digitied from a color prit using a digitig pad. The

vertcal relief (Z) of each point was added to the grd, and the data imported to Surer (Golden
Softare) where surace contour plots were made. A simlar plot was produced using the
chlorophyll sample data (acetone exttion and fluorometi) as the Z varable, and the contour

suraces compared.

A description of the 3-dimensional sedient surace may be achieved by regressing

elevation (Z) and chlorophyll as polynomial fuctions of X and Y. If the trend suraces of each
dependent varable versus X and Y match, then all of the varation in chlorophyll may be
explaied by relief at the sedient surace. Grt et al. (1997) applied trend surace anysis to

physical sedient reworkig at 101-1 oi m scales on an intertda sadfat. Legendre et al. (1997)
provide more inormation on ths approach.

Preliminary results and dicussion
A digita photogrph of the sapled sedient surace is depicted in Fig. 1. Varous featues

include polychaete burows, feeding pits, and fecal mounds (Arenicola marina is common at ths
site as are numerous spionids), and fait ripples. Samples were taen afer a period of cal

weather; more defied ripples chateristic of ths site would be of interest in futue sapling.

Based on the low relief and intially crude resolution of elevation, these featues were
charcteried only as 0, :15 or:i1 0 mm in the Z diension.

Fig. 1. Photogrph of the seent surace showig Arenicola marina feedig pit (lower left) and
fecal pile (lower center), ripple troug (left center) and other small-scale featues. Ruler on left is
50 cm in lengt.
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A grd surace plot of tls quat (Fig. 2A) indicates the relief derived from digitiing Fig.
1. Overlayig a simlar plot using chlorophyll inead of elevation (Fig. 2B) provides a visua

comparson of the two suraces. Chlorophyll is generaly high due to diatom growt in cal

weather and there is some suggeston of elevated chlorophyll in the depressions along the western
side of the quadrts.
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Fig. 2. Krged surace plot of A. elevation (cm; n=58) and B. chlorophyll content (n=16) from
quat shown in Fig. 1.

il order to quatitatively compare these two suraces, a regression of chlorophyll versus

elevation at the saplig locations is performed, and the residuas caculated. If the resultig

unexplaied varance in chlorophyll is a signficant polynomial fuction of X and Y, then there is
spatial strctue in chlorophyll tht is not due to surac relief. il the present example, elevation

categories are not sufciently detaled to regress agai chlorophylL. However, since undertg
the intial intertda studies, a more precise method of measurg vertcal relief ha been develope

using calipers and a fied upper reference point.

It is of interest to look for spatial strctue in chlorophyll even without subtrcting the
varance due to elevation. A polynomial regression of chlorophyll using XY monomials ex Y, xi,
yi, XY etc.) is not signficant in the present example, suggesting a lack of spatial pattern at tls
scale. Because the samplig was conducted afer an extended cal chlorophyll results reflect
growt of bentlc diatoms, a process tht may show less spatial pattern. il any case, greater
saple sizes (as used subsequently) would provide additiona power to the polynomial regression.
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Although we have used only elevation as an independent varable and as a surogate for

deposition, other physica and biotic varables are desirle. These include diect measures of flow
as we have done in previous flume work relatig chlorophyll deposition to biogenic stctue
(pilditch et al. 1998). Indicators of biotubation such as oxygen penetrtion or carbohydrte
content would also provide usefu compartors. In more recent studies of Arctic sedients, we
have co-sapled the chlorophyll grd for bacterial abundace. Where severa independent

varables are available, a multiple regression would be used to isolate residua varance for
examation of remnant spatial strctue.

It is apparent tht depth need not be exclusively an indicator of deposition. For example,

reduced chlorophyll might be associated with grg in depressions caused by deposit-feedig

worms, in which case elevation and sediment pigments might be positively associated. A sample
set from rippled sads is of interest beuse sedient chlorophyll is known to be bured by ripple
migration (Jenness and Duieveld 1985), providing an end member of bounda layer control of
pigment distbution.

Severa studies have used spatial autocorrelation to exane the distbution of sedient

micro algae and co-dependence of grg faun (Sun et al. 1993), or defie characeristc spatial
scales of faunal dispersion (Eckman and Thste 1988). Surace trend anysis differs in tht the

sapling scheme is less rigid and there is an emphasis on the presence of pattern rather than on
scales of patchiess. Use of ths technque with benthc microalgae is complex since they have

growt pattern as well as responses to sedent trport. It is importt to note that while
benthc microalgae are afected by sedient tranport they also reguate resuspension/deposition

by bindig the sedient surace with extllular material. The work of Bil Grt et al. (1982)
was the fit to quatify ths effect in term of bounda layer flow.

The deposition of phytodetrtu to sedients in aphotic waters is somewhat different th

the intertda cae in tht pigments always origite from the water colum and reach the sedent
thoug passive deposition, where they may be reworked by faun or redistbuted by near-bottom
flow. Trend surace anysis of sedient pigments and topogrphy combined with other bed

charcteritions (e.g. rougess as in Wheatcroft (1994)) appea to be a usefu approach for

investgation of deposition and residence tie of organc material in the sedients.
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When a sedient suspension is in steady state with the processes of erosion,
deposition, resuspension and settlig velocity, there must be either a limtig
source of seabed sedient or a negative feedback process which lits fuer

seabed erosion. The litig process can be either suppression of near bed

tubulent shear stress by stratication effects, suppression of shear stress by

work requied to maintain a bedload, or simply such a large suspended load
that settement can balance erosion. All processes can act together and their
relative importce span a parameter space governed by non-diensional
ratios of velocity scales,; tubulent shear velocity, parcle fall velocity and
erosion velocity. Th parameter space is explored with the aid of a one

diensional energy closure suspended sedient modeL. Bottom bounda
conditions are expressed as flux term, rather than parameteried

concentration. The rate of erosion velocity is a dicult pareter to quati.

Ibs modelig exercise provides some guidace as to what rage of conditions
the rate of erosion wil be an importt factor in dictatig suspended sedient
load.
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Alongshore Momentum Balances in Shallow Water

Steve Lentz (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution),
Falk Feddersen & R.T. Guza (Scripps Institution of Oceanography),

Steve Elgar (Washington State University),
T. H. C. Herbers (Naval Postgraduate School)

Mean alongshore currents have been studied extensively in the surf zone and
on the ,continental shelf. Mean alongshore currents in the surf zone are driven pri-
marily by obliquely incident breakng waves (Whitford and Thornton, 1993 and
references therein), whereas forcing by alongshore wind stress and pressure gradi-
ents are dominant on the shelf (Lentz, 1994 and references therein). Concurrent
observations of currents, waves, and wind were collected for about 3 months on a
16 la-long transect extending from the shoreline to the 26 m isobath (Figure 1)

as par of the Duck94-Coop experiment conducted during Fall 1994 at Duck, NC
(Butman, 1994). Mooring or fied towers supported vertical stacks of fiowmeters at
5 sites in depths between 4 and 26 m and 14 additional fiowmeters were deployed
shorewards of the 4 m isobath. A lightning strike electrocuted some instruments.
Others washed ashore.

Lentz et al. (submitted) show that the bottom drag and acceleration of

vertically averaged alongshore currents at all mooring and tower sites are usually
driven by alongshore wind stress and pressure gradients (Figure 2). An exception
is when the 4-m site is within the surf zone so that breakng-wave driven currents
are strong. The wind and wave forcing often reinforce each other, but occasionally
the alongshore wind and wave forcing have opposite signs. When energetic swell
opposes the wind the mean longshore current changes sign between the 4-m (within
the surf zone) and deeper (seawards of the surf zone) sites (September 22, October
12-16, Figure 2a). The surf zone is narrower with less energetic swell, and similar
current reversals sometimes occur farther shorewards near the crest of the sand bar.

Feddersen et al. (1998) focus on the region shallower than the 8 m isobath
and consider cross-shore integrated alongshore momentum balances that do not re-
quire parameterization of poorly understood processes (eg. lateral mixng and wave
rollers) that may be important to local momentum balances within the surf zone.
Analysis of momentum balances over dierent cross-shore regions shows that in the
surf zone wave forcing domiates forcing by wind and large scale pressure gradients.
Wind stress contributes roughly 1/3 of the forcing shorewards of the 8 m isobath
and the momentum balance over this region closes well (Figure 3). Although the
'surf zone and shelf studies use diferent drag laws (quadratic and liearized, respec-
tively), in each case the drag coeffcient is at least a factor of 3 larger within the surf
zone than seawards of the sur zone. The causes of the increase are not understood.
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Figue 1: Upper: Cross-shelf instrument transect at Duck, NC. Thick curve is
the seafoor. From Lentz et aL. (submitted). Lower: The landward 0.4 kI of the
transect. A triangle represents a colocated bottom-mounted pressure sensor, current
meter, and sonar altimeter. Bathymetry observed on August 25 (solid curve) and
October 26 (dashed curve) is shown. From Feddersen et al. (1998).
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Figue 2: Time series of the combined alongshelf wind stress rSY and pressure gradi-
ent ôP/ôy forcing (rsy /(Poh) - (ôP/ôY)/Po) and the response (ôv/ôt+ rby /(Poh))
at each mooring site (Po is a reference density, h is the water depth, y and t are the
alongshore and time coordinates, and v is the verticaly averaged mean alongshore
current). The bottom stress rby is estiIated using a liear drag law (rbY = TV where
T is a constant drag coeffcient.) The wave-induced radiation stress ôSXY/ôy is not
included in the forcing. Thus, when a site is withi the sur zone (shaded regions),
discrepancies may be large. Squared correlations (excludig surf zone observations)

between the forcing and response are greater than 0.65 at all sites. From Lentz et
al. (submitted).
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Introduction: Sediment transport on many continental shelves, including those off the
U.S., is dominated by resuspension during energetic wave events. Resuspension events
modify sea-floor stratigraphy by preferentially entraining and transportng fine sediment.
To quantify this process, a two-dimensional, time-dependent solution to the transport equa-
tion has been formulated to account for advection and diffusion of suspended sediment
in the bottom boundar layer of continenta shelves (Hars, 1999; Hars and Wiberg, in
prep.). Changes to sea bed stratigraphy resulting from resuspension and redistrbution of
sediments are calculated by conserving sediment mass between the water column and sea
floor. Previous effort at predicting suspended sediment concentrations in this environment
usually neglected both time-dependence and spatial non-uniformities but compare well to
field measurements (e.g. Wiberg, et al., 1994). The two-dimensional, time-dependent

approach taen here is advantageous in shelf areas that display high spatial gradients in
sediment availabilty or flow energy or contan abundant fine silts that require a long time
to equilbrate with the flow field. Ths model has been used to determine the relative sig-
nificance of time-dependence and spatial nonuniformity on shelf sedimentation patterns.

Ths study follows the path forged by Bil Grant in several ways, most obviously by
using a theoretical, quantitative approach combined with field measurements to study shelf
flows and sediment transport. The success of the wave-current interaction model developed
by Grant and Madsen (1979) and Smith (1977), subsequent suspended sediment models
(see, e.g. Smith, 1977; Glenn and Grant, 1987; Wiberg et aI., 1994) and advances numerical
computing facilitate extending these models to two spatial dimensions. This work has
been conducted as par of the STRTA FORmation on Margins project (STRTAFORM),
developed in the wake of the CODE and STRSS experients in which Bil Grant and his
legacy was a drving force (see Nittouer and Kravitz, 1995; Beardsley and Lentz, 1987;

and Trowbridge and Nowell, 1994). The STRTAFORM initiative is to investigate through
field and theoretical methods, the mechanisms though which shelf stratigraphy is formed
and modified over time-scales ranging from single storm or depositional events to eons.

The time-dependent, two-dimensional modeling framework allows us to evaluate the
significance of flux divergence and time-dependence in sediment transport and bed rework-
ing on the continenta shelf. The calculations require as input driving wave propertes and
current velocities, sediment size distrbutions along the modeled transect, and hydrody-
namic sediment propertes. The model calculates suspended sediment concentration and
sediment flux as a function of height above the bed along the transect for each grain size
modeled. Net erosion and deposition are also calculated for each grain size, and used to
evaluate changes to fine-scale sediment grading with depth in the bed.
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Objectives: The contrbutions of varous sources of time-dependence and flux divergence

are explored by contrasting sedimentation patterns of a set of increasingly realistic shelf
systems to a series of increasingly realistic flow fields. First, a uniform system to steady
waves and currents is considered. Next, the same steady forcing functions are used to
drive calculations on a cross-shelf system representing the Eel River shelf off northern
California, the site of much STRTAFORM research, to ilustrates the sources of flux
divergence along a realistic cross-shelf transect. The final cases considered the response
of the cross-shelf transect to time varing wave and current time series to evaluate the
response of a cross-shelf transect to more realistic forcing functions. In this manner, we
address several objectives:

. Demonstrate the ability of a two-dimensional, time-dependent transport model to
predict the redistrbution of sediment in the bottom boundar layer of continental
shelves.

. Evaluate the significance of time-dependent and spatial terms in the advection and

diffsion of sediment in the bottom boundar layer.

. Compare the sources of time-dependence (such as sediment advection and unsteady
forcing functions) and non-uniformity (from gradients in flow energy and sediment
availability) in this system.

. Apply the calculations using field data obtaned on the Eel River shelf.

Uniorm caculations: Though the uniform, time-dependent case is the most abstract
case considered, it provides a framework with which to introduce the calculations and is
most similar to previous effort at modeling resuspension processes. Comparson of the
uniform and two-dimensional calculations highlight the contrbution of flux divergence to
bed reworking, and demonstrate the utility of solving the two-dimensional problem. The
forcing conditions used for this case were steady waves with significant heights of 5m, and
geostrophic currents with speeds of 1 Dcmls directed off-shelf and poleward. Model calcula-
tions of bottom boundar layer velocity are driven by a prescribed reference velocity at the
top of the model grd (the height of the Ekman layer) and decrease to zero at a roughness
height dependent on shear stress and sediment size (figure la). Because this model is most
concerned with sediment transport calculations, the velocity calculations have been sim-
plified by neglecting density stratification, advection of momentum, and time dependence
in the velocity field. The suspended sediment concentration for each grain size is numeri-
cally calculated using a flux boundar condition close to the sea floor, turbulence profiles
provided by the velocity calculations, and the two-dimensional, time-dependent transport
equation. The product of the velocity and suspended sediment calculations provide esti-
mates of suspended sediment flux (figure I). During an energetic flow event, entrainment
of the finer sediment fractions lowers the surface of the sediment bed (figure 2). In a uni-
form system, all of the sediment removed from the bed can be accounted for by the volume
of overlying suspended sediment. As flow conditions wane, suspended sediment settles
back to the bed, and the bed surface returns to it's original location (figure 2a). Because the
uniform model does not account for changes in sediment or flow propertes along the flow
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Sediment Flux = Sediment Concentration X Velocity
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Figure 1: Calculations of (a) velocity, (b) suspended sediment concentration, and (c) sus-
pended sediment flux for a uniform transect that has reached steady state.
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Figure 2: Calculations of (a) erosion depth and (b) volume of sediment in suspension for
the uniform transect as it approaches steady state. Small size grading of (c) the initial bed,
(d) at the peak of the resuspenson event, and (e) once all sediment has been redeposited.
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path, it can not directly account for flux divergence, and no net erosion or deposition is cal-
culated. However, the uniform model captures the time-dependent response of the system,
predicts peak suspended sediment volumes and sediment concentrations, and also can be
used to estimate the characteristics of the fining-upward bed created by resuspension and
deposition (figure 2c-e).

Cross-shelf transect; steady forcing: Continenta shelves exhibit varations in flow
conditions and sediment propertes that create spatial gradients in sediment flux that can
account for significant net erosion and deposition. This is ilustrated by considering a
cross-shelf transect based on the Eel River shelf, off of northern California (figure 3). This
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Figure 3: Transect used to represent the Eel River shelf. (a) Model bathymetr and (c)
cross-shelf grain size distrbutions used, based on (d)-(e) surfcial grain size distrbutions
from several locations on the Eel River shelf provided by D. Drake, pers. comm.

shelf is approximately 20km wide, with the shelf break occurrng at a water depth of about
150m, and exhibits a shar transition between sandy and muddy beds at a water depth
of approximately 60m. It contans primarly fine sands up to a water depth of 50m, and
muddy sediment derived from winter flooding of the Eel River in the mid-shelf region be-
tween water depths of 70m and 90m. To examine flux divergence in this settng, a transect
modeled after the Eel River shelf (figure 3) was subject to the steady energetic flow case
considered above. Here, when flow energy increases, the system at first shows a similar
response to that calculated for a uniform system, with entrainment of fine sediment and
erosion across the model grd (figure 4). However, fine sediment makes up a small porton
of the bed at the upstream, shallow porton of the transect, where wave shear stresses are
most effective at entraining sediment (figure 3c). The available fine sediment is quickly
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Non-Uniform Calculations Predict Net Erosion and Deposition
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Figure 4: Calculations of (a) bed elevation, (b) volume of suspended sediment, and (c)
sediment flux for three water depths (see legend) subjected to steady energetic waves.

eroded from the upstream locations, and advected off-shelf. As the fine sediment source
is depleted, flux and suspended sediment calculations decrease, so that the system displays
a tie-dependent response to steady forcing functions (figure 4). The source of this time-
dependence is the evolution of the sea bed. For the waves and current velocity considered
here, this system shows flux divergence and therefore erosion shoreward of approximately
60m, from the combination of high wave shear stress and lack of fine-grained sediment.
Furter downstream, the wave shear stress decreases to below that needed to suspend sig-
nificant amounts of sediment, and flux convergence in ths area results in deposition. For
moderate wave energies where the wave-current base does not exceed the critical shear
stress of the sediment over the mid-shelf mud bed, the flux divergence that comes from
the gradient in wave shear stress dominates the depositional pattern. More energetic waves
are required before the presence of readily available fine sediment in the mid-shelf can be
entrained in great quantities.

Cross-shelf transect; storm forcing: Actual resuspension events are driven by in-

creases in wave-current shear stress due to the presence of energetic waves that may persist
for a few hours or days. To examne flux divergence patterns over the time-scale of a single
resuspension event, the cross-shelf model transect for the Eel River shelf was subjected
to a six-day long, smoothly-varing time-series of waves (figure 5). The event had peak
wave heights of 5m and wave periods of lOs. A steady current velocity of lOcmls was
used, which is representative of mean currents on this shelf, and was directed off-shelf and
poleward. Estimated shear stresses for this event were capable of resuspending sediments
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Figure 5: Driving forces used to represent a six-day long moderate storm. (a) Significant
wave height. (b) Wave oribital velocity and (c) shear velocity with depth in the bed.

to a water depth of approximately 80m. The high shear stresses, combined with off-shelf
directed flow remove fine sediment from the shallow porton of the model grd and trans-
port it to the mid- and outer-shelf where it is deposited as a fining upward layer (figure 6).
The net erosion and deposition over the course of the resuspension event depends on the
flux divergence at each grid point. In the beginning of the resuspension event, entrainment
of sediment increases the volume of suspended sediment at a location and lowers the sed-
iment bed. But by the end of the resuspension. event, all of the suspended sediment has
settled back to the bed, and the final location of the bed surface at each point equals the
time-integrated sediment flux divergence, corrected for bed porosity.

Cross-shelf transect; reatic forcing: During a resuspension event the bottom bound-

ar layer current velocities are varable and time series of significant wave height are often

spiky. The time-scales over which the forcing conditions change influence the manner in
which the suspended sediment and flux fields respond during a resuspension event. To
examne ths, we used the cross-shelf model transect based on the Eel River shelf, and a
time-series of waves and currents measured at this location in Januar, 1996 (Ogston and
Sternberg, in press, figure 7). As is typical, the current velocity fluctuates widely during
this 8-day time series, ranging from approximately 40 cmls on-shore to 50 cmls offshore,
but the mean cross-shelf currents of about 7 cmls off-shelf are similar to the one used for
the simplified model runs. Peak wave heights during this time reached 6.5m, but were often
similar to the value used previously (5m).

Though shear velocities are not much higher for ths case, predicted volumes of sus-
pended sediment are significantly increased compared to previous cases. This is parcu-

larly apparent over the muddy bed (90m, figure 8). The volume of suspended sediment
responds to the fluctuations in the forcing functions, parcularly the current velocity. Sed-
iment is dispersed from the muddy bed (70-90m), and deposited both off the shelf and
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Storm Transports Fine Sediment from Inner Shelf to Mid-shelf
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Figure 6: (a) Final configuration of sediment bed as reworked by the time series shown in
figure 5. (b-) Small scale bed grading shown for several water depths.
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Figure 7: Measured (a) waves and (b) current velocities used to dnve model calculations.
Wave heights from NDBC buoy 46022, current velocity measured 123 cmab (Ogston and
Sternberg, in Press).
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Measured Flow Produces Complex Sedimentation5J)~
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Figure 8: Flux divergence, volume of suspended sediment, and bed elevation calculated for
time series in figure 7 for several water depths (see legend).

on the inner shelf (figure 9). However, fine-grained sediment deposited on the inner shelf
would form a transient deposit, because the wave energy in ths region is usually more
than adequate to suspend this sediment. The fact that fine grained sediment does remain
on the mid-shelf mud bed implies that another process must be limiting the suspension of
sediment in ths region.

Sumary of Results:

. The two-dimensional, time-dependent transport model can be used to quantify sus-
pended sediment transport and bed reworking by resuspension in the continental
shelf bottom boundar layer.

. Calculations of net erosion and sediment redistrbution can be accomplished directly

by using a two-dimensional approach.

. Both sediment availabilty and wave energy afect flux divergence patterns in a shelf
such as the one off-shore of the Eel River. For a moderately energetic storm, the
gradient in wave energy is more significant than the gradient in sediment availability.

. Advection of sediment by realistic current velocities can increase suspended load
across the shelf.

. The major source of time-dependence in the system appears to be the unsteadiness of
waves and current velocities in the bottom boundar layer. The suspended sediment
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Muddy Sediment Dispersed from Mid-shelf
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Figure 9: (a) Final configuration of sediment bed as reworked by the time series shown in
figure 7. (b-) Small scale bed grading shown for several water depths.

field would seldom be equilibrated in such a rapidly fluctuating system.

. The mean off-shelf flows measured on the Eel River shelf during energetic times
implies a net off- shore transport. Calculations predict some transport towards shal-
lower waters during times of tidally-influenced on-shore flow. However, such de-
posits would be unlikely to persist, because of the high wave energies combined
with net-offshore flow would eventually remove the fines.

Conclusions: A two-dimensional, time-dependent solution to the advection/diffusion equa-
tion has been used to predict the transport of suspended sediment in the bottom boundar
layer of continenta shelves (Hars, 1999; Hars and Wiberg, in prep.). By accounting for
entrainment and deposition of suspended sediment, these calculations are also used to pre-
dict changes to sea bed stratigraphy from resuspension processes (Haris, 1999; Haris and
Wiberg, in prep.). The model described here could be improved by including a more sophis-
ticated representation of shelf circulation, by accounting for density-induced stratification,
advection of momentum, and time-dependence in the velocity calculations. Incorporation
of sediment transport into circulations models is an exciting direction in which to take this
work. However, even with these limitations this model provides a promising step forward
in our abilty to model sedimentation in the coastal zone. Unlike the one-dimensional,
steady sediment resuspension models from which this model grew, the two-dimensional,
time-dependent approach enables us to calculate net erosion and deposition. By numeri-
cally representing the resuspension and redistrbution of shelf sediments due to energetic
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bottom boundar layer flows, we are able to evaluate the relative importance of flux diver-
gence and advection in shelf sedimentation and predict shelf-wide sediment transport and
bed reworking. This taes a natural step in the direction pioneered by Bil Grant and his
colleagues (Grant and Madsen, 1979; Smith, 1977; Glenn and Grant, 1987).
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Introduction
In their pivotal review of the continental shelf bottom boundary layer, Grant and Madsen

(1986) identified some of the measurement problems which at that time impeded progress
toward improved knowledge of the dynamical processes operating at and above a mobile
seabed. A consequence of their discussion of both the need for improved observations and
the diffculties in obtaining them has been the development over the ensuing decade of a
range of new sensors which are providing unprecedented views of this complex environment.

In this paper, results are presented from a nearshore field experiment in which several
recently developed sensors were deployed to remotely probe the vertical structure of the flow
and suspended sediment fields in the bottom boundary layer, simultaneous with detailed
remote measurements of bed topography. The motivation for making remote measurements
is the need to minimize flow disturbance in the vicinity of the bed. The sensors deployed
included rotary imaging sonars (Hay and Wilson, 1994); a coherent Doppler profiler, or
CDP (Zedel and Hay, 1998a and b); and a laser-video imaging system (Crawford and Hay,
1998). Results from the CDP and the rotary sonars are presented here.

The Experiment

The experiment was carried out in 3.5 m mean water depth at Queensland Beach, Nova
Scotia, in September 1995. Particular features of this site are that it is a planar pocket
beach facing a narrow opening onto the continental shelf, so that waves tend to be normally
incident to the shoreline, and longshore currents small. The instruments were mounted
approximately 70 cm above the bottom, on a horizontal mast cantilevered in the seaward
direction away from a quadrupod support frame (see Crawford and Hay, 1998). The median
sand grain diameter was 170 llm. The deployment lasted 11 days. One major storm event
was captured. Otherwise the forcing was moderate to weak.

Results

Bed State

The 2-dimensional images of the seafloor obtained with the rotary fan beam sonar were
used to' characterize the state of the seabed as a function of time. Figure 1 shows 4 m x
2 m rectangular subimages, taken from the full 5-m radius fanbeam images, of the seabed
on the seaward-facing side of the frame. The subimages ilustrate the different bed states
which were observed, and are presented in order of increasing hydrodynamic forcing from
irregular ripples at the top (low energy), through cross and linear transition ripples, to flat
bed at the bottom (high energy).
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Figure 2 shows the evolution of bed state during the experiment. The solid light blue
circles in Figure 2d indicate different ripple classes, representing distinctly different bed
states, determined visually from the fan beam imagery. As in Figure 1, bed state categories
are: flat bed (FI), linear transition ripples (Tr), cross ripples (Cr) and irregular (or short-

crested) ripples (Ir). A strong correspondence between ripple class and grain roughness

Shields parameter is indicated, ilustrating the previously mentioned close association in

these data between bed state and forcing energy.

The upper 3 panels in Figure 2 show results from radial spectral analysis of the fan beam
data in a 60° azimuthal sector, centred on the offshore direction. The spectra have been
averaged into 3 spatial frequency bands: high (10-15 cycles/m), intermediate (3-10 cycles/m)
and low (0.5-3 cycles/m). Typically, most of the energy is in the intermediate band, so the
spectra are yellow, as opposed to red. The spectral yellowing is due to the 0.5 cpm high-pass
filter used to remove beam pattern effects prior to computing the spectrum, and to the fact
that the fan beam detects variations in bottom slope, as opposed to bed elevation. Flat bed
is evident during the peak of the storm, when 82.5 exceeded 0.7, as low energy in all three
bands. Transition ripples are the relatively narrow (in azimuth) and short-lived peak in the
high frequency band, centred on roughly 10° azimuth, and occurred during the storm for
82.5 about 0.5. Cross ripples occurred both as the storm waxed and waned, and later during
moderate forcing conditions on days 264-265 (0.2 ~ 82.5 ~ 0.4). Cross ripple occurrence

was associated with increased radial spectral energy at low frequencies, with distinct peaks
at :120° azimuth, and with reduced radial spectral energy at mid frequencies, centred on 0°
azimuth. Irregular ripples are evident as higher, more (azimuthally) isotropic energy in the
intermediate band, and occurred during periods of weak forcing (82.5 ~ 0.1).

CDP Data

Figure 3 shows time series of vertical profiles of the mean on-offshore horizontal velocity
U, the rms vertical velocity in the incident wave band wrms, and mean suspended sediment
concentration C. These data were obtained with the CDP. The wrms data decay toward the
bed during the peak of the storm, consistent with wave orbital motions in intermediate water
depth. For much of the remainder of the record, the vertical motions in this frequency band
are bottom intensified, especially during periods of well-developed irregular ripples (Figure
2). Mean suspended sediment concentrations do not show any particular correspondence to
these bottom intensified wave motions.

Horizontal velocities determined with the CDP extend only to within about 5 cm of the
bed. U was negative (offshore) during the peak of the storm, consistent with mass flux
conservation arguments associated with the. wave-induced Stokes drift at the surface, and
of variable sign during the remainder of the record. There are periods of bottom-intensified
mean flow, directed either onshore (e.g. Yearday 269), or offshore (e.g. Yearday 263). The
mean cross-shore velocities were small (less than 5 cm/s), indicating that wave motions were
the dominant forcing term in the bottom boundary layer during this experiment.

Wave Bottom Boundary Layer Model Comparison

Figure 4 shows vertical profiles of the incident wave band wrms, ensemble-averaged for
many data runs for the different bed states: 12 runs for flat bed; 13 for linear transition
ripples; 36 for cross ripples; and 92 for irregular ripples. (The time duration of each CDP
run was about 8 min.) At heights greater than 0(10 cm) above the bottom, the profiles
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show the linear decay toward the bed expected on the basis of linear wave theory. Closer to
the bed, many of the profiles exhibit a pronounced peak at about 3 cm height. This peak
is more pronounced for the lower energy, steeper (Figure 2) ripple types, and is absent for
the flat bed runs. For heights less than about 3 cm, the profiles decay sharply to near zero

values at the bed.

Vertical profiles of the rms wave orbital velocity were computed assuming linear wave
theory. The effects of flow over the ripple topography were computed using the potential
flow theory developed by Davies (1983). These calculations used ripple wavelengths and
amplitudes for the three spatial frequency bands shown in Figure 2, determined from the
rotary pencil beam profiles (not shown). The effects of bottom friction were included using
an eddy viscosity model of the Wave Bottom Boundary Layer (WBBL) similar to the Grant
and Madsen model, with the time-independent eddy viscosity varying with height z as i\,*z,
I\ being von Karman's constant and u* the friction velocity.

The model results are shown in the lower panel of Figure 4. They compare favorably with
the measurements, at least as far as the qualitative shapes of the profiles for the different
bed states are concerned. The profiles for rippled beds exhibit a near bottom peak, whereas
the flat bed profile does not, much like the measurements. The magnitudes of the peaks
are not well reproduced however. It is possible that this quantitative difference between
theory and experiment is due in part to including the low spatial frequency band amplitude
and wavelength in the modeL. This scale makes a significant contribution to the vertical
structure, but its inclusion in the theory may not be justified for comparisons with the
present data. At large distances from the boundary, the model predictions are lower than

the measurements for all bed states. The reasons for this difference are not yet understood,
and are being pursued.

The good qualitative agreement between the shapes of the measured and predicted pro-
files is encouraging. In particular, the model results demonstrate that the near bottom
peak in wrms for rippled beds is associated with potential flow over the ripple topography,
combined with a thin frictional layer near the bed. For the flat bed case, the measured and
predicted profiles both become nearly height-independent in the region immediately above
the bottom frictional layer: this is also an inviscid effect, and is associated with oscilatory
flow over a finite mean bottom slope (about 10 at the instrument location).

Summary
The above comparisons between measurements and second order potential flow theory

demonstrate that bedform geometry and 0(10) bottom slopes have first order effects on
vertical wave orbital velocities in the WBBL.

These results also demonstrate a new and comprehensive measurement capability for
investigating sediment suspension processes and the evolution of the seabed. Several im-

portant science questions arise. Central among these is the observed high degree of 3-

dimensionality in bedform geometry at low to intermediate bottom shear stresses. This
3-dimensionality is often not part of the textbook view of bedforms, particularly bedform
modellng, and both its causes and effects on sediment suspension and bottom boundary
layer structure need further study.
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Qingping Zou computed the bottom slope contribution to the model profiles in Figure 4.
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Suspicions about Settling Columns

Paul S. Hil *and Timothy G. Miligan t

1 Introduction

Field-deployed settling columns show that the clearance rate of fine sediment de-
pends on initial concentration (Dyer et aI., 1996). A compellng and widely accepted
explanation for such data is that fine sediment sinks in particle agglomerates called

flocs, whose size and settling velocity increase with increasing concentration. Di-
rect observations of flocs in the field and in the laboratory, however, do not sup-
port the hypothesis that size and settling velocity vary with concentration (ten

Brinke, 1994; Miligan and Hil, 1998).

Floc breakup and reformation within settling columns has been proposed an
alternative explanation for the observed dependence of clearance rate on concentra-

tion (Miligan and Hil, 1998). According to this hypothesis, component particles

and small flocs are liberated from larger flocs during sampling. These particles
then recombine into large flocs and sink out at a floc settling velocity that does
not depend on concentration. The time required to complete this two-step removal
pathway decreases as concentration grows because the time required for forma-
tion of flocs scales inversely with concentration, not because of any concentnttion
dependence of floc settling velocity. With the goal of evaluating this alternative
hypothesis, this work develops a simple model of aggregation and sedimentation in
a settling column and compares predicted and observed responses of clearance rate
to increasing concentration.

2 Methods

To compare modelled and observed behavior of settling columns use is made of an
outstanding data set from a study designed to assess the performance of various

instruments designed to estimate settling velocity (Dyer et aI., 1996). Model results
are compared with data from the University of Copenhagen and the University of
Hamburg "Owen Tubes", and data from the "VIS", which observes flocs directly,
are used to constrain floc properties in ,the modeL.

An Owen Tube is a I-m long 51-mm internal diameter tube. It is lowered
horizontally into the water with both ends open. At the appropriate depth the
tube is sealed, returned to deck, and placed in a vertical position. Subsamples are
withdrawn from the bottom of the tube at preset times. Each withdrawal time is
converted to an effective settling velocity by dividing the column height by the time.
Cumulative mass fraction in the column is plotted as a function of effective settling

*Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, B3H 4J1
tBedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada B2Y 4A2
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Table 1: Model inputs

Variable
maximal floc diameter
maximal floc settling velocity
floc fractal dimension
minimal particle diameter
grain density

maximal initial floc size
temperature
salinity

Value
545 pm

4 mm 8-1
2.31
1 pm

2966 kg m-3
200 pm

15°C
5 :lSU

velocity. The effective settling velocity for which half of the total mass remains in
suspension is determined graphically and given the symbol Wso.

A geometric sectional model is used to simulate aggregation and sedimentation

(Jackson and Lochmann, 1992) in an Owen Tube. The model adopts three, major,
simplifying assumptions. First, the suspension is well-mixed. Second, particle en-
counter occurs only by differential settling of particles. Third, disaggregation does
not occur within the sealed tube.

Aggregation models require numerous inputs (Hil, 1992) (Table 2). When pos-
sible, data from the Dyer et aL (1996) study are used to define them. Maximal floc
size and settling velocity and floc fractal dimension are estimated based on data
from the vis (Dyer et aL, 1996) . Minimal particle size is assumed to be 1 pm,
and density of the smallest particle is calculated to match floc settling velocities to
the size-settling velocity relationship observed by the ViS. Initially, particle mass
is assumed to be inversely proportional to particle diameter from a minimum size
up to some maximum. Initial maximal particle size is set so minimal Wso generated
by the model equals the observed minimum in the Owen Tubes in the Dyer et aL
(1996) study. Temperature and salinity, which are used to calculate fluid density
and viscosity, are representative values from Dyer et aL (1996).

Contact and sticking effciencies cannot be constrained with data from Dyer et aL
(1996), and their values are not well-constrained in the literature (Hil, 1992; Li and
Logan, 1997). Contact effciency is the fraction of particles that make contact
upon encounter. Two basic models describe this process. The first, called the
"rectilinear model" assumes no hydrodynamic deflection of particles around one
another, so contact effciency equals unity for all particle interactions. The second,
called the "curvilnear model" assumes particles are impermeable and accounts
for hydrodynamic deflection. It imposes severe constraints on contact between all
but similarly sized particles, and slows aggregation rates substantially (Hil, 1992).
Sticking effciency is the fraction of particles making contact that actually adhere.
Its value is thought to range between approximately 0.1 to 1 for marine particles
(Hil, 1992). Because of the lack of constraint on these effciencies, end-member
simulations are run. In the first, a rectilnear model of contact is used, and sticking
effciency is assumed equal to unity. In this simulation aggregation is operating
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Figure 1: Model and observed dependence of Wso on sediment concentration in an
Owen Thbe. The two solid lines are best fits to data from the University of Copen-
hagen and University of Hamburg Owen Thbes. Triangles, pluses, and asterisks
are the rectilinear model with sticking effciencies of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.05, respectively.
Squares are from the curvilinear model with a sticking effciency of 1.0. Note the
similar approximately linear increase in Wso with increasing concentration in all
models and observations.

as fast as possible. In the second, a curvilinear model of contact is used, and

sticking effciency is left as unity. This model underestimates aggregation rate
substantially (Hil, 1992; Li and Logan, 1997). The simulations are run at a range
of concentrations. The variable Wso is calculated by dividing column height by the
time required to remove half of the original mass by sinking.

3 Results

Modelled Wso responds to concentration in a way consistent with observations,
both for rectilinear and curvilnear models (Figure 1). When concentration is low,
Wso takes a constant value. As concentration increases, Wso increases in nearly
linear fashion as observed in Owen Thbes. At high concentration, Wso asymptotes
to a constant value. The only significant difference between the two simulated

responses is that the nearly linear increase in Wso with concentration occurs at
higher concentrations with the curvilinear modeL.

Model behavior is simple to understand. At low concentrations, aggregation
occurs so slowly that sediment sinks out before significant modification of the size
distribution has occurred. At high concentrations, the step of reforming flocs occurs

so rapidly as to be practically instantaneous. The value of Wso is set by column
height and maximal floc settling velocity, neither of which are concentration depen-
dent. At intermediate concentrations, aggregation and sinking occur over similar

time scales. As concentration grows, aggregation time falls, so the overall removal
process takes less time.

The observation that each simulation produces similar behavior even though
their underlying physics differ significantly indicates that a nearly linear increase in
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clearance rate over a certain range of increasing co~centration is a robust feature of

suspensions in which aggregation and sedimentation are occurring. The observation
that the fast, rectilnear and slow, curvilinear simulations bracket the Owen Tube
data indicates that aggregation can act fast enough to produce observed behavior.
With sticking effciencies in the range 0.05-0.1, which are realistic (Hil, 1992), the
rectilinear simulation produces values of Wso closely matching those from the Owen
Tubes (Figure 1).

4 Conclusion

Floc reformation and sinking can account for observed clearance rates in Owen
tubes as well as accommodate observations that floc size and settling velocity do
not depend on sediment concentration. This hypothesis is more consistent with
current understanding offlocs than is the widely held view that floc settling velocity
in concentration dependent. Adopting it renders Owen Tubes obsolete because the
behavior of suspensions within them is linked inextricably to the unknown degree
of breakup caused during sampling. In situ, direct observation of flocs is the only
viable method of characterization.
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,LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS FOR EVALUATING THE EFFECTS OF WIND
FORCING ON SHALOW WATERS WITH EMERGENT VEGETATION

Har L. Jenter-
U.S. Geological Surey

INTRODUCTION

Little is known about the effects of wid forcing on circulation in shallow waters with
emergent vegetation. An investigation of those effects though laboratory experients,
supplemented by the analysis of historical wid data, is being conducted as par of the
South Florida Ecosystem Program of the U.S. Geological Surey (USGS). A priar
goal of ths investigation is to formulate an imroved wid-stress term for quantifying
wind-to-water momentu transfer in numerical flow models of the Everglades. One such
model is being developed at the USGS to aid in the design and evaluation of restoration
plans and actions for the South Florida ecosystem. A unque set oflaboratory
experients conducted to support ths modeling effort is described below.

FLUME AND WIND COWLING

The laboratory experients were conducted in a 200-foot-long, 6-foot-wide, 4-foot-deep
flume in which a bed of sawgrass, Cladium jamaicense, was growig for more than 2
years. Sawgrass is one of the predomiant vegetation tyes in the Everglades. A
removable-lid wind cowlig, 100 ft long and 4 ft high, covered the upstream half of the
flume. Because the density of sawgrass in the flume was approximtely that of sawgrass
in the Everglades, it was possible to adjust the discharge in the flume to give
simultaeously small water-surace slopes and flow velocities tyical of those found in
the Everglades.

The wid cowling was a rectagular chael made of plywood with various strctual
modifcations to ensure a nearly unorm, steady wind field. Window screenig covered
the inet to elimate any large scale tubulent eddies enterig the cowling. In addition,

rounded edges made of 3-inch-diameter plastic pipe, cut in half, were added to the inet to
reduce any secondar circulation created by the blunt edges of the plywood walls and
ceiling. Wooden bevels, approximtely 4 inches wide, were added to all interior right
angle joints to dish any secondar flows generated in the comers.

Short pieces of ribbon stapled to the interior walls and ceilig of the wind cowling
provided visual confirmation that the air flowig in the test section was free of any large
tubulent eddies. Tests with a ban of thee cup-style anemometers positioned across the
cowling at the same vercal level confed that the wind field was symetrc and
nearly-unform across the middle half of the flume at all heights above the vegetation.

Wind in the experients was generated by a ban of four 4-foot-diameter ventiation fans
aranged in a 2 by 2 aray and positioned so as to draw air though the enclosed flume.
The cross-sectional area of the fan ban was substantially larger than the cross-sectional
area of the cowling coverig the flume, which required an expanion section of cowling
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to be built. Ths expansion section was signficantly shorter than that found in a tyical
wid tuel and, thus, required modification to improve the effciency of the fan banle

Large 12-inch-wide vanes were added in the expanion section to diect the air toward the
upper fans. In addition, a shar, l-inch-wide, metal ridge was added along the roof of the
cowling just upwind of the expanion section, to induce tubulence in the expansion
section and thus, to deliver ~ore air to the upper fans. These mechansms appear to have
worked very well because the rated volume capacity of the fans matched the measured
volume of air movement in the enclosed flume to with 10 percent.

The entie expanion section was built to be portble so that it could be removed as a
single piece from one end of the test section of the cowlig and moved to the other end.
This allowed experients to be conducted in which the wid either coincided with or
opposed the undiectional water movement in the flume. The test section of the cowling
was fitted with a lid constrcted of 4-foot by 6-foot plywood panels that were removed
nightly so that a ban of high-intensity mercur-halide grow lamps could ilumate the
sawgrass. Some of the removable panels were modifed to allow vercal positionig of

the anemometers and curent meters and readig of hook gages though the roof of the
cowlig. Additional access to the test section of the cowling was possible though 2-foot
by 2-foot plexiglass doors mounted in the side of the cowling, flush with the interior
walls of the test section. These doors also served as observation windows when closed.

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENTS

The cowlig was instrented with a ban of thee anemometers positioned at diferent
heights across a lateral cross section to measure the vertcal profile of wid speed. The
flume was instrented with a pair of acoustic Doppler curent meters that were
positioned at a number of heights in the water colum to measure vertcal profies of
velocity. A thd acoustic Doppler curent meter was employed to measure flow though

a horiontal pipe manometer used for determg the water-surace slope. An
independent evaluation of water-surace slope was obtained from a pair of hook gages

positioned near the upstream and downstream ends of the test section.

Aanderaa.. Model 2740 cup-tye anemometers, with a rated accuracy of approxiately
.4 mph, were used to measure the wid speed. The anemometers were positioned
nomially 1, 2 and 3 ft above the vegetation. Average wid speed was recorded every 30
seconds for the duration of each experient.

Each curent meter used in the experient was a SonTek 10 MH ADV (acoustic
Doppler velocimeter) with a rated resolution oL0003 fts (.1 mms) in a range of:!. 1 fts

(:: cmls). Each ADV sampled the thee components of velocity at 20 Hz. Samples were
collected in 2-miute bursts at each height. One of the paired profiling curent meters
was fitted with an up-lookig probe for measurg flow with .1 ft of the water surace.
The other paired curent meter was fitted with a down-lookig probe for measurg flow
very near the bottom of the water colum. Velocity measurements were collected in the
water colum in vertcal increments of.2 ft from the surace to the bottom at two
locations nomially one-third of the flume width from each wall. After a set of profies
was collected, the paired curent meters were swapped and the vertcal-profie sampling
was repeated so that both velocity-measurement locations would have measurements
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from very near the bottom and very near the water surace. Measurements were
occasionally contaated by vegetation drftg into the sampling volume of a velocity
probe. These were detected by a techncian who graphically monitored all of the velocity
data as they were collected. Contaated measurements were discarded, and the
measurements were repeated after the vegetation was removed from the sampling
volume. In addition to visually monitorig the signal quality for each measurement, the
signal-to-noise ratio and signal-correlation data were recorded at the same samplig rate
as the velocity data. These were later analyzed to confir data integrty.

To determe water-surace slopes, an 8-foot-Iong plastic pipe with a short elbow at one
end was positioned horiontally below the water surace and parallel to the flow diection
with the elbow at the upstream end and pointig down. The centerline velocity in the
pipe was measured by insertg a side-lookig probe mounted on the thd ADV into the
downtream end of the pipe. The water-surace slope was determed from the centerlie
velocity by applyig a ratig equation developed from data collected in the flume under

carefully controlled conditions. Ths "pipe manometer" technque appears to be an
accurate mean of measurg the small water -surace slopes drving flows with
magntudes tyical of those found in the Everglades (J. K. Lee, USGS, oral
communcation)

Hook gages, positioned near the upstream end of the test section and near the
downtream end, were used to provide an independent estite of the water-surace
slope. Ths estiate was likely less accurate than that obtained with the "pipe
manometer" method because of the small longitudinal separation of the gages. To locate
the water surace with a hook gage, the hook is positioned below the water surace and
raised unti the shar tip of the hook maes a small diple at the water surace. Ths
diple sparkles when ilumated from above. At each hook-gage location, a datu was

established by mag measurements with a horiontal water surace (no-flow
conditions). Ths reference elevation at each hook-gage location was then subtracted

from the hook-gage readings made at that location durg a wid experient to give the

water-surace elevation. Water-surace slope was calculated by subtractig the hook-
gage elevations at either end of the test section. Two factors reduced the accuracy of ths
calculation. The fist was that the slopes were so small that the separation of the gages

required an accuracy of vertcal positionig on the order of .003 ft (1 rn). The second
was that the actively growig plants were tranpirg durg the experient and, thus,

changing the water level contiuously. Because of ths transpiration, tie senes of hook-
gage measurements were collected at each gage location, the rate of fall of the water
surace was estited, and all measurements used to obtain reference elevations were

adjusted to refer to a horiontal water surace at a fixed tie.

Over the lO-month duration of the wind experients, thee sureys of vegetation density
and other plant charactenstics were conducted. Durg each surey, vegetation samples
were collected from eight 1 ft by 1.5 ft areas located randomly in the flume. Vegetation
was sampled in .65-foot (20-cm) bins vertcally from the bottom of the water colum to
the top of the emergent plant canopy. It was then dred, sorted, measured, and weighed.
Vegetation was tranplanted to fill in the sampled areas. In addition, vegetation was
penodically tred to maintain a fairly unform plant height of approxitely 4 ft.
There was substatial vanability around ths height, however, because the plants were
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growing rapidly. Consequently, vegetation height was also estited for each

experient.

EXPERIMENTAL PARAETERS

The suite of experients conducted was designed to mic a representative range of
wind, water-depth, and flow-velocity conditions found in the Everglades wetlands. The
range of wids studied was nomially 0 to 20 mph. Ths almost completely bracketed the

range of 15-miute-averaged wids observed in the eastern Everglades durg 1996 and
1997,0 to 22.5 mph, as determed from analysis of historical data (E. German, USGS,
wrtten communcation).

Water depth was maintained at either 1 or 2.5 ft. With a nomial vegetation height of 4 ft
ths exposed either 3 or 1.5 ft ofv,egetation above the water surace, respectively.

Discharges though the flume were vared from 0 to .84 cfs at a water depth of 1 ft, and
from 0 to 2.2 cfs at a water depth of 2.5 ft. Ths discharge range represents a flow speed
range of 0 to .15 fts (0 to 4.5 cmls), completely bracketig all but the most extreme flows
observed in the Everglades wetlands. Experients were conducted with discharges in the
same diection as the wind and with discharges opposite the diection of the wind.

Most of the wind experients were conducted with the water surace exposed diectly to
the wind. However, a small subset of experients was conducted with the water surace
covered by sponges. The purose of these experients was to simulate the effect of
periphyton, commonly occurg algal mats, which form on the water surace in the
Everglades. Periphyton may have a signcant effect on the wid's ability to affect flow
on smal spatial scales.

DATA PRODUCTS

The profiles of water velocity and wid speed collected in these experients, along with
the measured water-surace slopes, will be used to calculate term in the horiontal

momentu balance for the flume. Surace wind stresses wil be inerred from the
resultig momentu deficits. The surace stresses wil be related, in tu, to measured
chaacteristics of the wind and vegetation profiles.

These experients have produced a very large archive (nearly 500 megabytes) of data
from which much can be leared about the effects of wind on water movement in shallow
waters with emergent vegetation. The final year of ths project wil be devoted to
analyzing these data and using the results to formulate improved relations for treatig
these effects in numerical models.

. Har L. Jenter; Research Hydrologist; USGS; 12201 Sunse Valley Drive; Mailstop
430; Reston, Virgina 20192; U.S.A.; (703) 648-5916; hjenter($usgs.gov.
.. All brand names are for identication puroses only and do not constitute endorsement
by the USGS.
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High Concentration Suspensions in Coastal Sediment Transport:
Observations from Field Investigations

Gail C. Kineke
Dept. of Geology and Geophysics, Boston College,

Chestnut Hill MA 02467

Introduction
High-concentration suspensions of fine sediments, or fluid muds, have been investigated
for several decades, often in conjunction with dredging activities or rivers with extremely
high suspended-sediment concentrations. Studies have been specific to parcular sites
such as the Severn or Gironde estuares, the mud bank of the Surnam coast, and the
Huanghe (Kiby and Parker 1983, Allen et al. 1980, Wells and Coleman 1981, Wright et
al. 1990). An interdisciplinar study on the Amazon shelf from 1989 to 1991

(AMASSEDS) added to the field observations of fluid muds, and demonstrated the
critical role these suspensions play in sediment dispersal and the influence they have on a
varety of processes ranging from modifying tidal wave propagation to inhibiting
geochemical exchange between the water column and seabed (Kineke et al. 1996).

Fluid muds on the Amazon shelf are responsible for the sediment dispersal via bottom
gravity flows and the dispersal route is distinct from the path of the surace plume. While
the Amazon system is extremely large in term of river discharge, it is moderate in term
of source suspended-sediment concentrations, and it is not the high concentrations of the
source waters that are the factor in fluid mud formation. Necessar ingredients for fluid
muds are moderate sediment concentrations and an effective trapping mechanism. The
fluid muds occurng on the Amazon shelf are "extreme", on average I-2m thick over an
area of thousands of square Ia and persist for at least 4-6 weeks, but the conditions that
produce fluid muds need not be extreme. Fluid muds might be quite common and an
importt consideration for sediment transport in many estuarne and shelf environments.

Where present, transport via gravity-driven flows might become more importt than by
mean circulation or wave-curent boundar layer flow.

Since the Amon study, an ongoing research program investigatig fine-sedient
transport in a varety of shelf and estuare settgs has revealed some unexpected

observations regardig the occurrence of fluid muds. Whe many of the dyncs of
fluid muds are far from resolved, the observations are usefu in identifyg common
processes and area of necessar future research.

Background
A rigorous definition of "fluid mud" is still debatable, but a general working definition is
a nearbed fine-grained suspension with concentrations of sediment around 10 gI or
greater. Grain size, density, and state of the suspension will alter this theshold, but
generally between 2-10 gI the characteristics and behavior of the suspension begin to
change. A lutocline (density gradient due to suspended sediments) develops due to a
maximum in setting flux and the onset of hindered setting. A floc framework begins to
develop that can lead to viscoelastic behavior. The lutoc1ine is usually such a shar
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intedace that gradient Richardson numbers exceed the critical value, effectively
inhibiting mixing and reducing the stress reaching the bed. The viscosity of the

suspension can be much greater than water, and non-Newtonian behavior can develop.

Some of the fist observations of fluid muds were made with echo sounders and the
identification of a false bottom. Common optical methods for suspended sediment
measurements (transmissometers and Optical Backscatterance Sensors, OBS) will go off-
scale, although OBSs have been calibrated for concentrations in the range of -50-350 gi
using in situ pumped samples. Another indicator for fluid mud is that they sometimes
have an anomalous temperature and salinity signal, indicating an unstable density
strcture were it not for the added mas of the suspended sediment. Thus, although the
concentrations withn the fluid mud might be diffcult to measure, their presence can be
documented and attention to altered boundar conditions for sediment transport modeling
could be addressed.

While some experiments have shown the generation of a thn fluid mud layer under
surace gravity waves, the thickness of the layer is limited by the thckness of the wave
boundar layer (Mehta et al. 1994). In many environments, fluid muds have been

observed to be IOs of cm or more, exceeding the thickness of the wave boundar layer.
More commonly, fluid muds appear to be the result of rapid settling exceeding
consolidation. Examples from different environments provide insight on the dominant
processes and focus attention on remaining questions and sampling needs.

Examples from Field Observations
Fluid muds on the Amon Shelf are noteworty because of the extent (5,000-10,00
knÒ and thckness (average 1-2 m and as much as 5m). The fluid muds form primarly
though trapping mechansms along the bottom salinity front on the inner shelf and
supplied sediment to the subaqueous delta via bottom gravity flows. Whle freshwater
input is extremely large, suspended sediment conèentrations are moderate, that is l00s of
mgl as opposed to IOs of gi (Kineke et al. 1996).

By comparson, the Atchafalaya River and Shelf system is characterized by a fraction of
the river discharge and comparable suspended-sediment concentrations in the river
(Table 1). In this environment, fluid muds approximately 1m thck are consistently
observed within the dredged river channel where the along-channel salinity gradient is
strongest. This is well downstream of the landward extent of salt intrsion where the
traditional concept of a tubidity maximum occurs. On the inner shelf, fluid muds appear
to be ephemeral and related to wind wave events. For example, in March 1998 a cold
front passed where the average wind speed increased from 10 to :;30 le over a two-hour
period, and continued to blow over 30 le for 6-8 hours. In 5 m water depth the

suspended sediment concentrations went from a Rouse-tye profie with a maimum
bottom concentration of - 500 mgl to a well-mixed water column with concentrations of

1.3 gi. Withn 2 hours of the wind speed decreasing, a fluid mud layer approximately 1

m thick formed with bottom concentrations of 25 gi. Significant wave height measured
seaward in 13 m of water decreased from - 1m to 10 cm over the time period that fluid
muds appeared. While resuspension provided the sediment to the water column, the fluid
mud appears to have formed from rapid setting once the wind stress was relaxed.
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Several southeastern estuares (Table 1) are curently being investigated, and
unexpectedly, fluid mud has been observed in each one. This is unexpected because two
of the estuares, the Satila River, GA and the Ashepoo River, SC are coasta plain
estuares with negligible sediment concentrations. In the case of the Satilla, fluid muds
appeared approximately 2 hours after maxmum flood curents and overlie a sandy
substrate. In the case of the Ashepoo, the fluid muds are observed in the region of a
"mud reach" that appears to result from the mixing of organic rich waters of the Ashepoo
with the waters from the Edisto River (a piedmont river) though a narow man-made cut.
Sediments rapidly aggregate and settle in a region of high accumulation rates with a fluid
mud layer 10-50 cm thick, and serve as a source for fuher resuspension and setting.
Another estuar, Winyah Bay, SC, has persistent fluid mud in the region of a salinity
front that appears to be morphologically controlled.

In a drastically different system of a mountanous river on a convergent margin, the Sepik
River, Papua New Guinea, the processes of flow convergence and rapid setting appear to
form fluid mud at the head of a submarne canyon which then feeds a hyperpycnal flow.
Ths results in different geochemical and grain size signals iñ sediments delivered via the
surace plume, and the subsurace, hyperpycnal plume.

Table 1. Conditions of Environments with High Concentraton Suspensions

nver tidal range tidal source (background)
discharge m curents concentration

m3/s crns mg/
Amazon shelf 100,000- ~2 :t100-200 -:500 river

220,000 l00s shallow shelf
Atchafalaya 5,00 -0.5 -10 ' 100-300 river
River and shelf 10-300 shallow shelf

ACE Basin, SC ? not -2.5 60-100 10 mgl
(Ashepoo R.) ~au~ed
Winyah Bay (Pee 500 1 50-100 40 mgl
Dee R.)
Satilla River, SC 70 2-3 +100 10 mgl
Sepik River, -5,000 dm ? 150 mgl
PNG

Remaks and Implications
High concentration suspensions, or fluid muds, are not uncommon. They have been
observed in systems as different in scales as the Amazon River, the largest river in the
world, and the Satila or Ashepoo Rivers in the southeastern US that have minimal

sediment and river discharge. Occurence of fluid muds is not dependent on initial
concentration of source waters, but fluid muds can form in areas of effective trapping due
to convergence of water masses or rapid setting. Rapid settling can be the result of high
setting flux due to high concentrations from resuspension, high parcle setting
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velocities from the formation of aggregates, or rapid decrease in tubulent stresses (e.g.
decrease in wind stresses).

Fluid muds influence mixing and water columnseabed exchange, effectively decrease the
shear stresses reaching the bed, and dominate sediment transport. If overlooked,

estimates of parcle and chemical fluxes can be in error, both in magnitude and direction.
We must be aware of the possible occurence of these nearbed suspensions in
environments where fine sediments are present, and develop new methods for
measurement of water, sediment and flow propertes in the presence of fluid muds for
both site-specific studies, and to improve parameterization of sediment transport models.
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Mean current profiles over the northern California shelf in
fall and winter

Steve Lentz and John Trowbridge
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

The characteristics and dynamics of continental shelf flows on time scales of
months or longer are not well understood. (For convënience flows time-averaged over
months are referred to as mean flows.) Mean flows on shelves have been interpreted
in the context of the Arrested Topographic Wave model proposed by Csanady (1978)
which is relevant to unstratified flows. However, recent theoretical studies suggest
that for a stratified flow over a sloping bottom, adjustment of the density field
within the bottom bound~ry layer may reduce or even eliminate the bottom stress
acting on low-frequency flows (Garrett et al., 1993; Chapman and Lentz, 1997). A
sequence of field programs on the Norther California shelf between 1981 and 1990
provide an opportunty to characterize the vertical structure of the mean flow durng
fall and winter, its year to year variation and the associated dynamical balances.

Moored current observations spanning the water column have been acquied
at a mid-shelf site (designated C3) off Northern California during three different
field programs in the fal and/or winter of four different years (Lentz and Chapman,
1989; Largier et al., 1993; Dever, 1997; Trowbridge and Lentz, 1998). Mean wind
stresses for fall and winter from these studies ranged from -0.2 to -0.6 dynes/cm2
alongshelf (upwelling favorable) and 0.0 to 0.2 dynes/cm2 cross-shelf. (Alongshelf
is positive toward 317°T and cross-shelf is positive onshore.) Mean curent profies
for the fall and winter from these studies all have similar vertical structure (Figure
1). The alongshelf flow is poleward across the water column, with a mid-depth
maxmum of 5 - 10 cm/s. Year to year vaiations are largest in the upper water
column and decrease with depth. The exception to tils structure is March-May
1989 (winter89b) when the mean alongshelf flow was equatorward in the upper half
of the water column and approximately zero in the lower half of the water column,
possibly due to a meso-scale feature impinging on the shelf (Largier et al., 1993).

The mean cross-shelf flow is offshore at about 2 cm/s in the upper 20 m
of the water column and offshore at about 1 cm/s within 20 m of the bottom.

Between these surace and bottom layers there is a 30-40 m thick onshore flow
of about 2 cm/s. The mean cross-shelf current profiles are consistent from year
to year. Maximum differences at any depth are generally less than 2 cm/s; less
than varations in the mean alongshelf flow. The interior onshore transport (""1.9
m2/s for winter 1989a) is about equal to the sum of the near-surace (",1.2 m2/s)
and near-bottom (""0.6 m2/s) offshore transports so the net cross-shelf transport
(depth-averaged cross-shelf flow) is smalL.

Fall and winter mean current profies from sites 30 km south of C3 (R3)
(Lentz and Chapman, 1989) and 8 kI offshore of C3 (C4) (Trowbridge and Lentz,
1998) have the same vertical structure, as do fal/winter mean profies at four other

midshelf sites off northern California (Largier et aL., 1993), suggesting this pattern
may be typical along tils coast, at least at sites between prominent capes. Mean
current profiles from two mid-shelf sites off Peru (15°8) durng fall (March - May)
1977 also show a similar vertical structure (Smith, 1981).
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Figure 1. Mean cross-shelf and alongshelf cuents at mid-shelf (C3) off northern
Calforna for the vaous fal and witer from vaous moorig deployments between

1981 and 1991.
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To gai some insight into what process might be responsible for the persistent
structure of the cross-shelf velocity profile the associated dynamical balances are
investigated. Assuming the flow is hydrostatic and neglecting temporal accelerations
and the non-linear advective terms, the momentum balances may be written as

i 1z "V p 1 aTfkx(u-u)= g-+--
zi po po az

(1)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, k is the vertical unit vector, u is the velocity vec-
tor, ui is the interior velocity at depth zi, po is a reference density and T is the stress

vector. The interior flow is assumed to be geostrophic, i.e. fk x ui = -"Vpi/po.

Based on (1) the Coriolis force associated with the mean velocity anomaly u - ui,
i.e. deviations from the interior velocity in Figure 1, is either balanced by the buoy-
ancy anomaly (i.e. a geostropluc balance), the stress divergence (i.e. an Ekman
balance), or some combination of the two.

In the upper half of the water column, estimates of the verticaly integrated
terms in (1) using observtions from the fall and winter of 1988-89 indicate the mean
cross-shelf wind stress is small and the alongshelf flow is in geostrophic balance, i.e.
the vertical shear in the mean alongshelf flow in the upper hal of the water column
is in thermal wid balance with the cross-shelf density gradient. In contrast the
cross-shelf velocity anomaly is primarly balanced by the mean alongshelf wind stress
(i.e. an Ekman balance) and the mean alongshelf density gradient is typicaly smal.
However, there are periods when there is a substantial geostrophic component to
the cross-shelf flow, possibly associated with mesoscale features impingig on the
shelf from offshore (Largier et aI., 1993). Thus the mea alongshelf wid stress,
though weak, drives an offshore Ekman transport wluch causes the isopycnals to
slope upward toward the coast (upwelling) and the resulting cross-shelf density
gradient is in thermal wind balance with vertical shear in the alongshelf flow.

In the lower half of the water column, estimates of the vertically integrated
terms in (1) in a coordinate frame relative to the bottom indicate the mean cross-
shelf bottom stress is small and the mean alongshelf flow is also in geostrophic
balance. The mean cross-shelf density gradient tends to be vertically uniform in
the lower 30 m of the water column and is in thermal wind balance with the vertical
shear in the alongshelf velocity. The mean alongshelf bottom stress is small because
the thermal wind balance in the lower water column brings the near bottom along-
shelf velocity to nearly zero (Figue 1), as hypothesized in recent theoretical studies
of the adjustment of the bottom boundary layer to a stratifed flow over a sloping
bottom (Trowbridge and Lentz, 1991; Garrett et aI., 1993). Hence the mean cross-
shelf transport in the lower water column (relative to the interior velocity) is not
balanced by the mean bottom stress which is about an order of magntude smaler
(i.e. this is not an Ekman balance). Limited observations suggest tlus transport
is in geostrophic balance with an alongshelf density gradient, i.e. there is a ther-
mal wind balance between the mean vertical shear in the cross-shelf velocity and
the alongshelf density gradient. IT true, tlus latter balance suggests tlus alongshelf
density gradient is a persistent feature durig the fal and winter. Tlus raises the
question of what the scales of this alongshelf density gradient are and how it is
setup and maintaied?
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Some thoughts on the advancement of acoustics methods for
monitorig sedient transport since 1986

Jim Lynch, Jim Irish, and Peter Traykovski
WHOI AOP&E Department

Jim Lynch's remarks

It's interesting, when reminiscing on the life a good frend and respected
scientific colleague like Bil Grant, to consider "what he would have thought" of the
advances that have been made in his field in the ensuing years. I'd like to follow this
whimical thought for a few pages, concentrating on my own area of expertse, ocean
acoustics, which certnly has had a role in sediment transportoundar layer studies in
the past two decades.

When I came to WHOI in 1982, my main focus was (and mostly still is) lower
frequency acoustics, in the area of 10-1000 Hz. However, with the depare of Marshall
Orr from WHOI (to do many good things in the years following, I am happy to say) just
before my arval, the high frequency (HF acoustics program was without a "hero" on the

WHOI scientific sta. Bil Grant and Marshall Orr had collaborated on the early uses of
high frequency acoustics in oceanography, successfully imaging suspended sediments,
breakng internal waves and other phenomena. But with Marshall's deparure, the WHOI
HF acoustics program was in strong danger of evaporation. Afer a series of discussions
between Charley Hollster, Bil Grant, and iI, I was inveigled into working in the HF
arena par time, and in parcular into doing some sediment transport measurements. This
didn't seem like it would be a parcularly challenging sideline - afer all, Bil and

Charley and their co-conspirators were just tring to measure diluted mud, for god's sake
- how challenging could that be???? So I trotted off to meet engineer Frederick Roland
(Fritz) Hess2 and work a bit with the Acoustic Backscatter System (ABSS) that Marshall
Orr and Fritz had cobbled up. i expected a faily straightforward project to play with,
which would have all the loose ends tied up quickly. In retrospect, it's not surrising that I
was naïve - I stil am - but, it's appalling just how naïve I was. About fifteen years wort
of experience has given me a lot of respect for Mud. (I now even capitaize it
occasionally!) Rather than the absolutely simple measurement I had envisioned, sediment
transport is one of the most devilishly diffcult measurements to make that I have ever
encountered. However, to get back to the topic, we have made some progress in

i Just as a historical note, Bil touted the scientific interest and societa importce of

sediment transport studies, inspirng me to tr to stretch into a new area. Charley

Hollster, on the other hand, asked what I planned to do if my Associate Scientist

promotion fell though, and whether or not I had taent in "fast food merchandising." This
is called the "high/ow" approach, and it worked quite well.
2 The old saying is that bad thngs come in thees. In the case of sediment transport, the

WHOI HF acoustics effort not only lost Bil Grant in the 1980's, but also engineer Fritz
Hess and electronics technician Rick Filyo. We dedicate this arcle to the memories of all

thee of these good frends and colleagues.
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measurng sediment transport using acoustics means, which I think Bil would have
immensely enjoyed seeing.

When I staed working with the ABSS instrent, in about 1983, the biggest
worr was calibration. Sure, the acoustic instrment seemed to make nice vertcal profies
of backscattering, but what was it really seeing? Could this backscattering be converted
to believable parcle concentrations? And why did the acoustical instrents
occasionally disagree with transmissometers, which were the "industr stadard"
concentration measurement at that time? Until these questions were answered, nobody
was going to believe in the acoustics measurements, and parcularly acoustic

concentration estimates, a distressing state of afais for the HF technique. Since then,
much has been leared. Calibration is stil an issue, but it has been realized that this is a
universal issue for all instrments that estiate pariculate concentrations in the ocean.
The size dependence of the parculates, varations in their material propertes,
aggregation/disaggregation effects and the presence of other possible scatterers

(biologics, bubbles, thermal microstrctue, etc.) can all afect the calibration of any

instrent measurng concentration in the ocean, not just acoustics. Acoustics was seen to
have a greater sensitivity to the larger parcles, as opposed to optics, which preferred the
finer parcles in suspension. Ths was quickly understood to be the simple difference

between acoustics working (mostly) in the Rayleigh scattering regime, which meant it
sensed the volume squared of a parcle, as opposed to optics, which worked in the

geometrcal optics regime, meanng it saw the cross sectional area of the parcles. Each
technique selectively measured a certn par of the size distrbution of the suspended

sediments, which accounted for the occasional differences between the optics and
acoustics measurements at the same spot. This difference tued out to be a rather useful

thing, in that by having both acoustical and optical instrments co-located, one could
distinguish between large and smal parcles. Ths behavior was exploited in several
experients to discriminate between advective events (where small, slow-to-sette

parcles drft from site to site, well afer a local event) and local suspension events, where
larger parcles (as well as fines) are pulled off of the bottom by tubulent stresses. The
large parcles fallout much more quickly, so that when they are seen, the odds are that
the event is a local one.

The difference between optics and acoustics measurements leads one right to the
topic of parcle size distrbution estimation, which has to be done as par of the
concentration estimation to get at mass flux. Our "optics/acoustics comparson" was
really a crude multifrequency parcle size distrbution inverse, and we realized early on

that the "Greenlaw-Johnson" (Johnson, 19871. multifrequency inverse for parcle sizes

could in theory give vertical profies of size distrbution as well as concentration. Alex
Hay, then of Memorial University in Newfoundland, showed that this tye of inverse

worked well for beach sand sized parcles, and all we had to do at WHOI, where we were
more interested in the shelf, slope, and even the abyss, was to translate Hay's work to
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deeper water.3 Unfortnately, that litte transition was not as easy as it sounds. Beach
sands are (roughly) in the 100-800 micron size range, whereas the muds, silts, and even
sands fuer out to sea are more in the 1-200 micron size range. To get enough acoustic

bandwidth to pull of the multifrequency trck for shelf, slope, and abyss sediments, we'd
need to get up to about 50 MHz acoustic frequency. Unfortnately, going past about 10
MHz is nearly impossible in the ocean, due to seawater attenuation effects siphoning off
all the acoustic energy at higher frequencies. Due to these problems, our hopes of
vertically profiing the sediment size distrbution using acoustics have been dimnished;
we get some vertcal profiling size distrbution informtion from acoustic multifrequency
techniques on the shelf, but not all that we would want. I'm sure Yogi Agrawal will ta
about how optical multingle scattering instrents parally resolve ths sizing problem,

so let me end the size discussion with a plug for Yogi (Agrawal, 1983-98).

Another bugbear that has become increasingly famous in sediment transport
studies is aggregation and disaggregation effects. Aggregation effects seem to be common
and importt, especially in shelf plume work ( Hil, 1995). If acoustics (or stadard
optics or x-rays or neutrnos, for that matter) have problems with gettng the sizes of faily
regularly shaped parcles, they have absolute fits tring to deal with aggregate sizes,
shapes, and material properties. To get at aggregate propertes with transmissometers or
OBS's or acoustics is a state-of -the ar worr at present. Given the diffculties
encountered in measurng the scattering from these beasties (which is the fist order thing
we need to know to invert for their propertes from backscatter measurements), I for one
am not optimistic that we will really get at them with such measurements. Paul Hil's
camera seems to be the best way to look at aggregates at present.

Another importt par of the sediment transport problem that acoustics
has been useful in addressing is the bottom roughness, and in parcular it's evolution
durng storm events. Now, in 1985 or so, when I staed with the HF acoustics work at
WHOI, one couldn't even image the bottom durng sediment transport events; to quote
John Trowbridge (a respectable reference in this field), "as soon as the murder was being
commtted, the lights went out." Optical pictues, which were the state of the ar, gave
before and afer looks at the bottom - but not "durng." Bottom roughness durng storm
was, and often still is, inferred by it's hydrodynam effects, with mixed results. However,
a few years ago, Alex Hay staed imaging bottom npple migration in the nearshore with a
rota sector scanning sonar originally used for (ugh) sewer pipe work, and we again had

the brillant thought to tae his ideas to deeper water. Rather staingly, this tie the

"technology transition" (read theft) was prett straightforward, and we have seen featue
migration/ transformation/evolution in many different shelf environments. Ths acoustic
technology is a real advance in understading the "bottom roughness" par of sediment
transport. (Than, Alex!)

3 Our biggest source of technical inspiration though the years has been Alex Hay. We

would watch carefully what he did in shallow water, cabled nearshore experients, and
than shamelessly transport the exact same measurement to deeper water with autonomous
instrents, where we would then clai to have "pioneered the technique." Of course, the

techniques generally would not work as well in deeper water, which provided Alex with
great amusement.
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The sediment transport problem really has two facets, the suspended load
problem and the bedload problem. The suspended load, as diffcult as it is to measure,
seems to be the easier of the two to deal with. The bedload problem (how much muck
slogs along the very-near-bottom) has yet to be cracked experimentally, as far as I know.
Now, having the sector scanner technology to use, we thought to ask: can we relate the
"featue migration" that we see to actual mass transport? Perversely, he two are not

necessarly the same (features can move in the opposite sense to transport at times), and
so we have to be carefuL. Just our sector scanner technology won't give all the answers
here, and so something new is needed. At ths point, I'd like to tu the story of our

acoustic sediment transport group's work over to Jim Irsh and Peter Traykovski, who
have been our group's most importt players in recent years. Their work on Doppler
technology may just present a solution to the bedload problem, so they have some
importt things to say.

Before tuing over the page, however, I'd like to get back to Bil Grant,
without who's infuence the acoustic sediment transport program at WHOI probably
would not have continued. I thnk Bil would have loved to see what progress we have

made in acoustically estiating parcle sizes, makng images of the bottom during
storm, looking at the wave boundar layer, and beginning to look at bedload transport.
Bil was a pro at pointing out good things to look at with new technologies, and we hope
our list would be similar to his. All I can say in conclusion, is that I believe we honor lost
frends and colleagues like Bil the best when we continue their work, and looking at the

people who are parcipating in the Bil Grant Symposium, such honor is assured.

References:

1) R. Johnson, 1987. Bar room conversation at ASA meeting.

2) Y. Agrawal, 1983-98. Frequent bar room conversations, varous sites.

3) P. Hil, 1995. Bar room conversation at AGU meeting.

Peter Traykovski's remarks
Although my time at WHOI began afer Bil Grant's era the first thing I did

when I found out that I was going to be doing my ~h.D. Thesis on sediment transport was
to sta looking at the literatue. Needless to say, I quickly found Bil Grant's name
everywhere. There is no doubt that Bil Grant's work has made a significant impact of the
field of sediment transport, from the development of much used Grant-Madsen (GM)
model, which became the Grant-Glenn-Madsen (GGM) model, and now with yet another
Ph.D. thesis based on his model may become the Grant-Glenn-Madsen-Styles (GGMS)
Model, to understading how the bottom roughness interacts with the flow and transport
immediately above it.

In my opinion, many of the recent advances in sediment transport have come
from our increased abilty to perform high spatial and temporal resolution field
measurements, many of which have been based on acoustic and optical technques as
pursued by Jim Lynch and others. In parcular the acoustic backscattering profiler
(ABSS, and now the ABS) has allowed us to observed the detaled temporal evolution of
vertcal profiles of suspended sediment. In wave dominated sandy environments with
large ripples this observational technique has revealed the presence of ejections of
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sediment laden clouds from the npples durng each half phase of the wave phase. With
non-linear asymetrc wave motions this can result in substatial offshore sediment
transport due to waves alone. At the same time as these ejection are occurng above the
npples, another acoustic instrent, the rota sidescan sonars, have imaged the

migration of the npples. Interestingly, under the wave conditions which caused the
offshore suspended transport due to the ejections, the migration occurs in the opposite
(onshore) direction.

Ths has led us to become increasingly interested in observing sediment transport
in the few millimeters just above the stationar seabed. Since spatially resolving ths
motion from the stationar seabed itself is very diffcult, as the transport occurs with
grains jumping, sliding and rollng across the seafoor, we are hoping that Acoustic
Doppler based instrent will be able to resolve this mode of transport. Acoustic Doppler
based systems to measure vertcal profies of backscattered intensity (as the ABSS did)
and 3-axis velocity have been recently developed by Alex Hay and Len ZedeL. This
provides an ideal tool to estiate suspended sediment flux since velocity and intensity are

measured from the same grains. Weare hoping to once again build on, or shall we say
"borrow" Alex's work by extending the capabilities of this tye of instrment to the range
bin that contans the seafoor retu, since ths is where the bedload occurs.

While observations in sandy environments with the ABS have taught us that we
need to look very carefully at what is happening just above the seafoor, in environments
with large quantities of fine sediment such as the continental shelf off of the Eel River a
simlar lesson is being leared. Here the ABS has revealed the presence of fluid mud
layers 10 to 20 cm thick, or a liquefied muddy seafoor. Transport in these layers may be
an importt mechanism for cross shelf sediment transport and the formtion of flood
deposits. Again the ABS has revealed the importce of velocity and concentration

measurement very near the seafoor. Acoustic Doppler based measurements at an
appropnate frequency could provide the necessar velocity profiles while other
techniques should be pursued for an accurate concentration or density measurement.

While I did not have the pnvilege of working directly with Bil Grant, his work
set up the foundations for which many younger scientists works is curently based on, and
no doubt, will be based on in the futue. In parcular, the theoretical framework that is

included in the GM, GGM, GGMS, ..... models provides an importt basis from which
to interpret and compare our observations and thus ultimately improve our understading
of sediment transport..

Jim Irih's remarks
I became interested in ocean research though an interest in geomorphology and

stream flow. I was considenng studying stream flow, sand transport and beach processes.
This interest was based on observing nature while canoeing around Michigan and
enjoying the many lakes 'there. In the process of explonng oceanography and attending
graduate school, I got "sidetracked" into deep-ocean tides and more basic physical
oceanography. I was involved in the penphery of HEBBLE, and got involved in the
optical detection of sediments with the u.S. Ary Corps of Engineers in the New York
Bight. But afer coming to WHOI and stang to work with Jim Lynch, that I felt than I
was really in the sediment transport business. We have expanded ths research effort
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utilizing new technologies and tools, and are now pushing forward toward new
observational techniques that would have really excited Bil Grant.

I fist met Bil in the early 1980's when he and Sandy Wiliam shared shiptie
on the RN WECOMA with Wendell Brown and myself durng CODE (Coasta Ocean
Dynamcs Experiment) off the Nortern California coast. Bil and Sandy were measurng
bottom stress, sediment transport and bottom features from large trpods. Ten years later,

as par of STRESS (Sediment Transport Events on Shelves and Slopes), Jim Lynch and I
deployed the same trpods in the save area to fuer study sediment transport. The

trpods now held a suite of new optical and acoustic instrentation (acoustic and optical

backscattering, Laser in situ scattering, and a sector scanning sonar) not available at the
time of CODE. Scott Glenn (now at Rutgers University) was also a par of CODE
working with Bil Grant. We are again working with him on the New Jersey shelf trng

to understad sediment transport and bottom roughness physics, continuing and

expanding the observational and modeling work staed by BilL. Scott Glenn's BASS
(Bottom Acoustic Stress Sensor developed by Sandy Willam) utilizes the same basic
sensor design with updated controller and recorder that was used durng CODE.

A major interest of mine is in utilizing new technology for observing the ocean.
I keep looking for new sensors and techniques that improve our ability to observe and
understad the ocean. I really became involved with sediment concentration observations
when I staed working with Henr Bokuniewicz (SUN/ Stony Brook) and the New
York Corp of Engineers. They were interested in a low-cost monitoring of suspended
sediment at dredge disposal sites in the New York Bight to assure that the dredged
sediment was being dumped in the proper place and that it remained on site. At that time
I had a Masters student, Jeff Mather, (who now has his own company building optical
oceanographic sensors) who developed a low-cost optical backscattering sensor to
measure sediment concentrations. We had just purchased several of John Downngs OBS
sensors, and Jeff (a new student at that time) was exclaing "$2,000 for that? With $50
in par I could make a better sensor!" His thesis was just this development, but his cost
estimate was up to $260. Today, his company is producing a lower power, more stable
Optical Backscattering Sensor with programable gain for $995, so I guess he did make a
better sensor. I can also remember when I was j~t out of graduate school and stang at
the University of Washington. Dick Sternberg had a student, John Downng, who was
looking at the new nephalometer that Dick a just bought (which was the same as used by
the USGS and Bil Grant in CODE) and was saying "$5,000 for that? Why I can build as
good a sensor for less." And he also produced a better sensor for sediment transport work
that has been accepted by the U.S. Ary Corps of Engineers as stadard.

Ths optical sensor development was the sta of my awakng to asking what
these sensors were really measurng. Manufacturers were calibrating them with Fomizan,
since it was a stadard. However, this was unrelated to what the sensors were "seeing" in
the real world. Users were required to calibrate the sensors with the sediment they were
observing durng each deployment to obtain reasonable results. It was only afer I staed

to work with Jim Lynch using an acoustic approach to sediment observations, that I really
understand the problem. Basically, we don't have a sensor that measures sediment mass
concentrations - we have sensors that measure varous scattering retus from parcles,

and rely on pre- and post-cruise calibrations with sediment collected to connect our
observations with reality.
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When I staed working with Jim Lynch, he handed over the ABSS (Acoustic

BackScatter System) for calibrating and preparation for deployment. It was still using the
fist RCA CMOS microprocessor (long since discontinued) and complicated custom
circuitr to digitize and store the acoustic profies. With present day technology, we are
utilizing a PC-I04 format computer system with digitizer and hard disk. The system will
sample under software control, and store several orders of magnitude more data than was
possible durng CODE. One could also utilize a small, low-powered Tattetae recording
system, and have the same digitizing capability and large storage capacity as the old
system for a fraction the cost and space. This is due to the microprocessor developments
in the last twenty years. When Bil Grant was active, ths technology was just beginning
to be utilized in oceanographic instrmentation. Now most instrment systems are
microprocessor controlled, and have the recording capability we didn't dream of in the
early 80's. With the capability of makng more detaled observations, and recording so
much more data, I can imagine how Bil would be advancing our understanding of
oceanic processes. He would really be excited about the capabilties and about what we
should be able to do next.

The acoustic and optic sensor's retu scattering that is a fuction of parcle

shape, not the volume and density required for mass transport. With the Yogi Agrawal's
development of the LISST (Laser In Situ Scattering and Transmiossometr) sensor, that
measures the parcle size distribution by Mie scattering and then sums the observations to
get concentration, we are beginning to get close to measurng what is needed. The
approach that we are using now, that of multi-frequency acoustics and optics as a
broadband excitation to resolve the size dependent scattering and doing the inverse to
obtan estimates of parcle size class distrbutions, is only marginally successfuL. We
don't have the full range of excitation wavelengts required by the parcle size
distrbution, and we are still not sure of the parcle shape effects. The LISST .helps
understad the paricle size distrbution at one height, not the profiles required for
sediment transport on a size by size class basis. Also, we are ignoring the whole problem
of parculate aggregation altogether, it may be an importt process that changes the
scattering (hence our calibration) as a function of time. Paul Hil and his associates are
now investigatirig ths problem, and makng progress.

Bil was interested in processes occurng at the sea floor, and would be excited
by our new acoustic imaging techniques to look at the bottom features. We "borrowed"
the concept from Alex Hay's pioneering work in the coasta zone and produced an

autonomous rotating scaning sonar system for imaging the bottom durng ties of high

suspended sediment transport on the shelf. Previous methods of optical camera pictues
missed the processes of bottom featue movement because they occured durng sediment
transport events when the high suspended sediment concentration obscured the bottom.
The only times that the bottom could be seen was before and afer storm. Therefore, the

exact movement durng the transport events was unkown. With the scanning sonar
system, we now have records of the ripple movement and realignment durng storm and
can star quantifying what is really occurng and model the processes. I can imagine
Bil's excitement about the possibilties of improving models of bedform movement.

Again, utilizing improved acoustic techniques, Peter Traykovski has done the
initial ta tests which indicates that by using a broadband acoustic technique to look at

the bottom few cm of the boundar layer, there is the possibility of measurng the
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transport of sediment moving at the bottom. For the fist time, we now are getting close
to having the potential to measure the entie sediment transport process, and upgrade the
existing models which were Bill's pioneering effort in this field.

In the coming few years, I believe that we will continue to be able to utilize more
powerfl microprocessor controlled systems with telemetr to measure more processes for
longer duration than ever before. Then we will begin to have the capability to observe the
extent of natue's varability and be able to begin to unscramble the processes occurng.
Bil Grant would have loved the tools that we have now, and been excited about the data
we will be able to collect over the next few years. I would have been honored to be
working with Bil Grant now, but his memory of what he did, his encouragement of others
will live on in our continuation of his work.
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Review, Modication and Extension of
what

The Grant-Madsen Model for Wave-Current Interaction
can do for you.

"A Tribute to the Win W-C and the Gin G-M"

by

Ole Secher Madsen, Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory,
Department of Civil and Environmental Engieering,

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Introduction

I want to take this opportunity to than the organizers of this Symposium on Coastal
Ocean Processes in honor of Bil Grant for gettng the idea, bringing it to frition and
for giving me the honor to deliver the Keynote Address at the opening session.

Some of you may wonder about the rationale behind the tinung of this Symposium. It is
just about twelve years ago that Bil so tragically and so very prematurely left us with

fond memories. However, twelve years is usually not recognized as a signficant
nulestone, e.g. it taes 12.5 years to get a copper wedding anniversar; besides, who
wants to celebrate a tragic day? I know the organzers were grappling with this question,
and not until I sat down to wrte ths summar did it occur to me that I could offer a
legitimate reason for the ting of ths Symposium. Virtally to the day, Bil handed in
his first homework set in my course on "Coastal Engineering" 25 years ago. Granted
this reason may be somewhat personal, but I like to celebrate that parcular day as the
one marking Bill's entrance into the field of Coasta Engineering and Sciences. I cannot
think of any better day or reason for celebration than that.

Let me move ahead to the fall of 1976 when Bil and I attended a NSF-sponsored
workshop in Vail, CO. At the time, Bil was gearng up for the stretch run towards
completion of his thesis. We were both looking for a rooftop to jump from when we
heard Jim Snuth's presentation of his model for wave-curent boundar layer flows.
Than you, Jim, for not covering the case of waves and currents at an angle in your
analysis and for makng a couple of assumptions that differed from ours. Bil and I did
not waste any more time looking for rooftops and proceeded, instead, to publish the
Grant-Madsen version of a model for combined wave-current boundar layer flows over
rough bottoms - the topic of my Keynote Address.

By the way, for those of you interested, Bil received a grade of 98 on his first homework
in "Coastal Engineering", and one can even get some significance out of that.
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Review

The major diffculty in modeling turbulent flows is associated with the specification of a
turbulent eddy viscosity that relates the dynamcs (shear stresses) and kinematics
(velocity gradients) of the mean flow. In physical terms, the eddy viscosity may be
thought of as the product of a velocity and a length scale representing the turbulent
velocity fluctuations and the iixing length, respectively. For turbulent shear flows over
plane rough boundares experimenta observations have established that the velocity
profie near the boundar is logarthc - a feature predicted by adopting an eddy

viscosity scaled by the shear velocity and the distace from the boundar. Physical
arguments may be presented in support of ths basic nature of the eddy viscosity in the
immedate vicinity of the boundar for steady as well as unsteady flows, with the
velocity scale being the instantaeous shear velocity. In fact, the boundar conditions
imposed on the turbulence equations in elaborate turbulence closure models essentially
reduce to a requirement that the eddy viscosity behave in this exact manner as the
bottom is approached.

For combined wave-current bounda layer flows over a rough bottom the contrbution
of the waves to the generation of turbulence is liiited to the thickness of the wave
boundar layer. Above the wave boundar layer the appropriate velocity scale for the
eddy viscosity is consequently based on the current shear velocity. Inside the wave
boundar layer the instantaneous, i.e. time-varing, shear velocity should scale the eddy
viscosity. However, if the time-varing shear velocity is split into a constant and a time-
varing par, a representative constant value should capture the leading-order wave

effect on turbulent wave-current boundar layer flows if it dominates the time-varing
par. By choosing the constat value equal to the maximum shear velocity one is assured
of its doiinance except for brief periods around the times of shear reversaL.
Furtermore, choosing the maximum value suggests improved predictions for the
presumably important periods of large bottom shear stress at the expense of the accuracy
of predictions when the bottom shear stress is low. For completeness it should be noted
that Bil, in his thesis, used a representative shear velocity based on its average value
and changed to the maxum in response to a reviewer's comments when his thesis was
published.

The preceding arguments, combined with a iixing length that varies linearly with
distace from the bottom, lead to the eddy viscosity formulation employed in the GM-
model for wave-current interaction. Its lack of time-dependency, while physically
displeasing, has only iinor effects on model predictions so long as the relative bottom
roughness is small. For very rough bottoms the sensitivity of model predictions to choice
of representative shear velocity suggests that modifications may be called for in order to
extend the GM-model's validity to very rough bottoms. More than the lack of time-
dependence, the discontinuous spatial behavior of the eddy viscosity appears physically
unrealistic - and it is! Obviously, the waves' contrbution to turbulence, while correctly
represented in the immediate vicinity of the bottom, does not remain constant as implied
by a linearly increasing eddy viscosity inside the wave boundar layer. It may, however,
be shown that the velocity profile of simple turbulent shear flows depends very weakly
on the spatial form of the eddy viscosity, so long as its near-bottom varation is
"correct", i.e. linearly varing with distance from the boundar.
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The near-bottom linear increase of the GM-model's eddy viscosity with distace from a
rough bottom and its subsequent (admttedly overly abrupt) decrease at the edge of the
wave boundar layer capture the most importt featues of far more elaborate
turbulence closure models, and result in reasonably accurate predictions of the velocity
profies for combined wave-curent boundar layer flows over rough bottoms. The only
"fitting parameter" of the model is the scaling factor used to define the thckness of the
wave boundar layer. For itS general application, the GM-model requires specification of
the waves (rms. near-bottom orbital velocity amplitude and mean period), the current
(magnitude and direction at a chosen reference elevation or magnitude and direction of
the current bottom shear stress), and the bottom roughness.

Modifcation

All models for turbulent shear flows over rough plane boundares assume that the
bottom roughness can be specified in terms of a single roughness lengt, the equivalent
Nikuradse sand grain roughness. Given the similarty of turbulent boundar layer flows
immediately above the bottom it seems reasonable to assume that the bottom roughness
should be the same, whether the flow is steady or unsteady, so long as the individual
bottom roughness elements resemble thee-dimensional sand grains whose diameters are
small compared with the scale of the wave boundar layer thickness. However, for waves
propagating over movable beds, ripples may form and the bottom roughness can neither
be regarded as thee-dimensional or smalL. The drag forces exerted on the flow by
individual roughness elements dominate the bounda resistace experienced by a flow
over two-dimensional, large roughness elements. This form drag must be conceptualized
as a uniformy distrbuted equivalent bottom shear stress to be treated within the
framework of turbulent flows over plane rough boundaes. Since the drag force exerted
on two-dimensional bodies, e.g. circular cylinders, depends on the nature of the flow,
steady versus oscilatory, it is not at all clear that the flow resistace experienced by
waves and currents, separately or combined, can be represented by a single bottom
roughness scale.

Motivated by the concern expressed above, an extensive set of laboratory experiments on
wave, current and combined co-diectional wave-current boundar layer flows
perpendicular to arficial two-dimensional ripples was recently completed in the

Parsons Laboratory. Measured wave attenuation was used with the GM-model's
predictions to determne the equivalent bottom roughness experienced by the waves in
the presence and absence of curents. LDV measured velocity profies were analyzed
based on the GM-model to obtan bottom roughness values for curents with and without
superimposed waves. In ths manner we succeeded in demonstrating that waves,
currents, and co-directional combined wave-current flows over the same two-
dimensional bottom roughness configuration experience the same equivalent bottom
roughness.

Whereas ths result is very encouraging, the conclusion that a single roughness value
can be used in conjunction with the GM-model to model combined co-directional wave-
curent bounda layer flows over a rippled bottom was reached only afer
arficially enhancing the wave boundar layer thickness "predicted" by the GM-model
by a factor of 2 to 3. Consistent with the apparent increase in wave boundar layer
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thickness for combined wave-current flows, the GM-model's prediction of wave orbita
velocity profies inside the wave bounda layer failed. However, a combination of a
slight modification of the eddy viscosity and a correction of an unfortnate oversight in
the interpretation of the wave boundar layer scale factor "predicted" in the original
GM-model, resolves these problems.

The modification of the eddy viscosity is achieved by simply adding the value of the
hydrodynamc bottom roughness to the "distace from the boundar" used in the
original GM-model's definition of the mixing lengt scale. Ths modification improves
the prediction of wave orbita velocities within the wave boundar layer for large values
of the bottom roughness dramatically, whereas it has a negligible effect for small bottom
roughness. It does not, however, improve the boundar layer thckness prediction.

When Bil and I developed the original GM-model we detennned the velocity deficit
predicted by our model for a relative roughness of 0.01, and adopted a criterion of ths
being about 5% of the free-stream velocity to obtan a scaling factor of roughly 2 in our
expression for the wave boundar layer thckness. It is somewhat embarassing to admt
that this scaling factor's dependency on the relative roughness was overlooked by us

(and I believe by others as well). Correction of this oversight leads to a significantly
larger value of the bounda layer thickness scaling factor as the bottom roughness
increases. Corresponding to the bottom roughness obtaned from the experiments with
arficial ripples, the correctly predcted wave boundar layer thckness is, in fact, in
excellent agreement with observations. Thus, the modified GM-model's abilty to predict
the boundar layer strcture for combined co-directional wave-current flows over a

wave-rippled bed has been established.

Extension

In inner-shelf waters waves, and therefore wave-generated ripples, are oriented at a
relatively small angle to the direction of the shoreline. Since currents in this region are
expected to be primarly parallel to the coast, co-directional waves and currents over a
rippled bed are the exception rather than the rule. The capabilties of the modified GM-
model demonstrated in the preceding section therefore pertn to a special and less
interesting case of the general problem of combined wave-current flows over a wave-
rippled bottom. To deal with this problem, we need to consider currents at an angle to
the direction of wave propagation.

To examne the physics of wave-current interaction over a wave-rippled bottom, let us
for the moment remove the waves and consider the interaction of a current that is
incident at an angle to the axes of two-dimensional bottom roughness elements, ripples.
Since the bottom is rippled it is expected that the drag force from individual roughness
elements dominate the flow resistance experienced by the current, at least if the current
is not near-parallel to the ripple axes. By nature a drag force created by the pressure
difference between front and back of the object is perpendicular to the axes of the
ripples, i.e. not in the direction of the flow above for obliquely incident currents. Only
the component of the drag force in the direction of the curent wil contrbute to the flow
resistance experienced by the primar flow. Thus, the current wil experience a
resistance and hence an equivalent bottom roughness that are expected to decrease as its
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angle of incidence to the ripple axes increases. The component of the drag force in the
direction perpendicular to the curent wil provide the forcing for a lateral flow. This
forcing is lirrted to a near-bottom region scaled by the height of the ripples, and wil set
up a near-bottom lateral flow which wil drag the overlying fluid along, thus creating a
lateral flow component that is absent if the bottom roughness elements were thee-
dimensionaL. Corresponding to waves and currents at an angle over a wave-rippled bed,
these simple physical arguments suggest that: (i) bottom roughness is a function of the
flow characteristics as well as of the physical characteristics of the bottom itself and it
can be expected to take on different vales for the waves and the curent; and (ii) the
current velocity wil exhibit three-dimensional features and wil turn in the direction of
the ripple axes as the bottom is approached from above. Par of the former of these
anticipated characteristics has been qualitatively supported by field observations.

Experimental results obtained in Parsons Laboratory for currents over arificial two-
dimensional ripples placed along the bottom at angles of 0, 30, 45, and 60 degrees to the
flume axis provide experimenta confirmation of the anticipated flow features described
above. Development of a theoretical model that captures these complex thee-
dimensional flow features is not an eay task. Some assistace may be obtained from the
experimental data's suggestion that the flow resistance experienced by the velocity
component perpendicular to the ripple axes appears to be independent of the primar
flow's direction. Utilizing this concept a preliminar theoretical model has been
developed. In this model the flow in the direction perpendicular to the ripple axes is
treated based on the modified GM-model formulation of co-directional combined wave-
current flows over a rippled bed, wherea the flow parallel to the ripple axes is treated
based on the GM-model with an eddy viscosity that neglects the presence of ripple-
generated turbulence, i.e. the axes-parallel flow is assumed to experience only a grain-
size roughness. Despite the apparent abilty of ths model to predict most of the observed
flow characteristics with reasonable quantitative agreement, in parcular, it successfully

reproduces experimental results obtaned for the lirrting case of currents parallel to the
ripple axes, some of its physical underpinnings need to be carefully eXaIned and
improved.

Concludig Remarks

The existence of the lateral near-bottom ripple-induced flow is importnt for sediment
transport processes in inner-shelf waters. Take, for example, the conditions
corresponding to waves with a following wind, i.e. active wind-generated waves, in the
inner shelf. The wind wil, in addition to generating waves, induce a wind-drven shore-
parallel current. With ripples on the bed, the shore-parallel current wil near the bottom
be turned towards the ripple axes, i.e. potentially cause a seaward transport of suspended
sediments. Since the depth-averaged shore-normal current must be required to be
vanishingly small, the ripple-induced seaward flow has to be balanced by a shoreward
flow induced by mean sea level sloping downward towards shore.

Bil, we sure could use your help in dealing with the problem of extending your model
to the case of combined wave-current interaction over a rippled bottom, and in a number
of other problems for that matter, e.g. when does the current generate ripples that are
superimposed on those generated by the waves and how does ths complicate matters?
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The Role of Bedform-induced Spatial Acceleration
in Determining Bedform Evolution

S. R. McLean,*and J.M. NelsonT

For uni-directional flows where the threshold of sediment motion is exceeded,
ripples and dunes are the rule rather than the exception. Generally these bedforms
are asymmetrical with a faily sharp crest that triggers flow separation. As Nelson,
Mclean & Wolfe (1993) and Mclean, Nelson & Wolfe (1994) point out, the separation
process produces a region of very high turbulence intensity above the trough and
anomalous turbulence statistics near the bed, downstream of the reattachment zone.
The correlation coeffcient there is typically only about 0.2 to 0.3, signficantly
lower than is found in classical boundary layers. The lower correlation coeffcient is
indicative of more frequent occurrences of Quadrant 1 "events" in a joint probabilty
distribution of the horizontal and vertical fluctuating velocity components (u' and
w' respectively). Nelson, Shreve, McLean & Drake (1995) shows that these events,
which are characterized by high streamwise velocity and upward vertical velocity,
are highly effcient in transporting sediment. As a consequence, transport rates are
higher than would otherwise be expected downstream of reattachment, where the
mean velocity is quite small, but turbulent fluctuations are quite large.

Downstream of reattachment the mean flow near the bed increases with stream-
wise distance, thus the mean drag force on a sediment particle wil increase as well.
However, the turbulence intensity even near the bed is quite high. The high lev-
els of turbulence decrease with distance downstream. Therefore two counteracting
processes are acting over the stoss side of a ripple or dune. The transport capacity
due to the mean flow increases, whereas the transport capacity due to the ener-
getic events from Quadrant 1 decreases. The amplitude of the events is reduced as
the turbulence decays and they become less frequent as the correlation coeffcient
increases toward the classical value of approximately 0.4. These two competing
processes tend to produce a maximum in the local transport rate at a distance
downstream of the reattachment zone that depends on the rates at which these two
processes change.

As Nelson et al. (1993) point out, turbulence downstream of separation is strongly
affected by the degree of acceleration that the flow experiences after reattachment.
In a field of bedforms this is controlled by the steepness of the bedforms themselves.
In order to investigate this process a series of experimental runs were conducted in
the recirculating flume in the Ocean Engineering Laboratory at the University of

"Mechanical and Environmental Engineering Dept., University of California, Santa Barbara
tU.S. Geological Survey, Water Resources Division, Denver, Colorado
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California, Santa Barbara. This facilty is 23m long and O.gm by O.gm in cross-

section. The common element in each run was an inclined ramp of length 0.8m
and height H = 0.037m on the downstream end. This ramp induced flow sepa-
ration and mean flow and turbulence profile measurements were made at different
distances downstream using a SonTek Acoustic Doppler velocimeter. Ramps of
different steepness were placed downstream of the initial ramp. Five ramp steep-
nesses, having vertical rise to horizontal run ratios of 1:00, 1:40, 1:20, 1:1S, and 1:10
respectively, were investigated.
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Figure 1: Vertical profiles of fluctuating streamwise velocity variance approximately
SH downstream of reattachment, normalized by the square of the vertically averaged
local mean velocity. The left plot is relative to local bed elevation the right plot is
relative to the trough elevation.

Presentation of the resulting data presents a challenge because of diffculties in
isolating valid comparisons. For example all the flows separated at the same point
but the zone of reattachment was more than 8H downstream for the flat bed case
and only about 4H downstream for the 1:10 acceleration case. Therefore should
profiles at equal distance from the point of separation be compared, or profiles
at equal distance from the zone of reattachment? Should the vertical profies be
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plotted with respect to distance from the local bed or with elevation above an

arbitrary datum? Should the turbulence quantities themselves be plotted or should
they be normalized using a velocity scale like the local mean velocity?

Vertical profiles of u'u', measured approximately 5H downstream of the reat-
tachment and normalized by the square of the local vertically averaged velocity, are
shown in Figure 1. This can be thought of as a turbulence intensity. On the left the
profiles are plotted relative to distance from the local boundary. On the right the
profies are plotted relative to z, the height above the trough elevation. It is clear
from these plots that the fluctuating downstream velocity is significantly afected by
the degree of acceleration experienced downstream of separation and reattachment.
There is significantly less turbulence intensity when there is stronger acceleration.
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Figure 2: Plot of maxmum turbulence intensity as a function of downstream dis-
tance. The top plot is relative to the point of separation, the bottom plot is relative
to reattachment.

The effect that this might have on sediment transport is seen perhaps more
clearly in Figure 2. Here the solid lines represent the maximum value of u'u' in a
given profile, normalized using the mean velocity and plotted relative to distance
downstream. The dashed lines represent the mean streamwise velocity at 7mm
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above the bed. In the upper plot the abscissa is distance relative to the point of
separation, in the lower plot the the abscissa is distance relative to the zone of

reattachment, in both cases normalized by the height of the upstream ramp. It
should be noted that there is no such thing as a point of reattachment in highly
turbulent flows such as these. Eddy shedding from the upstream ramp crest is
highly variable and reattachment can only be defined in a mean sense. The SonTek
ADV could only measure to within about 7mm of the bed and does not give very
accurate mean velocities near reattachment. Therefore, for this work the location
of the center of the reattachment zone was estimated by dye insertion and also
placement of a thin layer of fine sand in the vicinity of reattachment. The latter
was done to locate the zone of maximum divergence.

Clearly acceleration dampens the overall level of the turbulence intensity and
also causes more rapid decay with distance downstream. The local sediment trans-
port rate is a complex, and as yet unknown, function of the mean velocity and the
turbulence intensity (and perhaps other as yet unknown factors). One can imagine
that qualitatively the transport may be reflected by a combination of the mean
velocity and turbulence intensity curves as shown in Figure 2. This wil produce
a maximum somewhere downstream of the maximum in the turbulence intensity
curves. This maxmum represents the point at which the flow transitions from an
erosional to depositional regime and thus the crest of any downstream bed feature
must be located downstream of this transport maximum. It is clear that this max-
imum moves upstream as acceleration increases. This would lead to a shortening
of the downstream bedform. But as the steepness increases, the near-bed veloc-
ity accelerates more and more strongly. This wil increase the relative importance
of the mean velocity in regard to transport. Eventually the maximum wil occur
where the velocity is maxmum, which is at the crest. When that occurs the bed-
form wil reach equilbrium. In a field of similar features, they would all propagate
downstream with similar speed and without deformation. In natural flows such
a situation may never become reality, but the tendency toward such a condition
would be present under conditions that remain stationary for a reasonable length
of time.
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AN EXAMINATION OF MUD SLURY DISCHARGE THROUGH
PIPES
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SYNOPSIS: The dependence of the discharge of clayey mud slures in pipes on cohesion and water
content is examed by introducing a slur cation exchange capacity, CECs. Based on tests in which

fort-two clay-water slures were pwnpe though a honzonta pipe viscometer, it is shown that CECs
can serve as an approximte determnant of slur discharge in the viscous flow range. Ths fiding

. may be applied as a predictive tool for estimating the pwnping requirements for transporttion of
dredged cohesive mud at in situ water content.

INODUCTION

Contanation of ambient waters durng the dredging of bottom mud often occurs when the
matenal to be removed is diluted in order to transport the resulting slur by hydraulic means (Fig. 1).
In order to minimze ths source of contanation, technology for pwnping mud though pipes at in

situ density has been investigated in recent years. This approach has been shown to be useful for
moderately dense mud slures, which are charactenstically transported in the viscous flow range
(parchure and Studivant, 1997). In that regard, an a priori assessment of the pwnping requirements
can be facilitated if an indication of the transportbility of mud could be acquired by testing for its
relevant propertes as a precursor to dredging. Here we have examned an empmcal approach as a
basis for such testing by relating the pwnp-pressure drven pipe discharge of clayey mud slures to
an easily determnable parameter related to slur cohesion and water content.

MUD SLURY FLOW

Mud slur considered here is non-setting and homogeneous, and one which flows steadily
in the viscous range as a thick suspension. The rheology of such a slur, which is charactenstically
non-Newtonian, can be simply descrbed as a power-law fluid following the Sisko (1958) relation for
the apparent viscosity ", which is

,,=C'yn-i +,,~ (1)

where c is a measure of the consistency of the slur, and n charactenzes its flow behavior. Thus, n-cl

refers to a slur which exhibits pseudoplasticity or shear-thnning, Le., its viscosity decreases with

increasing shear rate y. Conversely, n::l denotes a dilatat or shear-thickening flow behavior, i.e.,
slur viscosity increases with increasing y. When n=l the slur beomes Newtonian with a constat
viscosity equa to ,,~, since in ths cae the consistency, c, is niL. At high, theoretically infinite, shear
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rate a pseudoplastic also becomes Newtonian with viscosity ,,~.

Entraient and Spreadig

Figue 1. Potential for entrainment and spreading of contanated mud at intae and
discharge points durng dredging operation.

Knowing ", the steady discharge of a slur can be readily calculated from the balance of
pressure and shear forces in a pipe of radius R, which in tu amounts to a linear varation of the shear

stress from zero at the pipe centerline to "wat the pipe wall according to

. r
"y = - R "w

(2)

where r is the radial coordinate with origi at the centerline (Heywood, 1991). Combining (1) and (2)
leads to

¡ c ( au)n-i + "~lau + ((-1).. = 0
~ a( R jã w (3)

where u is the local flow velocity such that Ý = autar, and the coordinate (= 1 - (r/R). In (3),
"w =Rßp/2L, where the pressure drop ßp occurs over pipe lengt L. The corresponding discharge Q
is then obtaned from

i

Q = 21tR2r u(()(( -1)d(

o

(4)

At high shear rates as the flow approaches Newtonian behavior, settng c = 0 in (3) one obtans the
well-known Poiseuie formula for pipe dischage, Q = 1tßpR 4/8,,~L (Heywood, 1991). In general for
a given pipe, provided the power-law coeffcients c, n and ,,~ are known, the discharge can be

calculated from (4). Furer, if these coeffcients can be empircaly relate to a representative propert
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of the slur, then measurng this propert can lead to a method for estiating the discharge. Ths

development is described next.

When the slur is composed of clay and water and is therefore cohesive, a candidate
parameter characterizing slur behavior is the cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the clay, a measure
of cohesion. Inasmuch as cohesion has a strong infuence on rheology, CEC can be expected to
correlate with the power-law coeffcients if not fuly then at least to a signficant extent. To examne
ths correlation, fort-two slures of clay mixtues flocculated in tap water were tested. Thee clays

were chosen: a kaolinite (K), an attpulgite (A) and a bentonite (B), al with nominal median dispersed
diameters on the order of 111m. For these mixtues a composite cation exchange capacity, CECs, can
be defined as

CECs = fKCECK+fACECA +fBCECii (5)

where f is the weight fraction of the subscripted clays, and CEC'symbols with subscript denote the
corresponding cation exchange capacities. Note that given the water content fw we have
fK +f A +fB +fw = 1. The CEC values (in miequivalents per 100 g of sediment) were: 6 for K, 28 for
A and 105 for B. For the selected slures the water content ranged from a relatively low 86% for a
moderately dense slur to a high 423% for a dilute slur, and CECs from a very low 1.94 meqlloo
g tol0.39 meqlloo g (Table 1). These parametrc values were chosen to cover a reasonably

representative range of slur tyes.

EXPERINTAL RESULTS

The power-law coeffcients were determned by measurng slur viscosities over a range of
shear rates (0.063 to 20.4 Hz) in a Brookfeld (Model L VT) concentrc cylinder viscometer. In order
to cover a wider range, in each case an additional value of the viscosity at a shear rate that was an
order of magntude higher than that attnable in ths viscometer was measured in a horizonta pipe

viscometer (Fig. 2). Ths apparatu consisted of a 3.1 m long, 2.54 cm i.d. PVC pipe placed
horiontaly, with one end attched to a piston-diaphragm pump. Over the central 2.48 m lengt of the

pipe the pressure drop was measured by two flush-diaphragm gage-pressure sensors. Each slur was
fed though a hopper at the pum end, and the discharge was measured at the other end. A correction
to pressure gradient due to end-effects characteristic of ths apparatus was applied following the
procedure outlined in Heywood (1991).

Viscosity data for all slures are given in Table 1. A tyical example (slur no. 15) is shown
in Fig. 3. In ths plot, the data point corresponding to Ý = 981 Hz was obtaned in the horizonta pipe
viscometer at a pressure drop tip= 95.4 kPa. The best-fit line corresponding to (1) yields c = 3.14,
n = 0.22 and T)~= 0.234 Pa. Ths value of n indicates that this slur, as indeed all others tested,
exhibited a shear thnning behavior. It remains to examne how these thee coeffcients var with
CECs.1n Fig. 4 the consistency, c, is plotted agaist CECs for al slures. Since CECs increases with
increasing cohesion and decreasing water content, notwthstading the evident smearng of data points,
the observed mean trend of increasing consistency with CECs can be expected. Note that as CECs
approaches zero, loge tends to _00 as the flow beomes increasingly Newtonian. The mean line, a crde
measure of the trend within the measured range of CECs' is given by:
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loge = 0.29CECs - 0.36 (6)

Plots of n and 'l~ agaist CECs also show considerable data scatter; however, the respective
mean trends are as follows (Jinchai, 1998):

Pipe

B

Prese Drop

Figue 2. Sc~ematic drawing of experienta setup for the horizonta pipe viscometer.
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Figue 3. Dependence of excess apparent viscosity, 'l-'l~, on shear rate for slur
no. 15.
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n = -0.033 CECs + 0.28.
(7)

and

,,~=0.001SCECs +0.36 (8)

As with (6), relations (7) and (8) are applicable only withn the overall range of CECs for which they
are determed. In any event, (7) implies that as CECs increased n deceaed, which in tu means that
the flow diverged from Newtonian response towards increasing pseudoplasticity. From (8) we observe
that the ,,~ increased with increasing CECs along with consistency. As to data scatter, apar from
expenienta error we suspect that perhaps the most importt reason is that CECs' which describes
the state of the slur with respect to cohesion and water content, canot fully captue the effects that
arse durng the flw of slur. Thus, whie CECs appears to be an importt parameter correlatig with

the power-law coeffcients, at best it can only be an approximate measure. Its utility lies in the
comparative ease with which it can be determned using stadard experimenta methods and (S).

In order to demonstrate the signcance of the method, slur no. 1 was pumped at a pressure
drop lower than that used to establish the power-law for that slur. Accordingly, it was found that at
/:p= 68.5 kPa the measured discharge was O.oo13S m3/s. The pipe Reynolds number was 450, which
indicates that the flow was non-tubulent due to the high viscosity of the slur (0.209 Pa.s at the
prevailing mean shear rate of 836.6 Hz). In Fig. S ths pressure drop and the power-law coeffcients
for the slur (Table 1) have ben used to solve (3) numericaly using a fite difference scheme along

with a no-slip boundar condition at the wall, i.e., u((=O) = 0 (Jinchai, 1998). Although the velocity
profie was not measured, the corresponding calculated discharge was 0.00131 m3/s, which is lower

than the measured value, but the two can be considered to be reasonably close. Also plotted in Fig.
S for the purose of comparson is the Newtonian discharge which would result at zero consistency.
This discharge is only slightly higher (0.00134 m3/s) than that calculated for the power-law fluid,
because at the high flow shear rate in the test the power-law behavior of the slur was close to
Newtonian.

CONdOOING COMMNTS

If the relationships between the power-law parameters and CECs prove to be of general
validity, the presented approach may be used as follows:

1) For sediment at the dredging site in question determe the CECs from (S),

2) calculate the power-law coeffcients from the given mean trend line equations, and

3) knowing or settg the discharge requiements for pumping the dredged sediment, "back-calculate"

the pressure drop required to achieve ths discharge by iteratively solving for /:p from (3) and (4).
Note that the requied pump must deliver suffcient pressure to sustan ths drop.
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Table 1. Properties of slurres tested
Slur Slur composition fw CEC, T\~
No. (%) (%) (meq/100 g) c n (Pa.s)

1 100%K 210 1.94 2.35 0.30 0.189
2 lOO%K 167 2.25 3.43 0.32 0.140
3 lOO%K 139 2.51 9.02 0.20 0.436
4 100%K 117 2.84 5.08 0.29 0.589
5 lOO%K 100 3.00 6.99 0.22 0.663
6 lOO%K 86 3.23 12.99 0.06 0.675
7 75 %K+25%A 210 3.71 1.44 -0.07 0.338
8 75%K+25%A 169 4.28 7.69 0.17 0.547
9 75%K+25%A 139 4.80 9.98 -0.01 1.674
10 75%K+25%A 117 5.29 25.96 -0.28 0.904
11 50%K+50%A 210 5.48 4.30 0.22 0.238
12 50%K+50%A 169 6.33 13.21 -0.02 0.270
13 50%K+50%A 153 6.72 21.65 -0.12 0.295
14 50%K+50%A 139 7.10 76.08 -0.25 0.453
15 25%K+75%A 289 5.79 3.14 0.22 0.234
16 25%K+75%A 253 6.38 9.38 0.13 0.382
17 25%K+75%A 215 7.14 22.05 -0.13 0.560
18 25%K+75%A 189 7.77 34.08 -0.20 0.620
19 lOO%A 409 5.50 1.23 0.39 0.194
20 100%A 333 6.46 3.37 0.07 0.305
21 1oo%A 280 7.38 13.24 0.07 0.385
22 1oo%A 239 8.26 21.32 -0.24 0.557
23 90%K+10%B 273 4.26 2.98 -0.16 0.189
24 90%K+lO%B 211 5.12 9.25 0.14 0.178
25 90%K+10%B 169 5.90 14.28 0.12 0.259
26 90%K+IO%B 140 6.63 42.83 -0.04 0.380
27 65%K+25%A+10%B 231 6.47 9.04 '0.18 0.218
28 65%K+25%A+10%B 204 7.04 17.50 0.09 0.277
29 65 %K+25%A+ 10%B 182 7.59 21.05 0.06 0.308
30 65 %K+25%A+ 10%B 163 8.12 57.83 -0.06 0.750
31 40%K+50%A+ 1O%B 299 6.74 7.82 0.18 0.129
32 40%K+50%A+ 10%B 257 7.54 12.17 0.15 0.072
33 40%K+50%A+ IO%B 224 8.31 10.46 0.14 0.138
34 40%K+50%A+ IO%B 197 9.05 36.00 -0.02 0.284
35 15%K+ 75%A+ IO%B 423 6.20 1.82 0.21 0.177
36 15%K+75%A+1O%B 345 7.28 6.17 0.24 0.145
37 15%K+ 75%A+ 10%B 290 8.31 8.71 0.16 0.126
38 15%K+ 75%A+ lO%B 248 9.30 22.13 0.03 0.362
39 90%A+ lO%B 415 6.93 4.12 0.25 0.199
40 90%A+10%B 339 8.13 14.83 0.05 0.107
41 90%A+ lO%B 284 9.29 17.32 0.03 0.373
42 90%A+10%B 244 10.39 89.59 -0.20 0.771
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QSiSkO = 0.00131 m3/s
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Figue 5. Calculated Sisko power-law velocity profile and discharge for slur no.

1, and comparson with the corresponding Newtonian flow values.
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It is evident that the results of ths method canot be used under prototye conditions without
rheometrc re-calibration. Furermore, where the mud is not-predominantly clayey the use of CECs

must be eschewed in favor of other parameters representative of slur rheology. On the other hand,

inasmuch as the flow behavior of most natual muds tends to be pseudoplastic within the range of
water contents in the natual submerged environment, (3) and (4) should be applicable in these
circumstaces.
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TH SOUN OF TH SUR
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Waves breakng at the coast, whether crashing on rocks in a storm or spillng
gently as they approach a beach in fine weather, generate what is one of
natue's most soothing sounds. It may be better to leave its description to the
poets, but in recent years acoustical oceimographers have taen an interest as
applications of acoustics in shallow water expand. Much of the interest relates
to milita applications but that does not detract from a more basic scientific

interest in better understading the acoustics of the sur zone. In the fall of
1996 the Marne Physical Laboratory at SIO conducted the Adaptive Beach
Monitoring (ABM) experiment at Red Beach, Camp Pendleton, Californa.
The ABM experiment was designed to use active and passive acoustics to
monitor the sur zone and beach. As par of the ABM experient, the authors
measured the ambient sound across the sur zone along with supportng

measurements of surace waves, curents and local meteorological conditions
over a period of thee weeks in November 1996. These measurements were
supplemented by additional data from La Jolla Shores Beach at SIO durng the
fall of 1997. We present these measurements of ambient noise in the sur zone
and relate them to local wind-generated waves, swell and the tides.
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Which u* is it?
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I knew of Bil Grant by reputation, of course, but I met him while a teaching
assistat at Friday Harbor. It was in the spring of 1983, and he was a guest

lectuer. He covered the basics of wave mechanics and unsteady flows. It was

tough going, but in two whilwind lectues he covered everying from basic wave
mechancs to the recently published Grant and Madsen, models. These lectues
offered a level of insight that was impossible to glean from the published versions.
I didn't get it all down, but I still have those notes.

A central issue in anal-sediment-flow interactions at that tie was the critical
shear velocity, u.cr. Studies were well underway to investigate how ths parameter
afected benthic fauna and conversely how benthc fauna afected ths parameter.
It was also generally recognized that not all flows in the ocean match those used in
laboratory flumes, especially in shallow places where sediment was most likely to
move under the action of sUDace waves. My Ph.D. research was guided to get
some fist estites of the relative magnitudes of biological and geophysical rates

of sediment movement in ths wave-dominated case. What I had absorbed of Bil's
lectues gave me confdence to focus on this situation, although my attention was
drawn eventually to feeding rates and behaviors in varous wave-drven conditions.

Perhaps coincidentaly, I have recently encountered a situation in which U.cn and

wave-curent boundar layers are, as before, central to the problem. Obviously,
boundar-layer physic haven't changed in the interim, though the numerical

models have advanced considerably, and even Kelvin functions are easily
approximated in my desktop spreadsheet program. Ths real-life situation has
some novel, complicating biological aspects to it. So it seems very much to be
reminiscent of the early '80's, with ideas so far posed manly as questions, such as
"Whch u. is I1'?"

The "coral beds" is the popular name for hard-bottoms located along the shallow
western margins of Delaware Bay. Ths region is well known among local

fishermen as a hot-spot for flounder, strped bass and red dru. Recreational
fisherman and charer boat captains alike frequent it. I have heard many anecdotes
about what species live there and how the beds are "not what they used to be." The
Ary Corps of Engineers has planned to use the area for spoils disposal and sand
storage. So this situation is of considerable rable environmenta as well as

economic significance.

This sumer, I obtaned specimens from the coral beds using a dredge and by

SCUBA divers. The coral beds are not a coral reef. These hard grounds appear to
consist of patches and mounds of worm tubes among other benthc species. Worm
tubes occur in limy nodules in clumps or relatively isolated on an otherwse sandy
bottom. A bryozoan, Schizoporella unicomis, can also grow in clumps with a
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leaf appearance, and this probably accounts for the local name "lettce coral." To

confuse things fuer, a tre coral, the sta coral Astrangia danae is a common

member of the coral beds community. Whelks and spider crabs move amongst the
coral beds', and are seen by the flow as additional roughness elements.

The polychaete worm tubes occur as nodules'roughly egg- to fist-sized, up to 10
cm in their longest dimension, and half to one-quarer that in their flattest. To an
engineer, they would be approximated as traxial ellpsoids. They are reddish or

orange in appearance, and overall look faily smooth, but feel rough. The surace
has scattered round openings and a fine-scale mesh-like pattern that requires close
examnation to see.

Tubes of two polychaete species form the mass of the nodules. White, calcareous
tubes are secreted by the feather duster worm Hydroides dianthus. The
sandbuilder worm, Sabellari vulgaris, cements sand-grain tubes. Most nodules
examned had both tube tyes. It was common to find live specimens of both
species on any single nodule, sometimes with abuttng tube openings. Covenng
the worm tubes and accounting for the orange color is a monolayer crust of the
bryozoan Schizoporella.

The nodules are a consortum of thee epifaunal species, though each is found
singly elsewhere in the region, and none is uncommon. Hydroides is a tyical
suspension feeder, and the bryozoan relies on fine suspended organic parcles as
well. In term of its tentacle morphology and parcle-handling behavior,

Sabellaria is a deposit feeder. At the very least, it shows considerable dextenty in
parcle manipulation and preference when building its sand tubes. Attched to a

firm substratu like large clam shells or pier pilings, Hydroides tubes grow into
straight, spaghett-like bundles. In the early '70's, Sabella ri tube masses formed

large, low intertidal "worm rocks" all along the magin of the Bay. Today, the
most predictable place to find the sandbuilder worm is on the carapace of
horseshoe crabs. In my expenence, and in the scant literatue, it is uncommon to
find these species together.

The coral beds cover the bottom in areas of strong tidal currents and are exposed
to a considerable norteast fetch. My specimens came from the Broadkill Slough
at a depth of 7 m or so, but the exact depth and areal distrbutions are poorly

known. The conventional benthc sampling gear used in impact sureys would
work poorly on these hard grounds, and this probably accounts for their lack of
consideration in impact assessment studies.

I find it remarkable not only that the nodules are rounded but also that there are
tube openings all around, on all sides. The bryozoan film, too. covers the entie
surace of the nodule. The nodules feel light: inside they are onion-like, layered
and porous. Worm tubes and bryozoan crust of all thee species are commngled.
Often at the center is a pebble or mussel shell, which appears to be the nucleus of
nodule formation. Together these observations suggest the nodules are flpped
over or rolled by some means. Presumbly flpping and bural would be lethal for
all thee species. Do severe winter storm like nor'easters to which this coast is
highly exposed flp the nodules? What is the U'cr for the nodules? Is this value
more or less than that of the pebble at the center? To what extent is the flow
environment determning the intrnsic morphology of the coral beds" How does
this influence their value as fish habitat and their susceptibility to spoils disposals
nearby?
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The shape and appearance of the nodules clearly suggest that they are rolled
infequently enough to allow colonization and appreciable tube growt, yet

frequently enough that upwardly directed tube bundles are not formed. What is
the critical u. for the nodules, and does it change over time? Is this value
reasonably exceeded by tidal curents, storm waves or both? Does the strengt of

this past winter's nor'easters account for the vial lack of intertdal worm rocks
this sumer?

How does tube growt rate and composition (calcareous versus sandy) control
nodule porosity and bulk density, and ultimately erodibility? To what extend do
nodules contrbute to bottom roughness, facilitating their rollng? While limting
local growt height, do storms re-distrbute the nodules spreading the coral beds?
Are there unexpected feedbacks here: would rapid tube growt by either species
lead to substrata more likely to be moved or destroyed by storms? Is there a depth

gradient in nodule form? What is the intrnsic, low-flow form? Does distubance
by nodule rollng, in fact, allow coexistence of this thee-species consortum? Is
the flow directly controllng the biological composition of the coral beds?

While requirng a hard substratu for settlement, Sabellaria requires fine sand
parcles for tube building and feeding. Is wave or tidal action enough to supply

sand for these activities without buring or overtng the nodules? Conditions
do appear vigorous enough to keep fine parcles in suspension judging by diver's
descriptions of limted visibility at the site. How would varous flow scenaros
afect the relative feeding and growt of the thee species?

Despite the qualitative natue of the analysis taen so far, the means by which
flows in the Bay afect, perhaps even control, the coral beds' physical and

biological strctue and distrbution seem exceedingly complex. Several u.er's are
involved, for the nodules themselves, tube sand grains and fine food parcles, and
clearly the frequency distrbution of such forces and seasonality are importt too.
Does reproduction and settement coincide with predictably gentle summerte
conditions?

This is not unlike an earlier tie when the more direct interactions of flow and

sediment and organisms seemed likewise complicated. Since physics always leads
biology, flow and sediment transport model runs would go a long way towards
answering these questions. How to parameterize the biological components and
what to measure, much less model, are thorner issues. As I flp though myoId
lecture notes, I sense that Bil would listen and offer his remarkable insight. The
depth of focus that is my lasting impression of Bill's lectues and papers won't
come from such model calculations, but only from a thoughtfl and precise
analysis, a consideration of the importt scales and magnitudes, like that so
exemplified by his papers.
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INTRODUCTION

Juveniles of the soft-shell clam Mya arenaria (L.) are subject to post-settlement transport, as
reported in both field (Emerson and Grant, 1991) and laboratory (Roegner et aI., 1995) studies.
This transport may contrbute to the high temporal and spatial ~aration in recruitment observed in
many populations (e.g., Möller and Rosenberg, 1983). Suspension of juveniles and their
subsequent translocation is due to boundary shear stress on the clams and the surrounding
sediments. Susceptibility of juvenile clams to resuspension can be influenced by their burrowing
and byssal-drifting behaviors. Small clams cannot burrow deeply and are restricted to the upper
layer of sediment, making them the most susceptible to resuspension. Suspension also may be
facilitated through local disturbance by benthic organisms and fish, as well as by more-intensive
anthopogenic disturbances (i.e., Brown and Wilson, 1997).

The mud snail /lyanassa obsoleta (Say) occurs commonly in high densities and may be
an important disturber of soft-shell clams. This snail feeds on surface sediments and carion
(Feller, 1984) and is common in intertidal flats and shallow subtidal areas on both coasts of the
continental USA. It has been shown to reduce the abundance of the nematode Pseudotheristid
nematodes (Nichols and Robertson, 1979), and bivalves and other organisms (Hunt et al., 1987),
and induce migration of the amphipod Microdeutopus gryllotalpa (DeWitt and Levinton, 1985)
and the snail Hydrobia totteni (Levinton et al., 1985). In the presence of i. obsoleta, the larger
species such as M. gryllotalpa and H. totteni emigrate actively, but the mechanism by which 1.
obsoleta excludes smaller infaunal species remains unclear.

Our objective in the present study was to examine the role of the mud snail in the
disturbance and subsequent suspension of postlarval soft-shell clams. We used laboratory flume
experiments to determne whether snails affect the boundary shear stress at which clams are
suspended and the proportion of clams suspended in a paricular flow environment. These
experiments were intended to provide the ability to predict the range of boundary shear stresses in
which snails may have an effect, and to estimate the probable magnitude of the effect. We then
used manipulative field experiments to determine whether the presence or absence of snails
affected suspension and transport of postlarval clams in field flows.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Flume experiments

Flume experiments were conducted in a 17m long, 60 cm wide, steady re-circulating flume
located in the Rinehart Coastal Research Center (RCRC) at Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. The flume was equipped with an impeller pump and a two-axis Laser Doppler
Velocimeter (LDV) that provided simultaneous along-stream and vertical velocity measurements
(described in Trowbridge et al., 1989). The water height was set at 12 cm during each trial run,
and 4-minute velocity averages were measured at ten heights over the center of the channeL.
Calculations of boundary shear velocity (u_) were made from the resulting velocity profie using
the log profie technique (e.g., Jumars and Nowell, 1984). For all treatments, a removable bottom
panel of the flume was fitted with a 20 x 20 x 2 cm deep recessed sediment tray.

Experiments were conducted with three different sizes of clams (1.3 mm, 1.8 mm, and 2.3
mm) corresponding to the size range of juvenile Mya arenaria through their first summer season
in Barnstable Harbor, Massachusetts, USA. Sediment for all trials was collected in Barnstable

Harbor, and had a median grain size in the 150 to 180 ~m range after sieving. Adult snails
(Ilyanassa obsoleta) roughly 1.2 to 2.0 cm in length were also collected from Barnstable Harbor.

Clams were introduced into the sediment tray while it was submerged in a running
seawater table and allowed to burrow for 20 minutes. The tray then was moved from the seawater
table into a recessed section of the flume, in a flow speed of less than 2 cm S.I. The treatment flow
speed was established, and a vertical velocity profie was measured for the 40-min experimental
interval. At the end of the run, the flow speed was reduced to less than 2 cm S.I, and the tray
removed from the flume. The sediment was sieved through a 500 ~m sieve, and the clams were
counted under a dissecting microscope. A new set of clams was used for each flume run. For the
snail treatments, 40 snails were placed on the sediment immediately following the placement of
the clams, and allowed to move about and burrow.

To determne whether snails lowered the critical erosion velocity of juvenile clams (low
velocity treatment), and whether they increased clam suspension during sediment transport (high
velocity treatment) we conducted replicate flume runs for each clam size-group. These runs
consisted of 3-4 replicate runs for each of two snail treatments (with and without snails) and each
of two shear velocities. At the lower shear velocity, bulk sediment transport did not occur, and

only clams exposed to the surface were susceptible to suspension. At the higher shear velocity,
bulk sediment transport did occur, making buried clams also susceptible to suspension. Greater
shear velocities were used for the larger clams because of their presumed deeper burial position.
All shear velocities were within the range of those estimated from current velocities recorded

through a tidal cycle by Ayers (1959) over a Barnstable Harbor tidal flat.

Two hundred clams were used in each flume run except for the low-velocity treatment of
the experiment on the largest clams, for which 100 individuals were used per run. The proportion
of clams retained in the flume runs (excluding unburied individuals) was arcsin transformed and
analyzed for each clam size in a separate two-way ANOV A (Systat version 6.1) with snail
presence (two levels: snail and no-snail) and velocity (two levels: fast and slow) as fixed factors.
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Field experiments

To test for the effect of snails on juvenile clams in the field, a set of ten cages, five with snail-
access holes and five without, were placed on plots of sediment in Barnstable Harbor. Snails were
removed from all plots at the star of the experiment and were allowed to migrate back only onto
plots with access holes. Each cage frame was 0.33 m tall and covered a 1 m2 area plot with 1.25
cm plastic mesh netting. Cages that allowed entry of snails had four 2.5-cm diameter access holes
on each side and 20 holes on the top.

Plots were aranged in a 2 x 5 rectangular aray, separated from each other by 2 - 3 m.
Snails were removed from all plots and cages were buried approximately 3 cm into the sediment
on all sides of the plot. Sediment under the cages was sampled with 6.5 cm diameter cores to a
depth of 4 cm at the beginning of the experiment (July 15) and at intervals of 12, 34 and 45 days.
Five additional cores were collected in nearby ambient sediments to measure clam abundance in
ambient sediments outside the cages. These nearby cores were taken 3 days before the experiment
started (July 12; day -3), and on days 12, 34 and 45 as for the plots.

The initial core sampling was performed before cages were in place, but after all snails
had been cleared from the plots. Subsequent samplings were done by temporarily opening the
mesh and taking a single core near the center of the plot. The specific location of the sample
within the plot was recorded and no location was sampled twice.

In the laboratory, samples were stained overnight in Rose Bengal, sieved onto a 300 llm
sieve and juvenile Mya arenaria (O-year-class recruits) were counted under a dissecting
microscope. Abundances of M. arenaria were compared between treatments (two levels; snails
versus no-snails) and among days (thee levels: day 12, day 34 and day 45) of the experiment
using a two-way analysis of varance (Systat version 6.1). Abundances on day 0 were not
included in that ANOV A, but were analyzed separately in a one-way ANOV A to determine
whether initial mean abundances differed between the two snail treatments. Abundance of M.
arenaria juveniles in the ambient sediments was compared among sampling days (four levels: day
-3, day 12, day 34 and day 45 of the experiment) with a one-way ANOV A.

Wind velocities were recorded approximately 30 km from the field site at the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution meteorological station in Woods Hole for the duration of the
experiments. The measurements were used to document the timing of major wind events in the
region.

RESULTS
Flume experiments

For all clam sizes and all shear velocities, the proportion of clams retained was greater in the no-
snail than the snail treatments (Fig. 1), indicating that the snails enhanced clam suspension. Clam
retention also was greater in the slow-flow than fast-flow treatments. As expected, most of the
clams (::90% of the mid and late-season sizes) in the slow-flow treatments were not eroded from
the sediments in the absence of snails. At the "slow" shear velocities used (0.7 - 1.3 cm S-I),
individual sediment grains were observed to move, but bulk sediment transport (erosion of 1 nu
or more from the sediment surface) did not occur. With the addition of snails, however, over 40%
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Fig. 1. Proportion of early- (1. mm),
mid- 0.8 mm) and late-season (2.3 mm)
Mya arenaria (mean and standard error;
n = 4 for early and 3 for mid and late)
retained in flume runs. Unburied clams
were excluded from calculation of
proportion retained. Snail treatment was
exposed to disturbance by Ilyanassa

obsoleta; No-snail treatment was left
undisturbed. Shear velocity u. shown for
each set of runs. Two-way ANOY A
showed the snail effect was significant
for the mid- (F=36.7; P=O.OOL) and late-

season (F=lO.8; P=O.Oll), but not the
early-season (F=2.9; P=O.LL) clams.

Similarly, the speed effect was significant
for the mid- (F=21.9; P=O.002) and late-
(F=8.7; P=O.018), but not early-season

(F=O.35; P=O.56) clams.

of the clams were suspended. Erosion of the sediment was increased (data not shown) and visual
observations showed that once the clams were exposed to the sediment surface they were unable
to burrow back down. This result indicates that snails lower the shear velocity at which active,
burrowing juvenile clams are suspended.
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For the medium and large clam sizes, suspension in the fast-flow treatment without snails
was similar to suspension in the slow-flow treatment with snails (Fig. I), suggesting that the effect
of snails in the field (at these densities) may be comparable to a substantial (0.6 to 0.7 cm S,I)
increase in boundary shear velocity. Bulk sediment transport occurred at the shear velocities used
in the fast-flow treatments (u. :;1.3 cm S'I).
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As expected, the different clam sizes were not equally susceptible to suspension. For
example, in the absence of snails, the proportion of mid-season (1.8 mm) clams retained at u. =
1.4 cm s'l was much lower than the proportion of late-season (2.3 mm) clams retained at u. = 1.3
cm S.I, but similar to the proportion of late-season clams retained at u. = 2.0 cm s'l (Fig. 1). This
pattern of larger clams needing a higher shear velocity than smaller clams to suspend a specific
proportion of individuals was consistent for all combinations of snail and flow treatments.

Field expenments

0.8

0,6

0.4

0.2

0,0
No Snil SnD

Abundance of Mya arenaria juveniles was significantly higher in the no-snail than the snail plots
over the course of the 45-day field experiment (Fig. 2). At the start of the experiment (day 0), M.
arenaria abundance was not significantly different between the plots intended for the no-snail
cages and those intended for snail cages, but was significantly lower than abundances in ambient
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ANOV A with snail presence and
sampling date as fixed factors
showed a significant effect of snails
(F=4.3: P=O.049)'

sediments collected 3 days before the initiation of the experiment (one-way ANOV A with post-
hoc Bonferroni test; dftreai=2; dferroi=lO; F = 6.005; P -: 0.02). This difference probably resulted
from the disturbance caused by removing the snails from the experimental plots. High abundances
in the ambient sediment persisted to day 12 (Fig. 2), but became significantly lower on days 34
and 45 (one-way ANOV A with post-hoc Bonferroni test: dfday=3; dferror=14; F = 9.205; P -: 0.001).
On day 45, numbers of M. arenaria juveniles in ambient sediments were slightly higher than on
day 34, but their mean size (data not shown) was no smaller, as would have been expected for a
late-season recruitment event.

The cages operated as intended, with no Ilyanassa obsoleta invading the no-snail
treatment (except in cases when wind events eroded underlying sediments and provided access),
and many invading the snail treatment, in numbers comparable to their natural abundances. No
substantial difference in the abundance of potential predators was noted between the two cage
treatments or between the caged plots and ambient sediments.

The magnitude of the difference in Mya arenaria abundance between no-snail and snail
treatments vared notably through the course of the experiment (Fig. 2). Much of this variation
corresponded with the unwanted invasion of snails into no-snail plots through pits eroded under
the cages (these snails were removed and the pits refilled with sediment when detected). For
instance, on day 12, snails had been excluded successfully from all no-snail plots except one,
which harbored a few individuals. Mean M. arenaria abundance in the no-snail plots was more
than 5 times that in snail plots. On day 34, snails had invaded three of the five no-snail plots (but
in lower than natural densities), and the difference in M. arenaria abundance between the no-snail
and snail plots was much reduced. On day 45, snails had invaded four of the no-snail plots (in
near~natural densities), and M. arenaria abundance in the no-snail plots was only slightly higher
than in the snail plots. The experiment was terminated on that day.
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Wind records from the WHOI meteorology station provided evidence of three substantial
storms that we suspect were responsible for the observed sediment scour. The wind events on
August 13 and 15 (days 29 and 31) were characterized by sustained gales of 5 to 6 m S.1 with
strong gusts (Fig. 3). Because sediment transport on tidal flats can be greatly enhanced during
such events, the scour observed in our experiments probably occurred on one or both of these
dates. Thus, by day 34, the snails would have had access to the no-snail plots for only a few days.
The storm that began on August 20 (day 36) was larger than any other during the experiment, and
was characterized by sustained winds of ::10 m S.I. The snails probably gained entry to the no-
snail plots at this time, and were thus present for most of the final interval.

DISCUSSION

Our flume experiments suggest that in natural field conditions disturbance by the snail Ilyanassa
obsoleta is likely to cause juveniles of Mya arena ria to be suspended in flows slower than those
needed to suspend undisturbed clams. Thus, the presence of snails is expected to expand the range
of flow environments in which juvenile clams are susceptible to transport. These studies also
indicate that disturbance is likely to increase the magnitude of hydrodynamic transport of clams
during sediment transport events except during very energetic events when all clam juveniles are
suspended regardless of the presence of snails. The mechanism of disturbance appears to be two-
fold: the snails move laterally just below the sediment surface and expose clams to boundar shear
stresses both by mixing them vertically and by causing the sediment above them to erode.

Our field observations on days 12 and 34 (for which storm disturbance was minimal)
support the flume prediction that disturbance by Ilyanassa obsoleta enhances suspension of Mya
arenaria juveniles and leads to a local decrease in clam abundance. The snail effect was not
apparent on day 45 because a large storm on day 36 had allowed snails access to the no-snail
cages. The mechanism of disturbance in our study was by the snail increasing the susceptibility of
juvenile clams to passive erosion. We suggest that this mechanism also may have played a role in
the reduction of nematodes (Nichols and Robertson, 1979) and other taxa (Hunt et aI., 1987)
observed in previous field manipulations of i. obsoleta.
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We expect that Mya arenaria juveniles become less susceptible to suspension as they
grow because they become heavier and capable of deeper burrowing. When they initially settle,
and can be suspended in shear velocities as low as 1.0 cm S.l (Roegner et aI., 1995), they are likely
to be transported in routine tidal flows (as measured in Ayers, 1959). At some size, they wil no
longer be suspended by tidal flows, but may be transported by energetic wind events. Also, at
some size, they wil burow below the depth disturbed by the snail/. obsoleta (roughly 1 to 2 cm),
and will attain a refuge from that disturbance. Investigation of these critical sizes is worth furter
research, as it will provide information about the relative influences of hydrodynamic transport
and biological disturbance on M. arenaria juveniles as they grow through the first year.

Ilyanassa obsoleta is likely to play an important role in determining the adult

distributions of M. arenaria because snails can increase the suspension of mid and late season
clams during wind events, and potentially can suspend clams even in tidal currents. This process
may operate on scales of a few meters, by moving juveniles to different tidal heights. Or it may
operate on scales of kilometers, possibly transporting juveniles out of an entire habitat during an
ebb-tide sediment transport event. Not enough is known about the costs and benefits of post-larval
resuspension to speculate upon whether or not it may be advantageous to the clams. Potential
advantages to resuspension include transport to a more suitable habitat. However, resuspension
may expose clams to increased risk of predation, as well as to possible transport into a less
hospitable area.
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Predicting sediment tranport in complex flows requires an understanding of

the role of the near-bed turbulence strctue in paricle entraient and movement.
The mean flow and tubulence strctue relevant to sediment tranport traditionaly is
parameteried by bed shear stress, because mean flow and near-bed tubulence statis-
tics in steady, unform boundar-layer flows scale with this parameter. In complex
(i.e., nonunform or unteady) flows, however, bed shear stress does not completely
characteri the near-bed tubulence and so is not necessary an accurate predictor of
sedient-tranport rate. For example, it is a poor predictor of local bedload sedient

flux downtream of a tyical bedform because tubulence produced in the free-shear
layer downstream of the separation point markedly enhances sediment entraient

and tranport with little, if any, effect on bed shear stress. Simlarly, unsteady flows
that have identical intantaneous bed shear stresses (in an ensemble-averaged sense)
but different acceleration rates should have different tubulence structues and hence
different sedient-transport rates.
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As par of an investigation of the effect of flow nonunformty and unsteadiness
on sediment transport, we measured bedload transport and near-bed flow over a flt

bed in an oscilatory flow duct. Sediment fl and velocity were determed at 100hz
,using synchronied high-speed cinematography and laser-Doppler velocimetry,
respectively. We used 0.8 and 1.3 mi well-rounded paricles, with Shields numbers

of about 0.08 l'ased on maimum stress), correspondig to wave Reynolds numbers

of about 2x1O and 3x105 for lOs waves. We chose this range of Reynolds number
because it corresponds to the greatest varation in turbulence structure over the wave.

In Fig. 1, horizontal velocity time series measured 3mi from the bed (wave
boundar-layer thickness was 2 cm) clearly show the effects of acceleration in modify-
ing the tubulence field. Over much of the accelerating limb of the waves, turbulence
is damped. As the acceleration wanes, the flow becomes tubUlent, and remas so, TIME (SEC)
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Figue 2. Data from Fig. 1 plotted versus the phase of the wave in the outer flow.
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Figure 3. Ensemble-averaged velocity and sediment flux as a fuction of wave phase.
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over much of the decelerating limb of the wave. Acceleration tends to inbit tu-

bulence, while deceleration enhances its development. In Fig. 2, the data in Fig. 1 are
plotted as a fuction of wave phase; the near-bed flow leads the outer flow as

expected. Interestingly, the near-bed flow exhbits varabilty over all phases of the
wave, even though turbulence production is damped over much of the wave. Outside
the wave boundar layer, measurements do not show this varabilty, the response is
essentially perfectly haronic. Apparently, tubulence generated durng durig and
imediately afer the peak velocity has a weak effect on flow behavior even afer the

flow appears to "relamare II .
Computing ensemble averages in one degree bins over 60 waves sho~s that

transport is not uniquely related to either mean velocity or Reynolds stress. Fig. 3
shows that ensemble-averaged transport tends to increase rapidly late in' the
accelerating limb of the wave, even though ensemble-averaged near-bed velocity is
nearly constant. Near-bed velocity is almost constant durig this period because the
pressure gradient dnving the flow is balanced by the increase in downward vertical
momentum fl associated with the development of turbulence. Although the
ensemble-averaged transport increases with stress, it drops off when stress continues
to increase (Fig. 4; .: :: indicates smoothing of the data by averaging over five degree
bins in one degree increments). Note that the maximum stress for ths range of Rey-
nolds number lags the wave, in agreement with the other measurements and direct
numerical simulations.
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Figue 4. Ensemble-averaged momentu and sediment fl versus wave phase.
Sediment tranport as a fuction of boundar shear stress shows dramtic hys-

teresis (Fig. 5), with a single value of stress yielding much different bedload fles
depending on the sign of temporal acceleration. Ths behavior is explaied by altera-
tion of the tubulence statistics by acceleration. Near-bed deceleration' promotes rapid
boundar layer growt and changes in tubulence structure and sedient tranport
compared to the accelerating phase. Boundar shear stress is a very poor predictor of
bedload transport in this flow; it does not fully characterie the flow varabilty as it
does in a steady, uniform flow.
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Sediment entraient and transport is prily a fuction of flid drag on

sediment paricles on or near the bed, and those flid drag forces are strongly depen-

dent on the flow velocity near the sediment grais. On the accelerating limb of the
wave, tubulence productio;i along with vertical momentu exchange tend to be
damped, so velocity near the bed increases without much increase in the varabilty of
that velocity. As the near-bed velocity approaches a maxmum, ,the rate of accelera-
tion decreases, resulting in a rapid increase in turbulence production and associated
growt of the boundar layer. Thus, the maximum intantaneous velocities near the
bed occur afer the maum ensemble-averaged mean velocity (see Figs. 2 and 3).
Sediment-tranport rates are sensitive to higher moments of the velocity distribution,
so tranport increases even while the mean velocity does not. Relating bedload flxes

to ensemble-averaged values of some higher percentie (e.g., the 84th percentile) of
the streamwise velocity distrbution near the bed results in a very accurate predictor
for sediment flx at all phases of the wave (Fig. 6).
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Evidence for Offshore Veerig of the Undercurrent over the Central
Caliornia Coast

Marlene A. Noble1 and Steven R. Rap2

lU. S. Geological Surey, Menlo Park CA
2Naval Postgrduate School, Monterey CA

In the last 2 decades, sever progr have investigated subtida circuation patter on the
centr and nortern Calforna shelf and upper slope. These studies have shown tht the

poleward-flowig Calorna underent is the domit featu in cuents flowig over the
upper and middle slope. Ths undercurent is a strong eate-bounda cuent tht geneIay lies
just seaward of the shelfbreak inhore of the much broader CalÍorna Cuent syste tht flows
equatorward though the uper reaches of the easer, centr Pacic ocea. The undercuent,

which cares war salty water nortwestard along the contienta slope from Baja, Caorna
to Vancouver, Canda tends to follow the slope isobath, though it is not known whether the '
undercuent flows contiuously along the westrn contienta margi. Local oceanc and
topogrphic featues may perb the flow in the undercurent and either force it offshore or
obscu its charctric sign. The undercuent is thought to be relatively naow (with width

between 10 and 40 km), energetic (maum speeds between 20 and 50 cms) and shaow
(depth to 600 m). Over most of the year, the core of the undercurt lies nea 200 In but teds to
rise to the sea suace in wite.

In Febr, 1991, an ary of6 cuent-meter moonngs was deployed for one yea acoss the

centr Calforna outer shelf and slope, in par to investigate the chaacterstics of the
undercurt in th region of the slope. The mai lie of the ary, sites A-D, extded 40 km

across a smooth faily gently-sloping secton of the outer shelf and slope (Figue 1). Wate
depth raged from 90 to 1400 m. The norter lie of the ary wa shorter, 14 km but because it
cut across a much more stely-sloping section of topogrphy tht has may sm canyons and
large gues, it actuy reached deeper water depth. The outermost moorig, site E, was

deployed jus inide a smal canyon, with a ri nea 1500 m and an ax depth of 2000 m. Eah
iIoonng had between 3 and 6 inents. In order to highght the undercut sign, al data

from these inents were low-pass fiteed to remove flucttions with peods less th 33
hour.

1220

Figu 1. Lotions of the moogs deloyed on
the shelf and slop. (c indicas moorig loction.
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The mean flow along the slope was predomitely polewad (Figue 2). Mean cuent speds
wer genery around 8 cms along the souther lie, with the highest speeds near the ocea
suace. The mean flow though the souther lie was 1.2 Sv. The flow was still poleward, but
reduced to 0.4 Sv acoss the shorter nortern lie, which is a 20% reduction of trort acoss an

equ area of the souther lie. Act cuent speed below the shelfbreak at site F were reduced

signficantly, with speeds of a few cms, compard to speeds of 20 - 30 cms at equvalent sites
along the souther lie. A simlar patter was seen in the fit mode for alongslope cuents; flows

across the souther lie were stonger and appeaed at deeper depth. If one adds the flucttig

amplitude of the fi moda cuents to the mean flow field, trort over the yea rages from 0
to 2.5 Sv poleward along the souther lie; 0 to 1 Sv poleward along the norter lie. The ac

poleward trort is probably greater th estiated by these measements because both the

mean and correlated alongshelf flow field obviously extded seaward of our measement sites.

Nort lie

E F

South lie

D c B A
o

Figu 2. Alongslope mea flow acss the souther and norter lie of the ary.

We suggest that the core of the undercurent lay fuer offhore along the norter trect

th the souther trect (and thus was not sampled by ths ary). Th is somewhat sunsing

because it is well known tht vortcity consts ted to cause subtida cuents over sloping
topogrphy to flow along isobath . Recent work, (Susan Alen Perona Communcation) ha
shown tht stdy, subtida flow fields canot rem parel to isobath when isobath converge

relatively quickly in space. The spatial accelertion forces, which resut from the focuing of a
broad, slow flow over gently sloping porton of the Faron topogrphy into a faster, narower
cut over the ster topogrphy, overde vortcity consts. These accelertive, or ineral,
forces, arse from the non-liear, adectve term in the alongshore equation of motion, v ~v/~y .

Essentialy, because the cuent canot tu rapidly enough to adiabaticaly follow the topogrphy;

it flows into deeper water.
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Allen has derived a pareter e, that shows the minimum distace that can exist
between 2 contour and still have the flow follow isobaths. e must be greater than

(U¡dx r

Uo is the velocity over contour spaced 8x apar and f is the Coriolis pareter. Along the

southern line, 8x is 25 km between 200 and 1000 m, 30 km between 200 and 1500 m. For
tyical flow values of 25 cmls, e is 8-9 km. This is much shorter than the actual distace
between isobath. The flow can follow topogrphy along the southern lie .

Along the nortern line, the distace between the 200 and 1000 m (1500 m ) isobaths is
5 (8) km, somewhat smaller than the maximum isobath convergence calculated above. Hence, for
tyical flow velocities, the undercurent wil tend to cross isobaths as it flows toward the nortern
line. Our measurements support th inference. Normally 1-2 Sv flows across the gently-sloping
topogrphy of the southern line. The abruptly-converging isobaths just nort of the southern lie

force the curent to veer offshore, into deeper water. Because of vorticity constraints, the
undercurent wil tu counterclockwise and move even fuer offshore. Hence, the undercurent is
reduced in amplitude' at site E relative to C, as is our estimate of the net tranport across the
nortern line.

The isobaths bracketing sites B and F, 200 and 500 m, converge paricularly rapidly.
South of site B, they are about 10 km apar then converge to 6 km at site B, less than 1 km at
site F. For tyical flow values, e is about 5 km for site B, consistent with the large curents

actually measured there. But e is about 4 km nortwest of B, much larger than the actual isobath
separation at site F. Ths site seems to be permanently shadowed, consistent with the very small
flows observed below the shelfbreak. Poleward curents at site B need to be less than a few cmls
to be able to follow these steeply converging isobath.

The abrupt topogrphic convergences suggest that this region is a preferential site for
generatig undercurent meanders. The meanders can close into clockwise eddies that have been
seen to drft offshore in regions to the nort of our site.. The eddies may interact with the offshore
jet generated seasonally at Pt Reyes or they may enter the equatorward California Curent System
and be swept back across the aray. The strong southward flow observed over the slope at the
beging of the measurement period may well have been such an eddy.
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Mechanisms of sediment dispersal and the infuence of floods on the
northern Caliornia continental shelf

A.S. Ogston*, D.A. Cacchione*, R.W. Sternbergt and G.C.Kineke:j
*U.S. Geological Survey (MS-999), 345 Middlefield Road, Menlo Park CA 94025

tSchool of Oceanography, Box 357940, University of Washington, Seattle WA 98195
:jDeparent of Geology and Geophysics, Boston College, Chestnut Hil MA 02467

Introduction
As par of the sediment dynamcs component of the STRTA FORmation on

Margins project (STRTAFORM; Nittrouer & Kravitz, 1996), thee trpods were
deployed concurently on the nortern California continenta shelf in an alongshelf aray
near the 60-m isobath. The G65 (Virginia Institute of Marne Science) location is directly
offshore of the mouth of the Eel River, and the K63 (U.S. Geological Survey) and S60
(University of Washington) locations are approximately 13 and 28 km nort of the river

mouth, respectively (Figure 1). A 40-day time period durng the winter of 1996-97
demonstrates the different mechanisms by which sediment moves on the continenta
shelf, and the influence of local circulation on the resulting sediment flux direction.
Fortitously, a 30-year flood occured in the Eel River durng which extremely high
suspended sediment concentrations were observed at both the K63 and S60 locations.
These high concentrations are located in the area of the flood deposit and not beneath the
surace plume, are too large to be caused simply by wave resuspension. This raises the
question, could thn lenses of fluid mud form on the continenta shelf, and could these
high concentrations of sediment be responsible for a significant porton of sediment
movement across the shelf in regions of small mountanous rivers?

Field Experiment
The thee trpods were deployed on the mid-shelf silt deposit which has been

associated with floods on the Eel River. Figue 1 shows the approximate location of the
1997 flood event bed (Weatcroft, unpublished). Instrmentation on all thee trpods

included vertical arays of Optical Backscatter Sensors (OBS) and electromagnetic

curent meters, and a pressure sensor, amongst other more specialized instrmentation.

The trpods were concurently deployed over the period from 1 i Nov 1996 to 21 Ian
1997. This study specifically examned events durng the 40-day period between 1 Dec
1996 and 8 Ian 1997 when the Eel River was in its winter high-flow stage.

Sediment Traport Events - Integrated Flux
The different conditions under which sediment moves on the continenta shelf

are demonstrted in a 40-day period durng which all thee trpods were deployed. Table
1 shows the magnitude and direction of vertcally-integrated sediment flux from six
different events under varing conditions for the thee diferent sites. For the larger

events (A-E), there is an offshore component to the flux, but in the alongshelf direction
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,'#:!' Figure 1. Site map

the flux is strongly dependent upon the local circulation durng the time of the event. The
largest event (E) is associated with the 30-year flood in Januar 1997.

Durng all events except the 30-year flood, the direction of flux was similar
between sites, although there is a more southerly trend at S60 than at K63. Durng the
30-year flood event (E), the flux of sediment at K63 and S60 are substantially higher than
at G65 and there appears to be a convergence of flux between the two locations,
consistent with the depo-center of the flood deposit. The sediment flux summed over the
time of the flood event accounts for 75% of the winter flood season flux.

.. 00

T bl 1 G65 K63 d 860 rt al . t t d di t t1 tsa e . , an ve c IV m el!ra e se men ox even
n ri5 Ki ri:: SliO

Flux A vg.Flux Flux A vg.Flux Flux A vg.Flux

Integ. Direction Integ. Direction Integ. Direction Conditions
(c¿cm/s) (deg. N) (c¿cm/s) (deg. N) (g/cm/s) (deg. N)

~ 0.082 236 0.095 213 0.43 217 Lar~e waves
B 0.46 356 0.38 8 0.27 310 Lage waves, small flood
K: 0.26 264 0.14 272 0.15 254 Medium waves, small flood
D 0.15 353 0.21 14 0.15 331 Medium waves
E 0.40 200 11.4 283 6.03 254 Medium waves, large flood
F 0.43 239 0.046 48 0.44 168 Small waves
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Eel River Flood Period Sedient Flux
The time averaged tota, mean, and fluctuating components of sediment flux at

20 to 30 cm above the seabed (above the level of the extremely high concentration
observations) were determned for two time periods; the two-month winter flood period,
and the approximately 3-day period of the 30-year flood. These were compared to a
previously analyzed year of record at S60 (1995-1996; Ogston & Sternberg, in press).

Durng the two-month winter flood period:
· in the across shelf direction, the net sediment flux was directed offshore at all

locations. In the alongshelf direction, each location was different: slightly south at
G65, nort at K63, and south at S60. The flux magnitudes at K63 and at S60 were

similar, and signficantly larger than the flux at G65. The differences in both
magnitude and direction of the sediment flux may be attbuted to the circulation on
the Eel shelf,

· the flux due to fluctuating components (periods less than 3 days) was significantly
smaller than flux due to mean components, again emphasizing the importce of low
frequency circulation.

Durng the 30-year flood period:
· the direction and magnitude of the mean component determined the net direction of

the flux and was the same as for the two-month flood period. The alongshelf

magnitude was 5 to 6 times larger at G65 and K63 and 11 times larger at S60 than
for the flood period,

· the across shelf flux is an order of magnitude larger at K63 and S60 durng the 30-
year flood conditions. The increase in the across shelf magntude is attrbuted to
both the increase in suspended sediment concentration and the increase in mean
curents, suggesting the importce of advection and gravity-driven processes.

In comparson with the year-long record that was analyzed previously at the S60 site:
· the net direction of flux was consistent with the two-month winter flood period, and

the 3 days of the 30-year flood period,
· the flux was an order of magnitude smaller than durng the two-month flood period,

and two orders of magnitude smaller than durng the 30-year flood period.

Fluid Mud?
The suspended sediment concentration time series at K63 shows evidence of

extremely high concentrations between 2 Jan 1997 and 6 Jan 1997. OBS's have been
found to exhibit a linearly increasing response at relatively low concentrations and a
decreasing response at extremely high sediment concentrations depending on the gain
settngs (Kineke & Sternberg, 1992). Durng at least two 12 to 24-hour periods durng
the 30-year flood event, the lowest sensor at K63 appears to fall into the range of

decreasing response, as displayed by larger apparent concentrations higher in the water
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column when using only the linearly increasing calibration cure. A laboratory
calibration with in-situ sediment of the complete response shows a span of 0 to 2 gI in
the linearly increasing response range and an approximate span of sediment
concentrations of 160 to 600 gi in the decreasing response range for the lowest sensor.

Although the decreasing response calibration probably over-estimates sediment
concentration because of density changes due to flocculation processes, it is apparent that
sediments were in suspension at concentrations much greater than 10 gi at 13 cm above
the bed, and could be considered fluid mud.

Conclusions
The sediment-transport time-series from the thee trpods demonstrate the

varous mechanisms by which sediment moves on the continenta shelf, and the
importce of local circulation on the direction of sediment flux. There is a high
correlation between wave orbita velocity and suspension of sediment as has been
previously documented, but the contrbution due to sediment input by the Eel River is a
more complicated and unaccounted for aspect in modeling of suspended sediment

transport.

Specifically,
· There is considerable alongshelf varabilty in sediment flux. In order to understad

the fate of Eel River sediments, circulation on the shelf must be considered.
· There is a persistent offshore flux of sediment. The alongshelf flux convergence

between K63 and S60 durng the 30-year flood nnght explain the bulls-eye shape of
the flood deposit.

· Extremely high concentrations of sediment were observed at 13 cm above the bed
(up to l00's of gI) durg Eel River flooding suggesting that fluid mud formation

may be an active process on narow shelves off small mountainous rivers, which
may not have been observed previously due to instrment limtations.

. Sediment flux durng one extreme flood event can account for 75% of the winter

flood season sediment flux.
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PIV Measurements of Tubulence and Flow Strctue in the Bottom

Boundar Layer

L. Bertccioli P. Doron, J. Katz and T. Osborn

The John Hopki University
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Figure 1: Sequence of velocty fluctutions vector mas meaured in 14m de water, at Is
interal. U'(X,Z)=U(X,Z)-U(Z), W'(X,Z)=W(X,Z)-W(Z); u, w: Velocty components of a

vec; U, W: Averges of U, w at constat Z, over the entie data set Note the strctures
deignte "I" and "2" being convec across the saple area Da from New York

Bight, June 1998.
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A submersible Parcle Ime Velocet (PlY system for meaurg the flow and tubulence
charcttics in the bottom ocic bounda laye has ben developed and deloyed. This

device produce a 2-D ary of 29x29 vecors of the instataeous velocty ditrbution with a
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20x20cm sale area (e.g., fluctuatig velocity distrbutions shown in FigW"e 1). Ths d;ta is then
used to detere the velocty profiles, tubulence intensity and shea stress, vortcity
distributions, dissipaton and tubulent spectr. The submersible system alo contas a er, a

precion pressW"e trsducer, optica trsmsion and disolved oxygen content sensors, a tit
meter, a compass, and meas to algn the saple area with the mea flow. This instrent has

been deloyed off the WHO! dock durg testig, and off Cape May, NJ and in the New York
Bight for data acquiition nea the bottom of the coasta oc.

The data from the New York Bight was collected in 14m de water, above a sandy bottom, at
elevations ranging from about 10cm to 104m. Data for each elevation consists of 2 miute of
imge pais recde at 1Hz. The data include the flow strcte and Reynolds stress profies
within the iner layer. FigW"e 2 presents the meaW"ed tubulence pareter profies. The results
indicae, that the tubulence nea the bottom is highly non-isotropic. For exaple, at an elevation
of 15cm above the bottom, lu'VU=33%, Iw'VU=12% and -u'w,/U2=O.8%. An estite of the

exteral potenti flow pressure grdient ca alo be compute from the vertca profie of UfW,
and it indicates the exitence of lage sce phenomena, well beyond the tie scae of our
meaW"ements. These trends wi be resolved by analyzg longer data series with the upgrade
data acquisition system.
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Figure 2: (a) Verca profies of RMS velocty flucttions; (b) Verca profies of

Reynolds stress and estite for the TW"bulent kietc energy, assumg v'=O.5(u' +w').
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Another set of data was recde off Cape May, NJ in 9m de water, at an elevation of about
i .5m. hi this cae the wave induce motion has twce the amplitude of the mea cuent, and there
are strong wave and bet effect on the turbulence. The sm scae turbulence ca be resolved by
averaging data over individua vector mas, and it appeas to be isotropic.

Ths projec is fude by the ONR Dr. L. Goo, Progr Manager, mider grt numbe
NOO14-95-1-0215. Some of the instrentaon was purchased with DARA fudig.
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Circulation in a Hypersaline Lagoon

Clinton D. Winant
Center for Coastal Studies
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
La Jolla, CA, 92093-0209

Location and Physical Description

Laguna San Ignacio is one of several lagoons located along the western coast of
the Baja California peninsula, about 500 miles south of the border between Mexico
and the USA (Phleger and Ewing, 1962). The lagoon (Figure 1) which is about 28
km long and 4 km wide, is one of the calving grounds for the gray whale during the
winter season. The entrance is composed of two distinct chanels on either side of
an extensive sand bar.

26.48'N

26.57'N

26.54'N

26.5lN

26.45'N

26.42'N
IIJ.15W II3" 12W IIJ.09W II3"06'W

Figue 1: Lagua San Ignacio bathymetry
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Behind the bar the two channels merge in the narrowest area, where maxmum
depths are about 20 m. FUrther north, most of the tidal flow is confined in three
deep channels, surrounded by intertidal flats. The channels merge on the western
side of the two islands, near the northern end of the lagoon. East of the islands
the water is quite shallow. The central channel extends up to the northernmost
extremity of the lagoon.

Climatology

During the late fall and winter (November through March), the weather is modu-
lated by upper level synoptic activity, consisting of eastward propagating cyclones
and anti-cyclones. Lagua San Ignacio is usually well to the south of witer storm
tracks, and the atmospheric perturbations there are weaker than to the north, al-
though there have been years when the winter storms were vigorous, resulting in
relatively large rainfalL. During the spring and summer the climate is arid, warm
and given the strong winds, conducive to high levels of evaporation. During the late
summer, tropical storm systems are frequently generated along the Pacific coast, in
the vicinity of the Gulf of Tehuantepec. While these storm systems rarely propagate
as far north as Laguna San Ignacio, the associated rainfall generates a second rainy
period, in late summer.

Monthly averaged winds are from the northwest, with values near 5 mIs, except
during spring when they reach 8 m/s. In the norther portion of the lagoon an
intense localized wind system occurs with maxum velocities in excess of 10 mIs,
oriented towards the openig. These winds are probably due to the temperature
contrast between land and water, maxum intensities occur at night, and can per-
sist over several days.

The daily averaged heat flux from the atmosphere to the lagoon vaies between 150
and 300 W /m2, depending on season. In combination with the persistent winds,
this heatflux results in evaporation rates which always exceed rainfall, and vary
between 3 rn/day in the winter and 10 mm/day during the summer.

Variation of Physical Properties

The evaporation acting over the surface of the lagoon results in higher salnities
than in the neighboring Pacifc, so the lagoon is hypersale (Postma, 1965). A
summertime profile of surface salinity along the central axs of the lagoon is ilus-
trated in Figure 2. The excess salnity near the top of the lagoon varies between 3

psu in the winter and 6 psu in the summer.

Since the salinity does not continue to increase, some mechanism must exist which
transports the salt left behind by evaporation back towards the ocean. The spatial
gradient in salt is strong enough to influence the density so that the water near the
top of the lagoon is generally heavier than near the entrance. This density variation
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Figure 2: Surface salt and density in Laguna San Ignacio

is expected to drive a residual transport of heavier water towards the ocean, and
could also be responsible for the flux of salt back towards the ocean (Largier et
al.,1995).

Because of the confied entrance, and because the length of the lagoon is much
greater than the depth, large tidal currents are required to keep the water level in
the lagoon close to that of the open ocean. Vertical profiles of currents have been
observed at four locations near the central axs, between the entrance and the top.
The tidal currents are algned with the axs of the lagoon and range between 1.2

mjs near the entrance and 0.1 mjs near the northern extremity. Tidal fluctuations
in pressure and salinity lag currents by near 90 deg near the central axs. There
exist signifcant spatial asymmetries in the tidal regime, comparable to those envi-
sioned by Stommel and Farmer (1952) which can drive residual flows and provide
a mechansm to transport salt back towards the ocean. Fischer et al. (1979) refer
to this mechansm as tidal pumping.
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Three month average currents
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Figure 3: Three month average current profies

The wind exerts a southward stress on the surface of the northern half of the lagoon.
Because the lagoon is shallower east of the islands, the wind stress is expected to
generate a clockwise residual circulation around the the islands, as suggested by
Fischer et al. (1978). Drifing buoys support this result.

Three month long averages of currents measured at the locations noted above are
ilustrated in Figue 3. Currents at the two locations closest to the entrance are

directed toward the top of the lagoon. Since there can be no net transport of water
at any section, the residual circulation at locations on the sides of the lagoon must
be directed towards the ocean, as in the inlet circulation suggested by Stommel and
Farmer (1952). The vertical profile of currents measured south of the islands is con-
sistent with buoyancy dtiven flow, with the time averaged velocity of the lower layer
towards the ocean. Near the head of the lagoon the average velocities measured

in the center of the channel are directed towards the north at all the measurement
depths. This flow provides the water which is driven towards the ocean, at the

surface and east of the islands, in response to the northerly wind stress.
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Conclusions

The excess salt left by evaporation in the lagoon returns to the ocean by a va-
riety of mechanisms acting in dierent areas. Near the top of the lagoon, where the
depth is shalow and there is a lot of wid, the wind stress and the tides combine to
produce a circulation which has a vertical structure in which bottom currents are
directed towards the top of the lagoon, and a horizontal structure in which the circu-
lation is clockwise around the islands. South of the islands, the vertical circulation
is in the opposite direction and consistent with the density and salt distribution:
the lower layer carries saltier water towards the ocean while the upper layer bring
relatively fresh water from the Pacific into the lagoon. The tidal circulation in the
lower lagoon is confined in three channels separated by shallow flats. The phase
and amplitude of currents and salt varies in a section perpendicular to the axs,
and these asymmetries result in a net transport of salt towards the ocean. In the
entrance we expect that tidal pumping is responsible for the net transport of salt.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL STUDY OF SHORELINE RESPONSE
TO CHANGING BASE LEVEL

Chris Paola, John B. Swenson, and Gar Parker
St. Anthony Falls Laboratory

University of Minnesota
Minneapolis MN 55414

Introduction

The coupling between sea level and shoreline seems direct and straightforward. For
example, high stands of sea level should correspond to times of maximum shoreline
transgression, and the distance shoreline migrates per unit change in sea level should be
set by the slope of the coastal plain. This simple geometrc view is complicated by long-
term coastal subsidence. Pitman (1978) constrcted a geometrc model of shoreline
migration on a passive continental margin with subsidence rate linearly increasing in the
mean transport direction. Assuming a long-term sea-level fal) with shorter, but stil very

slow, cycles superimposed on it, Pitman made the counterintuitive prediction that
shoreline would be in phase not with sea level but with the rate of change of sea leveL.
Thus times of maximum regression would correspond to maxima in rate of fall, while
times of maximum transgression would correspond to maxima in rate of rise. Thus
shoreline position is phase-shifted by 90° from sea leveL. This phase shift is a limiting
case of Pitman's model as the period of the sea-level cycles becomes long relative to a
time constat that is characteristic of a paricular basin. Angevine (1989) subsequently
showed that in the high-frequency limit, shoreline and sea level are in phase. Comparable
phase-shifting has since been observed in more sophisticated diffusion-based models of
shoreline behavior (Jordan and Flemings, 1991), and a phase-shifted shoreline response
has been applied to the interpretation of sea-level history on passive margins (Miler et
a/., 1985; Miler et a/., 1993). An equally important, though less widely known,

prediction of the Pitman model is that the amplitude of sea-level response is much
smaller for slow than for rapid sea-level changes. Thus basins could be thought of as
high-pass filters forrecording sea-level changes.

Experimental methods

The XS basin. Here we describe the results of an experiment designed to test some of
these theoretical ideas on the relation between shoreline migration and base-level
variation. The experiment was pedormedat St. Anthony Falls Laboratory (SAFL) in a
prototye of the XS (Experimental Stratigraphy) basin, a new experimental basin that
allows formation of physical stratigraphy in a system with a flexible subsiding floor. The
prototye basin is 1.3 m long and i m wide, with up to 0.8 m of accommodation space
for deposition. The floor uses a honeycomb design with i 0 independent cells to produce
spatially varable subsidence. Sediment and water can be fed from anywhere along the
perimeter of the basin, and base level is independently controllable.

Experimental conditions. The experiment described here comprised two base-level
cycles, a slow one followed by a rapid one. All other varables remained constant. We fed
water and a 50:50 mixtue (by volume) of quartz and coal sand from a single source
point. The two sediment tyes have similar median sizes (120 !lm), but the coal has a
specific gravity of 1.3 while the quart sand has a specific gravity of 2.65. Hence the coal
sand is significantly more mobile than the quaz sand and serves as a proxy for fine
sediments, whose behavior in a small-scale experiment such as this would not be
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representative of the behavior offines in the field. Base level was controlled from the end
of the basin opposite the sediment-feed point using_ a float and siphon attached to a
constant-head tan mounted on a vertical track. Subsidence was induced in a bowl-shaped
pattern with a maximum in the center of the basin. The rates of subsidence and of water
and sediment discharge were held constant throughout the ru. The sediment discharge
was set to balance the rate of production of volume by subsidence (the accommodation

rate) in the basin.
First the basin was ru with constant

conditions for 10 hours to stabilize the shoreline
(Fig. i). Then the slow cycle of base-level fall
and rise was begu. The slow cycle had an
amplitude of 0.09 m and took a total of 30 hours,
long enough that the rate of fall was never greater
than the maximum subsidence rate. Thus the
delta-front sediments were never exposed. The
cycle time was also longer than the equilibrium
time for the basin (3.4 hr (Paola et aI., 1992)).

After base level had retued to its equilibrium

position, the system was ru with constat
conditions for 6 hours to re-stabilize the
shoreline. Then a rapid cycle of base-level fall and
rise was begu. The amplitude of this cycle was
o. i m, and the cycle time was reduced to 2 hours.
After the rapid cycle the system was again subject
to constant conditions until the end of the ru.

Slow base-level cycle. The slow fall and rise
produced a nearly symmetrc regression and
transgression of the shoreline. Autocyclic incision
intensified as the fluvial system lengthened-a
scale effect due to the small size of the prototype
basin-but otherwise the cycle was not
accompanied by incision, and the sand body

produced extended laterally over the entire width
of the basin. In addition, because subaerial

deposition continued throughout the regression,
the base-level fall was not accompanied by any
major increase in sediment transfer into deep
water. Eventually, at the lowstad, the sandy
fluvial system extended over the entire length of
the basin.

The temporal relationship between shoreline
position and base level (Fig. 1) shows no

indication of a strong phase shift between shoreline position and base level durng the
slow base-level fall. Maximum regression coincides directly with the low stand of base
leveL. Indications of significant influences of subsidence on shoreline behavior appear
during the transgression, however. Shoreline begins to transgress as soon as base level
stabilizes at the bottom of the cycle, durng the low stand. Shoreline continues to retreat
in a series of back-stepping pulses and reaches maximum transgression just as the rate of
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base-level rise begins to decrease. The experimental data do not show the theoretically
predicted attentuation of shoreline response for the slow relative to rapid cycles. Rather,
the amplitude of shoreline response is somewhat larger for the slow cycle than for the

rapid one.

Rapid base-level cycle. The second base level event in the basin produced a markedly
different response. Durng base level fall there was brief competition among the varous
major chanels before one captued all of the flow. Restrction of flow to one channel

yielded a laterally restrcted incised valley that fed a low-stand fan in deeper water. The
fan, although in this basin not composed of tubidites, represents the transferred coarse
sediment derived from the sediment supply as well as reworked material from the incised
valley. In natual systems, the fan deposits would be composed of tubidites and debris
flows, instead of the grain flows found in the basin.

During the subsequent base level rise, all of the sediment supplied to the system was
used to fill the incised valley, so the perched interfuve area remained staed of sediment.
Stratigraphically, the entire rapid cycle is represented by a disconformity in these areas.
As the valley was filled, ban erosion led to widening of the valley, resulting in a much
broader disconformity than had formed durng the previous base-level falL. This effect

would also be present at natual scales, but is exaggerated in the basin because of the
noncohesive, unconsolidated natue of the sediment fiL. Highstand deposition across the
entire fluvial surface did not resume until the maximum base level position was reached.

Deposition during the transgression is marked by a thickening and fining upwards
sequence. This unusual sequence tye results from a combination of two effectsdurng
valley filling. As the rapid rise moves shoreline landward, the sediment fed to the system
is forced to deposit over a shorter distace, leading to a thickening upwards cycle. At the
same time, the landward shoreline migration also leads to upward fining.

Rebound regressions. Both cycles show a tendency for the shoreline to overshoot its
equilibrium position at the end of the base-level rise. This exaggerates the transgression,
and the shoreline subsequently progrades back to its equilibrium position. These

"rebound regressions" are not due to any imbalance between sediment supply and

subsidence; neither of these was changed durng the run. The overshoot and rebound
regression are much more pronounced for the rapid cycle, where they resulted from
staation of much of the system as all supplied sediment was funneled into the incised
valley.

Growth faults. Prominent sets of growth faults developed at the end of both base-
level cycles. Those from the slow cycle are better developed than those from the rapid
one. Observed stratigraphic relations suggest that the slow-cycle faults were initiated
while the shoreline was prograding back afterthe overshoot at the end of the slow base-
level cycle. Fault motion continued until sometime durng the rapid fall. The volume of
sand trapped in the faults is large enough to have significantly inhibited progradation of
the shoreline.

A prominent failure of the delta front occured durng the falling limb of the rapid
cycle, when the rate of fall was greatest. This collapse appears to have exploited the
existing growth faults, and was probably enhanced by high pore-water pressures in the
deltaic deposit, and gravitational instability of the relatively dense, well packed quar
sand on the lighter, more porous coaL.

Theoretical Model

We investigated the shoreline response using a two-dimensional computational
model that uses linear diffsion to represent the fluvial system and a constant angle of
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repose to represent the submarne system. The problem is of "moving-boundar" form in
that the positions of the shoreline and delta toe are unown a priori and must therefore
be determined as par of the solution to the governing equations for bed elevation. The

position of the delta toe at any time is determined by the intersection of the anglè-of-
repose morphology with either basement or previously deposited sediments. The model
does not allow submarine erosion, a condition that renders it fudamentally different from
models that assume a difrusional governing equation for evolution of the submarne
system. The depositional mechanics of this model of fluvio-deltaic sedimentation are
analogous to a generalized form of the classical Stefan problem, which involves tracking
the advance of a melting front into an isothermal solid. In this analogy, the fluvial system
is analogous to the liquid phase, shoreline to the phase front, and sea level to a time-
dependent melting temperatue.

The model was used to simulate the stratigraphic response to varable-frequency
base-level forcing using the known boundar conditions in the experimental basin. The
model correctly predicts a frequency-independentin-phase relationship between shoreline
position and base leveL. The model also captues the shoreline overshoot observed at the
end of the rapid cycle of base-level rise. We also investigated whether changing the
subsidence pattern could account for the absence of a strong phase shift for the slow cycle
by repeating the calculations for a passive-margin geometr. The model does not predict
a significant phase shift for this geometr either, even if the base level cycles are
superimposed on a long-term eustatic fall as was done in Pitman's calculations. The
absence of a phase shift between shoreline and base level seems to be a basic characteristic
of systems with passive submarne transport such as that in the experiment, independent
of the subsidence geometr.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF TECHNOLOGY IN BENTHIC RESEARCH AND
MONITORING; LOOKIG BACK TO SEE AHEAD

Donald C. Rhoads!, Roger Ward!, Josephine Aller, and Robert Allet

"When the only tool you own is a hammer, every
problem begins to resemble a nai"

Abraam Maslow

Developmenta Psychologist,
1908-1970

ABSTRACT

Benthic studies in the 1800's addresse zoologica and natura history investigations
requirg only diect observation of intertda zonation ("mane soiology"). Exploration of the

subtida awaite development of dredges and grab saplers at the turn of the century. Diving
observations followed in the ealy 1940's. These tools were sufficient to address both academic and
fisheries questions of the day; Identification of mane organsms and their geographic/bathymetrc
distrbutions. These trditional techniques ca be broadly classified as mechanical saplers which
are sti use today albeit in more sophisticated forms such as comparmentaze box cores, Van
Veen and McIntye quantitative grabs, and epibenthc sleds.

Classica mechanica saplers continue to be use and wil always have a role to play in
"ground trth" saplig. However, a tehnologica revolution in seoor investigations began

afer 1972 with passage of the Marne Protection, Reseach, and Sanctues Act (MRSA, Public
Law 92-532). Up to this time, benthic studies were focused on basic reseach or applied fisheries
surveys. The MPRSA widened the scope of investigations to include benthc monitoring. Agencies
such as the USEP A, USACOE, and NOAA face a significat challenge in attmpting to monitor
numerous benthc impacts using solely classica mechanica samplers. Sampling and data work-up
took too long and were too expensive. Subseuently, many remote sensing/saplig tecnologies
have been develope or proposed to facilitate efficient habitat mapping and data collection. In large
par, these technOlogies have been borrowed from the medica field (e.g. x-radiography and
ultrund imaging, immunosensors), mita R&D developments (e.g. downward-looking sonar,
side-sc sonar, lasr lie-sca imaging, multibea, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs),

manned submersibles, satellite/area photography/spetroscopy), photonics (e.g. fiber optics, planar
optrodes, laser imaging, sediment profile imaging, and digita imaging), and magnetics

(biomagnetometr).

Benthic ecology is becoming increasingly interdisciplinar, including the complex interplay
between organisms, solid phas and pore-water chemistr, nutrent fluxes, seiment trsport,

geotechnical propertes, and the fate and effects of contaminants. We have reviewed the universe
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of existing and potential sensors/saplers/techniques (and their deployment platforms), for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and Naval Reseach Laboratory. Fifty-four (54) cadidates are identified
and place into one of thee categories of maturity: 1.) Existing sensors/saplers that ca fulfill
future nees with no, or little, modfication (n= 14), 2.) Existing sensors that would require major
modifications to address future nees (n= 17), and 3.) New sensors/saplers that now exist only as
prototys or concepts (n=23). Examples of current and future applications are discusse.

i Science Applications International Corp (SAIC), 2 Marne Science Resech Center, Univ. of

New York at Stony Brook.
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POSTER SESSION

REMOTS~ UV-IMGING SPECTROl\TER

Donald Rhoadsl, Drew Carer, John Scott

Science Applications International Corp. (SAlC)
Woods Hole, MassI, Newport R.I.2 and Naragansett, R.I.3

ABSTRCT

The next generation of seiment profile imaging caeras wil include the capabilty of
relatig organsm-seiment relations to quantified gradients in geohemistr and containant
distrbutions. The SAIC prototy system shown here is fuy functional and has been deployed for
field use. The new system contans an electrcaly coled charged coupled device (CCD) caera.
Spetrly-rich light is provided by a lOOW mercury vapor lamp. Light emitted from the lamp

passes though a filter that defines the band width for excitation light (up to four bands ca be
programed). Turnng mirrors direct the light downward to the prism mirror and onto the seiment
profile. Any red-shift light that is emitted from the sediment (from P AHs, phaeopigments, humics,
etc), is reflected upward to another turng miror and the light is passe though a blockig fiter.
The blocking filter excludes the excitation wave lengths and only alows passage of the red-shift
(longer wave length) light. The red-shift light is then passed through a fiter wheel contaning 17
narow band pass emission fiters and the resulting spetr ary is imaged by the CCD caera.
Interpretation of spetr signatures is aided by placement of blanks and prepared (spiked) stadads

in cuvettes at the top of the imaging window.

Future development is planned including using half of the imaging window for planar
optrodes. These thin-fim optrodes are capable of imaging and quantifying pore water dissolved

oxygen and pH when excited with the appropriate excitation light. This work wil be done with
Dr. Robert Aler at the Marne Science Resech Center, SUNY, Stony Brook, L.I.

Results of this development promises to fulfill the nee for rapid and cost-effcient large

scae screening of sediment associate contaminants and overa benthic habitat quaty.
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INTERNAL WAVES IN MONTEREY CANYON

Leslie Rosenfeld
Oceanography Deparent, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA

Eric Kunze
School of Oceanogrphy, University of Washington, Seatte, W A

It has been known for some time, both from theory (Wunsch, 1969) and observations (Shepard,
1979), that submane canyons are sites of enhanced internal wave activity due to the focussing of
energy in this 'frequency band by the topography. Unfortnately, submanne canyons are
notoriously diffcult to make measurements in, and most of the observations are severely limted in
temporal resolution and duration. Several NSF and ONR-funded experments aimed at
charcterzing the internal wave and turbulence fields in a submanne canyon and on a continental
.slope were cared out in conjunction with each other in the Monterey Bay area durng Augut
1997. Moored (Rosenfeld), microstrctue profier (Gregg, Lien, and Miler), expendable
(Kunze), and shipboard (AD - Gregg et al. and Rosenfeld; CTD - Rosenfeld; Biosonics - Gregg,
et al.) platforms were used to make velocity, temperatue, and salinity measurements. Only the
moored velocity and temperatue data and the nearby shipboard-lowered CTD data. are discussed
here.

Previous Cl and vessel-mounted ADP measurements made at 1.5-2-h intervals in this area over
24-h periods in April and October of 1994 (petrncio et al., 1998) indicate that the vanance was
dominated by the semi diural internal tide, and showed phase and energy propagation in
remarkable agreement with linear theory, with a kinetic energy maxum in a 150-250-m band
centered 150 m above the canyon floor. Dung April, semidiural internal tidal energy was
propagating toward the canyon head along characteristics that matched the predominant slope of
the canyon floor. Durng the lattr observational perod, the semidiural internal tide appeaed to
take the form of a standing wave (Figure 1). It was note by Petrncio et al. that their velocity
measurements did not extend close enough to the bottm to confi a predicted nea-bottm phase

reversal in the along-canyon flow (Wunsch, 1968), nor to explore expected tubulence in the
bottom boundar layer.

Two self-contained RDI Acoustic Doppler Curent Profilers, one a 300 kH narowband version
(NB), and the other a 300 kH broadband Workhorse (BB) were moored 2.8 km apar on, or near,
the floor of the canyon at depths of approximately 390 and 337 m, respectively, for the perod
5 August 1997 - 9 September 1997 (Figure 2). The sampling interals were 3 min and 1.5 min,

respectively. Both were set to measure velocity in 4-m bins, with the deeest bin centered 12 m
above the bottom. Each moring also supported an Alpha Omega thermstor 4 m above the

bottom, with a l-min sampling interal. The close spacing of the instrments was primay
intended for redundancy in case one failed, but the complete records obtaned by each instrment
provides insight into the high degree of spatial vanabilty in this tortous topography. 12-h CTD
time series with 30-min resolution were made about halfway between the two moorings on 9
August and 21 August (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Phase of Mi component of isopycnal displacement for two CTD time-series stations
made over the Monterey Canyon axs in April (left) and October (right) 1994 (Petrncio et al.1998). '
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Figure 2. Relative positions of the ADCP moorings and CTD tie series stations are shown.
Depth contours relative to the measurement locations are not highly accurate due to the low
resolution of the bathymetr available at the time of the experiment.
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While analysis of these new data is just beginning, they clearly show that nonlinear effects become
increasingly large as one approaches the bottom, as evidenced by changes in the kinetic energy
spectra with depth (Figure 3). These spectra are compared to the Garett-Munk spectrum

calculated according to:

(E b2 J N (N2 _(02)((02 + f2)
E - ° OfOM - -2 N 3~ 2 2(0 (O-f

using the canonical values (Munk, 1981) for b (1.3 km), No (5.2 X 10'3 S,l), Eo (6.3 x 10'5), the
appropriate value of f for this latitude, and N(z) calculated from the two 12-h averaged density
profies. Although G-M predicts slightly lower energy levels at 12 m above bottom relative to 112
m above bottom (based on the density profie), the opposite is observed. Throughout the internal
wave band, energy levels in the lower par of the water column are elevated relative to G-M, but in
general follow a 0),2 slope, except for the peak associated with the tides and overtides.
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Figure 3. Kinetic energy spectra for the depth bins centered 12 and 112 m above the bottom at the

BB mooring, together with the Garett-Munk spectra calculated using values of N for these depths
derived from the CTD time series.
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The energy in the overtides (in addition to peaks at the diurnal and semidiurnal periods, there are
significant peaks at the terdiurnal, quarrdiurnal and sixthdiural perods) and the bottm-trapped
diurnal signal, also depend on the position of the mooring relative to the topography. Ths can be
seen in the differences in the frequency dependence of the temperatue varance (Figue 4) and
kinetic energy at the same distances above the bottm at the two closely spaced moorings.
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Figue 4. Temperatue varance spectra 4 m above the bottom at moorings BB (solid) and NB
(dashed).

K1

While these findings are not in themselves surrising, the extemely nonlinear natue of the signal
and the varation in the importance of the nonlinear terms over the duration of the measurements,
which at first inspection is not linked to the spring-neap cycle, was not expected. Bore-like surges
in velocity, with maximum spees of - 70 cm s.1 and associated temperature changes, are seen on
occasion. The shar temperatue drop aftr 06 UTe on 9 August (Figure 5) occured

simultaneously with an increase in speed from 10 to 40 cm s.1 (in a 1.5 min interal) just aftr the

current tued from downcanyon to upcanyon. Whle even durng the 24-h period including ths
event, almost 90% of the near-bottm temperatue varance can be accounted for by the sum of the
K1, M2, M3, M., and M6 tidal constituents, the very rapid temperatue drops are not well
represented (Figure 5). Using the ratio of the amplitude of the M. to the M2 constituent as a guide,
it can be seen that the degree of nonlinearty vares greatly over time (Figure 5).
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ratio of the amplitudes of the M. to Mi constituents are indicated.
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The vertcal strcture also changes significantly with tie, as seen in the isopycnal displacements

derived from the two CT time series (Figure 6). The 9 August time series, with vertical
displacements in the lower water column exceeding 110 m in 390 m depth, shows a gentle phase
progression over the lower 250 m of the water column, in the sense indicating downward energy
propagation. The 21 August series shows a 1800 phase reversal 150 to 200 m above the bottom,
indicating a second mode type strctue. Petrncio et al. (1998) speculate that the change from a
propagating to a standing wave that ocured between their two experimental perods (Figue 1)
was due to seasonal changes in the stratification modifyg the characterstic paths and hence the
reflection points; but these new data show similar kinds of changes over just 12 days. It has yet to
be determned what caused ths change in the stratification, which was paricularly significant in
the 50-250 m depth range. The complexity of the verical strctue is also seen in the deeper pars
of the canyon in the expendable curent profiler data, which show multiple curent maxa in 100-
300 m thck layers.
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Figue 6. The CJe = 26.0 and 26.5 isopycnals are shown versus time of day for the 9 August

(dashed) and 21 August (solid) CTD tie series.

Inadequate bathymetr maps can make interpretation of canyon curent records diffcult. New
high resolution data (vertcal resolution of 0.1 % of water depth and horizontal resolution of 2% of
water depth) obtained by the Monterey Bay Aquarum Reseach Institute, explains the highly
asymetrc flow measured in this experment, and also observed at other locations (Shepard,
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1979). The limted temporal resolution of most previous canyon curent records has precluded
determnation of the energy spectr over the full inteal ~ave band, and has missed the highly

nonlinear nature of events. Furermore, the lack of goo vertcal resolution and near-bottom

measurements have made the interpretation of vertcal strctu and phase propagation problematic

and where it has been possible, it was only for brief snapshots in tie. These AD data provide
early indications that the near-bottom phase reversal in along-canyon curent predicted by Wunsch
(1968) exists at least some of the time. These data should allow significant progress to be made in
addressing these issues - the results presente here being only very preliminar in natue. The
moored data discussed here wil also be integrate with expendable current, temperatue, and

dissipation profiles, as well as loosely-tethered microstrctue profies to obtain estimates of
turbulence, mixing, and dissipation.
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A unifed erosion formulation for cohesive sediments

Lawrence P. Sanford
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science, Horn Point Laboratory

Jerome P.-Y. Maa
Virginia Institute of Marine Science

Introduction - Erosion or resuspension of bottom sedients is one of the most importt
factors controlling fie sedient transport in natual water bodies. Far from lateral

sources and sins of material, and in the absence of significant biological production,
erosion is the major source for suspended parcles in the water colum. Erosion is also
one of the most studied aspects of fie sediment trsport. Researchers have employed
theoretical approaches, laboratory flume studies, in situ flume studies, and field
observations of suspended sediment varabilty to examine factors controlling the rate of
erosion. There is general agreement that bottom shear stresses exerted by waves and
curents are the dominant forces causing erosion and that site-specifc sediment
characteristics (including parcle size distrbution, paricle density, cohesiveness, water
content, and biological distubance or binding) control resistace to erosion.

Unfortately, there has been little agreement about the most appropriate mathematical

formulation( s) for an erosion rate. Some advocate the use of a power law relationship
between erosion rate and shear stress, others champion the use of an exponential form,
and many opt for a simple linear relationship. Most models ássume. that there is some
critical shear stress, 'c, below which erosion does not occur, with erosion rate increasing
as a fuction of the excess stress above this critical value. Much work has been done
identifying factors that control the critical stress. However, others have argued that a
critical stress is not necessar for practical modeling puroses. An importt distiction
can be made between cases in which .c increases with depth into the sedients and limits
the extent of erosion, and cases in which there is no change in 'c with depth. The former
case is often called Type I erosion, and the latter Type II erosion. Both exponential and
power law formulations have been used for Type I erosion, while a linear formulation is
used most frequently for Type II erosion.

All of these erosion formulations have been used successfully to model fie sedient
trsport, with controlling pareters set empircally. However, the lack of consensus on

a basic mathematical formulation for erosion betrays a lack of understadig of the
underlying physics. It also inibits intercomparson of data, since the results of studies
assuming different erosion formulations frequently are reported in terms of incompatible
parameters. The distinction between Type I and II erosion is useful, but the present lack
of compatibilty between erosion formulations appropriate to each Type is awkward and it
does not allow for a smooth transition between Types. Finally, formulations with multiple
empircal parameters (e.g., most of these formulations) require large amounts of data for
calibration and are inerently error prone when extrapolated beyond their calibrated
rage.

In this paper, we present a simple extension of the linear erosion formulation that allows it
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to be used to describe either Type I (depth-limited) or Type II (unlimited) erosion, and in
so doing allows a unified approach to the entire suite of possible erosion behaviors. This
formulation is tested by re-analyzing the data set presented by Maa Sanford, and Halka
(Mare Geology 146, 1998, 137-145), hereafter referred to as MSH. In the remainder of
the paper, we first sumare the relevant aspects ofMSH, then present the model
development and associated re-analysis of MSH' s data then compare model predictions
to this re-analyzed data.

Background - In situ erosion rate measurements in Baltimore Harbor, MD -
MSH reported the results of in situ sediment stabilty tests cared out at four sites in
Baltimore Harbor, MD durg May, 1995. Tests were conducted using the Virginia
Institute of Mare Sciences Sea Carousel, a submersible anular flume. Replicate
experients were performed at each site to determine both 'tc for incipient motion and the
relationship between erosion rate E and excess shear stress. The Sea Carousel was
lowered gently to the Harbor bottom and spun up to successively higher shear stress
levels while contiuously monitorig the suspended sediment concentration in the flume

chaneL. Charcteristics of the top 2 cm of sediment were determined from grab samples
collected durg a separte surey.

Bottom sediments were similar at all four sites, with mud (silt and clay) fractions ranging
from 0.93-0.99 and porosities (lj = the volume fractionofwater) ranging from 0.84-0.87.
Benthic biota were negligible at all sites due to sediment containation. The priar
difference between sites was the level of regular exposure to physical distubance from
wind-generated waves, curents, and shipping traffc. Thee of the sites were located
along a transect into the Harbor near the edge of the dredged shipping chanel, with the
four in a shallow embayment parally protected by a submerged sand bar. In

approximate order of increasing exposure, the sites were designated White Rocks
(protected embayment), Ft. McHenr (inermost), Anchorage 5, and Paradise
(outermost).

MSH found that the critical stress for incipient motion, 'tci, tended to increase with
increasing site exposure. The two sites with 'tci ;! 0.05 Pa were characteried by a thin,
visible layer of flocculent surace material, which was much less apparent at the other
sites with 'tci :: o. i Pa. All sites exhibited Type I erosion behavior. 'tc increased rapidly
with depth into the sediment; at each increased level of applied shear stress, all of the
sediment that could be eroded by that stress was depleted over a tyical time scale of 15

min. An equation of the form E = Eo exp ( - À t) fit the erosion data after each new shear
stress step quite well, where Eo was the initial erosion rate and À-1 was the time scale of
sediment depletion. MSH related Eo to excess shear stress using a power law formulation,
Eo = m ('tb - 'tcY, where 'tb was the applied bottom shear stess. Both m and n tended to
increase with increasing site exposure.

The results presented in MSH were valuable as an examination of differences in sediment
stabilty between sites in an urban harbor, and as an ilustrtion of the ubiquity of Type I
erosion behavior in such an environment. However, they were limited in the sense that it
was not possible to apply the information as presented for modeling sediment transport in
Baltimore Harbor, and because changes in erosion parameters with depth into the
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sedient were not derived. These limitations were stag points for the present
investigation. Our goal in this study was to derive an erosion frework that would allow
incorporation ofMSH's results into a sediment transport model, specifically allowing for
depth-dependence of erosion behavior.

Derivation of a new erosion formulation - We assume for simplicity's sake that both
Type I and Type II erosion rate can be expressed though a simple modification of the
stadard linear erosion rate foimulation:

E(m,z,t) = M(m) (tb(t) - Te(Z)) (1)

where M is the proportonality factor between erosion rate and excess shear stress. E may
depend on total eroded sediment mass m, time t, and depth of erosion z. Differences
between eq 1 and previous foimulations are that both M and Tc may var durg erosion

and that the expression is wrtten dimensionally rather than noimalizg by Tc' We fuer
assume that M(m) = Ps(l - if(m))M', where Ps is the sediment density and M' is a
constat. We thus collapse the eroded mass dependence of M into changes in porosity if.
Eq 1 then becomes:

E(m,z,t) = Ps(l - if(m))M'(Tb(t) - Te(Z)) (2)

Eq 2 is physically appealing because erosion rate is directly proportional to the sediment
concentration at the sediment-water interface multiplied by the excess erosive force.
Dividing both sides ofeq 2 by ps(i-if(m)) yields

E'(z,t) = M'(Tb(t)-Te(Z)) (3)
where E' is the erosion velocity, which no longer depends diectly on m. Differentiation
with respect to time yields

dE' ,chb dTe dz- = M(----)
dt dt dz dt

Derming a' = d't / dz, and recognizing that E' = dz / dt, allows derivation of a
governing equation for E':

(4)

dE' +M'a'E' = M,chbdt dt (5)

If we assume that a' is locally constat, then solution of eq 5 is quite strightforward.
The solution for constat Tb (the homogeneous solution) is

E' = M'(Tb-Teo)exp(-a'M't) (6)
where Tea is the critical shear stress at time 0 and we have used the fact that eq 6 must
reduce to eq 3 at time 0 to set the value of the integration constat. Converting eq 6 back
to an expression for erosion rate in terms of sediment mass is stightforward, yielding

E = M(Tb - TeJexp( -aMt) (7)

where a = dT / dm. Eq 7 should be directly comparble to data from the MSH erosion
tests, defiing time 0 as the application time of each higher shear stress. Eq 7 is
expressed in teims of m instead of Z because eroded mass is much simpler to derive from
the erosion test data.
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In fact, eq 7 is precisely the form found by MSH for each step of their erosion tests if we
set Eo = M(T:b - T:c) and ì. = aM. The difference between eq 7 and the MSH analysis
is that Eo is liearly related to excess shear stress in_ eq 7, rather than the power law
relationship found by MSH. Additional changes in Eo as erosion proceeds are attbuted

here to changes in 4l, which can be quite rapid just below the sediment surace. We
compare these predictions to re-analyzed MSH data below.

Re-analysis of the Baltimore Harbor erosion data - An unavoidable problem with the

Sea Carousel is slow leakage of suspended solids though the gaps between the drving
ring and the walls. This leakage is a fuction of both the suspended sediment
concentration in the flume and the drving rig rotation rate, and it complicates attempts
to account for the total mass of sediment eroded and/or the total depth of erosion. MSH
derived an approximate value for leakage rate for each step of the erosion tests. We re-
analyzed MSH's data to express leakage rate as a fuction of applied shear stress.
Leakage rate was linearly related to shear stress as QL (cm3 s-I) = 113.7 T:b, where T:b is

expressed in Pa (r = 0.64). Using this relationship, we corrected the time series of
eroded mass from each erosion test to add back the lost sediment, resultig in estimates of
the total eroded mass time series, m(t).

The results of this analysis were used to derive profies of T:c v. m and profies of
M (= E)(T:b - T:c)) v. m, using the values of Eo, T:c' and T:b reported by MSH. These
profies are presented in Figue 1. T:c increases approximately as mJl. M increases rapidly

at first, but then tends to level out or decrease. If we assume a decreasing exponential
form for 4l and a constat value of M' (hence an increasing exponential form for M) and
fit this form to the data by least squares nonlinear regression, we get a cure given by
M = 68.3 x 10-5 (l-exp( -0.027m)) g cm-2 s-i Pa-I; this is also shown in Figue 1.
Unfortately, the fit is not very good (r = 0.34), indicatig that additional sources of
variabilty are present. One of these is probably inter-site varabilty. Another factor may
be changing sediment composition as erosion proceeds (i.e., winowing offines). It is

quite diffcult to test these hypotheses directly, since the erosion depths were always quite
small (.c 1 cm).

A more robust test of our model is to compare values of ì. estimated by MSH to values
predicted by the modeL. This comparson is shown in Figue 2, with the model
predictions based on the data shown in Figue 1. The agreement is in fact very good,
lending credence to our formulation. More complete tests under more controlled
conditions would provide a better test, with fie-scale measurements of 4l and sediment
composition included if possible.

Conclusions - A modified linear erosion formulation allowing for eroded mass (or depth)
dependence of both the proportonality coeffcient M and the critical shear stress T:c offers
a viable alternative to present formulations. It applies to both Type I and Type II erosion,
allowing a seamless transition between the two behaviors. Assuming a locally constat T:c
depth gradient and attbuting changes in M with depth to changes in porosity 4l results in
quite reasonable agreement between the model and in situ erosion test data. A signifcant
issue that remains is to model the evolution of T:c and M following deposition.
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Tidal Resuspension of Protists in Buzards Bay;
Alterations of Community Structure and Implications

for Food-Web Dynamics

Jeff Shieta
Biology Deparent

Franin & Marshall College

Lancaster, P A 17604-3003

ABSTRACT
Near-bottom currents and light transmittance, as well as profies of protistan

concentrtions within surcial sedient and bounda-layer water, were monitored to determine

the dynamics of resuspension at thee stations in Buzards Bay, MA. Tidal resuspension was
indicated at all sites, where sediments ranged from silt to medium sand, and maximal bottom

,shear velocities were 0.82 - 2.2 cm s-l. Typically, near-bottom light transmittance fell durg
weak flow as suspended material settled toward the bed, and trsmittce increased durg strong

flow as material was mixed higher into the water column. Resuspension of protists was taon
specific, with heterotrophic nanoflagellates and certain cilates displaying cycles of resuspension
and deposition, whereas pigmented flagellates, diatoms, and other cilates showed no varations of
distrbution. Resuspension lins the sedimenta and boundar-layer communities of protists,
and the taon-specific dynamics cause periodic alteration of community strcte. These effects,
along with potential influences on feedig rates caused by bounda-layer shear, may have strong
impacts on microbial food-web dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
Several studies of resuspension in Buzds Bay have contrbuted to understading tidal

influences on nutrent cycling and organism-flow relationships (e.g., Rhoads et aI., 1975; Roman
& Tenore, 1978). Despite a substantial literature on resuspension of microalgae and bacteria,
however, little is known about the impact of resuspension on protistan communities, paricularly
the heterotrophs, and on dynamics of the microbial food web. In fact, distrbutions and
abundances of heterotrophic protists in subtidal fie sediments (other than of amoebae and foras),
and especially in near-bottom water, are largely uncharcteried. Here I address lin between the
sedimenta and bounda-layer communties resulting from tida curents and resuspension.

METHODS
Samples were collected at thee widely separted sites in Buzds Bay, MA (see Moore,

1963, for map): the Weepecket station (16 m depth, 41.31.250' N, 70. 45.700' W), the Great
Ledge station (16 m depth, 41° 31.959' N, 70. 54.171' W), and the Gifford Ledge station (14 m
depth, 41.35.250' N, 70. 42.750' W). At each site, an InterOcean Systems S4 curent meter and
a SeaTech trsmissometer were moored 1 m.a.b. Samples of surcial sediment and near-bottom
water were taken at several times thoughout the tidal cycle to determine the resuspension of
sediment and protists. Water samples from several heights within the bottom i m (as close as 0.5
cm above the bed) were pumped through a frme of intake nozzles (described in Shimeta &
Sisson, in press) using a peristaltic pump or a McLane Research Labs Remote Access Sampler.
Sediment cores were taken simultaneously by SCUBA divers and sectioned into depth intervals
for analyses of grain size and cells. All samples were preserved with 1 % glutaaldehyde and
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examined by epifluorescence or trsmitted-light microscopy. Cells were extracted from sedient

by density-grdient centrfugation (Shimeta & Sisson, in press).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Weepecket station was predominantly silt, whereas the Great Ledge and Gifford

Ledge stations were mostly sand ~ 125 ~m (Table 1), in agreement with Moore's (1963) surey of
Buzzards Bay. Initial examination of protists indicated that community strctue varied
accordingly, with small flagellates predominant at the silty station and large ciliates relatively
more abundant at the sandy stations. This correlation between grain size and community
composition is common, and it is likely related to available pore space (Patterson et aI., 1989).

Table 1. Grain-size distrbutions (% mass) at the thee sampling stations.

Size Fraction (¡.)

~50
125-249
63-124
38-62
25-37
-:25

Weepecket
3.9
2.7

13.8
16.6
11.0
52.0

Great Ledge
53.8
28.3

7.1
2.2
1.6
7.0

Giford Lede
50.8
27.1

7.7
2.5
1.5

10.4

The stations grouped differently with respect to maximal curent speed measured 1 m.a.b.
(Fig. 1). Curent strengt was similar at the Weepecket (silty) and Great Ledge (sandy) stations,
whereas it was weaker at the Gifford Ledge (sandy) station. Maximal shear velocities (u*,
calculated assuming a bottom drg coeffcient of3 x 10-3) were 2.2 cm s-1 at the Weepecket and

Great Ledge stations, and only 0.82 cm s-1 at the Gifford Ledge station.

All three stations displayed tidal periodicity in near-bottom tubidity, apparently the
result of tidal resuspension. At the Weepecket station, light transmittce at 1 m.a.b. fell toward
the end of every slack tide (Fig. 1), suggesting that a cloud of seston settled toward the bottom
durg weak flow and was mixed upwards durg tidal exchanges. At Great Ledge and Gifford
Ledge stations, resuspension only appeared to occur durg floodig tide, followed by steadily

falling light transmittance as material settled thoughout ebbing and slack low tides. Water-
colum profies of light transmittance revealed that at all thee sites the lutocline fell to deeper
depths when near-bottom transmittance was lowest (Shimeta & Sisson, in press; unpublished
data). The dynamics of near-bottom tubidity at the Great Ledge and Gifford Ledge stations were
similar to that observed in Rhoads' (1973) and Rhoads et al.'s (1975) studies of res us pension in
Buzzds Bay. In order for near-bottom light transmittance to increase durg tidal exchange,
erosion must be limited to a veneer of loose, flocculent material overlying sediment with a greater
bed shear strengt ("Type I" erosion; Amos et aI., 1992). Thus, only a fiite mass of sedient

can resuspend, and the bed is not a continuous source of material durg tidal exchange.

The differences in turbidity dynamics among stations appeared related to curents.
Bottom flow at the Weepecket station was similar in strengt durg both flooding and ebbing
tides, and it weakened at every slack tide, thus consistent with a cycle of resuspension and settlig
with every tide reversaL. At the Great Ledge station the bottom curent was stronger durg
flooding than durg ebbing tide, and at the Gifford Ledge station the curent weakened only
imediately preceding slack low tide. Accordingly, at both stations material settled thoughout
the ebbing phase and only resuspended durg the flooding phase.
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A. Weepecket station (Shimeta & Sisson, in press) ,.
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Fig. 1. Tide level (thick line), light trsmittce (thin line), and velocity along the
major axis (thick line) and minor axis (th line) of flow at thee stations in Buzzards
Bay. A. Major axis = 20.0'. B. Major axis = 58.5'. C. Major axis = 50.6'. All mior
axes = major axis - 90.0'.
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Vertical profies of cell concentrations thoughout the bottom 1 m of the water colum
and the top 10 cm of sediment at the Weepecket station revealed taon-specific resuspension of

protists (Shimeta & Sisson, in press). (Results from the Great Ledge and Gifford Ledge stations
are in prep.) Heterotrophic nanoflagellates and cilates including scuticocilates, oligotrchs, and
the hypotrichs Euplotes and Urostrongylum displayed cycles of resuspension and deposition
corresponding to the tides. Typically, durg tidal exchange cell concentrations were reduced in
the top 2 in of sediment and elevated in the bottom 1 m of the water colum, compared to slack
tide. Concentrtions were elevated by as much as 4.6X near the bottom durg strong flow, and
some taxa, such as Euplotes, were found in the water column only durg tidal exchange.
Calculated maximal fluxes of cells across the sediment-water interface were of order 109 m-2 for
nanoflagellates and 105 - 106 m-2 for cilates (Table 2). In contrast, pigmented nanoflagellates,

pennate diatoms, other ciliates showed no evidence of resuspension. The taxon specificity of
responses to near-bottom flow may be due to behavioral adaptations or degree of association with
paricles.

Table 2. Maximal fluxes (cells m-2) of protists across the sediment-water interface at the
Weepecket station (Shimeta & Sisson, in press).

Heterotrophic
Nanoflagellates

1.7 x 109

Scuticocilates
1.4 x 106

Oligotrchs
2.9x 105

Euplotes
1. x 105

Urostronf?lum
9.3 x 105

Resuspension of protists creates linages between the sedimentar and water-column
microbial communities that may be controlled to a large extent by flow in the benthic boundar
layer. The taxon specificity of resuspension causes periodic alterations of community strctue.
Within the cilate community in the bottom 1 m of the water colum, tidal exchange altered the
relative abundances of oligotrchs and titinids, as well as adding a significant fraction of
scuticocilates to the community (Fig. 2). Furhermore, Euplotes was present in the water colum
only during tidal exchange. Within the top 2 mm of sediment, the relative abundances of
oligotrchs, scuticocilates, Urostrongylum, and Stichotricha also vared greatly durg the tidal

cycle, with oligotrchs and Stichotricha being present in the sediment only at slack tide.

Resuspension and alterations of community strctue may impact food-web interactions.
As cells move between the sedimentar and water-colum habitats they are exposed to differig
tyes and amounts of food resources and predators, and alterations of community strctue within
fuctional groups (Fig. 2) changes the balance of competitors.

Bottom flow may also impact feeding rates directly by controlling the delivery of food
paricles to cells via microscale shear (Shimeta & Jumars, 1991; Shimeta et aI., 1995). Cells
feeding at the sediment-water interface experience strong laminar shear in the viscous sublayer,
with a shear rate of G = u*2/v (v = kinematic viscosity; Caldwell & Chrss, 1979). In the log
layer, where the dissipation rate of tubulent kinetic energy is £ = u*3/0.41z (z = height; Tennekes
& Lumley, 1972), suspended cells experience a shear rate ofG = 0.365(e1v)1I2 (Lazier & Man,
1989). By these scaling equations, maximal G in the viscous sublayer was 67 - 480 s.l at our
thee stations, and maximal G in the bottom 1 m of the boundar layer was 0.40 - 19 s-l . For
comparson, Shimeta et aI. (1995) found that shear rates of only 0.1 - 10 s-l were required to
significantly enhance or suppress feeding rates of protozoans by as much as a factor of seven.
Therefore, at all three of these stations, the strength of near-bottom flow and the
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resuspensionldeposition of cells into regions of differig flow charctenstics may strongly influence
protozoan feeding rates and microbial food-web dynamics.
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Plugs and plumes

Dr. John Sleath
Deparment of Engineering, University of Cambridge, Cambridge U.K.

1. Plumes
Many investigators (see, for example, Hanes, 1990) have described site observations of isolated
plumes of sediment in suspension. Possible generation mechanisms for these isolated suspension
events include vortex shedding from bed fonns, surace wave breaking and shear instabilities of the
oscillatory boundary layer. The aim of the present paper is to put forward the suggestion that some
of these suspension events are caused by spatially-limited plug fonnation of the sediment on the
bed.

2. Plugs
We start by explaining what is meant by spatially-limited plug fonnation. Recent observations of
velocity profies within mobile beds of sediment in oscilatory flow show that sediment may be
entrained in two different ways. Firstly, entrainent may be layer by layer as the flow speeds up
after flow reversal, followed by progressive re-sedimentation as the flow decelerates at the end of
the half cycle. This situation is ilustrated by the measurements of Zala Flores and Sleath (1998) ,
(referred to as ZFS) which are shown in Fig. 1. In this Figure y is distace measured vertically up
from the initial bed level, t is time and (j is angular frequency.

'.0

Velocity
(m/s)

-1.0
90. 180. 270. 360.

wt

Fig. 1. Example of velocity records at various heights within a bed of sand. (ZFS Test no. S8)
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Secondly, under certain circumstances, the sediment settles on the bed at the end of the half cycle
but then starts to move as a single block when the flow reverses. This situation is illustrated in Fig.
2.

0.4

Velocity
(m/s)

o

-0.2

-0.4
90- 180. 27d 360.

wt

Fig. 2. Velocity records at various heights within a bed of sediment (ZFS Test no.
A4)

The measurements of ZFS were made in an oscilatory water tuel. In this sitution the wave

lengt is effectively infinite. Real surace waves are of finite lengt. If a plug of sediment forms on
site it will be spatially-limited, i.e. offinite lengt in the direction of wave propagation.

3. How likely is plug formation on site?
Madsen (1974) derived a condition for movement of sediment as a solid block in oscilatory flow.
The limiting condition may be written

I 1 ~I=c* taø (1)(Ps-p)g ôx

where C. is the limiting concentration of sediment in a stationar bed, ø is the angle of internal
friction, p is pressure, x is distance in the direction of wave propagation, p sand p are sediment
and fluid density, respectively, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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The analysis of Madsen (1974) does not account for the shear stress exerted by the flow on the
surace of the bed. If the surace shear stress at the moment at which the sediment begins to move
is in the same direction as the pressure gradient the bed wil erode layer by layer from the top
down. Thus, for plug formation to occur the shear stress on the surace must be in the opposite
direction to the pressure gradient at the moment of initial motion. This is confied by analysis of
ZFS's measurements. It is clear from an examination of the balance of forces acting on a segment
of bed that the shear stress on the surace of the bed becomes less importt, compared with the
force due to the pressure gradient, as distance below the surface increases. It follows that for waves
of infinite length the bed wil always be less stable at large depths than at small depths if the shear
stress is in the opposite direction to the pressure gradient. Thus, in ZFS's oscilatory water tuel
tests, for which wave length may be treated as infinite, the moving plug should always have
extended to the bottom of the tuel. In fact, the thickness of the moving plug was usually much
smaller than this. The explanation appears to be that the vertical pressure gradient induced when
the plug of sediment stars to move is importt. Grains of sediment which are initially at rest in
hollows between other grain force the plug upwards when sliding stas and ths causes a

downward flow of fluid through the plug. Taking account of the vertical pressure gradient induced
by the downward flow, assuming Darcy's law to apply and making use of the Kozeny-Canan
equation for permeability (Canan, 1937), the limiting condition for plug formation becomes

I 1 cPl C ø (1 180v C*a p )
~ *tan +

(Ps-p)g òx (l-C*)3 gD (Ps - p)t*
where D is median grain diameter, aD is the distance the plug is forced upwards in time t., and v
is kinematic viscosity. This expression is for beds of infiite depth. The limiting value of pressure
gradient is higher for beds of finite depth because of the need to allow for the shear stress exerted
on the bed by the flow above.

(2)

By way of example, consider waves of period T=12.5s, sand of median diameter D=O.lmm,
C. =0.64 and ø =29°. If, in addition, we assume a=O.l3, as for close packed spheres, and tae
t*=TI40, Eq (2) reduces to

I 1 cPl ~ 0.60 (3)(Ps-p)g òx

For loose sand the value of a would be close to zero. In that case Eq (2) would give

I 1 cPl ~ 0.35 (4)(Ps-p)g òx

For natually occuring waves the value of l/(Ps-p)gcPIIJ does not exceed about 0.4.

Consequently, it is clear from Eqns (3) and (4) that plugs wil only form under these conditions if
the sand is loose (a~O). This was confined by ZFS's measurements which showed that plugs

formed down to the depth at which sand had been distubed during the preceding half-cycle.

This finding, that plugs are more likely to form in loose sand than in compacted sand, may explain
why isolated suspension events are associated with groups of waves rather than individual very
large waves: the leading waves in a group may be expected to loosen the bed whereas an isolated
large wave following relatively small waves would be faced with a fully-compacted bed.
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4. The effect of finite wave length
As pointed out earlier, the experiments of ZFS and Dick and Sleath (1991) and the quoted limits
are for waves of infinite lengt. One effect of finite wave length, as shown by Madsen (1974), is to
reduce the thickness of the mobile layer. Another important effect is that when the wave lengt is
finite the sediment may be moving at one position on the bed and stationar, or even moving in the
opposite direction, at another. In the case of a steep-fronted wave the transition from a situation in
which the bed is stationar to one where sediment is in motion to a significant depth may be quite
rapid.

In order to investigate this situation, we consider a step change in pressure gradient caused by a
propagating wave. We assume that the pressure gradient ahead of this step is too low to cause the
sediment to move. The sediment behid the step is mobile to a depth c5 below the level of the
undisturbed bed ahead of the step. We take the average velocity in the moving sediment to be u
and the speed of the surface wave to be c. The situation is ilustrated in Fig. 3

..
c

Î ..
veI=u

vel=O ¡ 0.

I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ T

Fig 3. Definition sketch for segment of bed

We define

h = ~ l'C £Ò
C. 0

where C is the concentration at any height y. From continuity

(5)

cc5=(c-u)h (6)
Thus, if c;";"u, h-c5~!c5 n)

c
Adopting typical values for the 50-year wave condition for the Southern Nort Sea we findh - c5 ~ 6 cm. (8)
In this calculation it has been assumed that the depth c5 to which sand has been suffciently
loosened for plug formation to occur is 0.36m. Larger values than this are usually adopted for the
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depth of distubance in the sur zone. If 0 were larger than 0.36m the value of h- 0 would be
larger. Also, since h and 0 are defined in terms of the limiting concentration C. the actual height
to which sediment would be thown up at the leading edge of the plug would be greater than the
value given by Eq (8).

The situation shown in Fig. 3 is that at the leading edge of a wave. At the trailing edge the sediment
could be moving in the opposite direction. A similar analysis leads to the conclusion that in this
situation there would be a drop in bed level and, thus, no plume of sediment thown up.

5. Conclusions
(l) The movement of sediment as a plug at the leading edge of a large wave causes a plume of
sediment to be thrown up from the bed.
(2) Pressure gradients for natually-occuring waves are not usually large enough for plug
formation in sand which has not already been loosened. Consequently, plug formation is more
likely to be observed with a group of waves, where the leading waves serve to loosen the sand, than
with an isolated large wave.
(3) As pointed out by Bowen (1998), we would expect the plume produced by a group of waves to
be intermittent. As the largest wave in a group decreases in size the plume disappears only to re-
appear when the following wave has increased to a suffcient size.
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Abstrct
Like many benthic taa, the soft-shell clam, Mya arenaria, is patchily distrbuted in nature. Near
Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, Polydora ligni, Pygospio elegans, Gemma gemma, Hydrobia sp.
and juvenile M arenaria are very abundat at a sheltered site and virally absent from an
exposed site -300 m away with similar sedient grain size composion. To evaluate whether

laral settlement plays a role in establishing M arenaria patterns, laboratory flume experients
were conducted with competent M arenaria larae. Natual cores from the sheltered and exposed
sites with resident infauna intact, as well as cores from the same sites that had been defaunated by
freezing, were inserted flush with the flume bottom. Highest settlement was observed in faunated
cores from the sheltered site where M arenaria are more abundant. Significantly lower settlement
was observed in other treatments, including defaunated cores from the sheltered site. For
corresponding treatments, settlement in sediment from the exposed site was less than that at the
sheltered site. Of the abundat taa in intact flume cores, only Gemma gemma densities were a
significant predictor of M arenaria settlement. These results suggest that M arenaria laral
settlement is greater in the presence of living Gemma gemma, though some selective capacity
remains even where G. gemma are absent. We hypothesise that the sediment modification activity
of G. gemma in relation to microbial filming may be the mechanism that determines suitabilty for
settling M arenaria larae. A previously reported absence of M arenaria spat at the sheltered site
durg intense field sampling by Emerson & Grat (1991) may be explained by anual varabilty

in supply, or the observation that guts of some polychaetes in faunated cores were filled with M
arenaria larae. If the latter is tre, then selectivity may not help M arenaria in this environment
and soft-shell clam distrbutions at this site may be set primarly by post-settlement processes
rather than at settlement.

Introduction

One of the mast fudamental questions in benthic ecology is how pattern is maintained in
benthic communities and the importce that laral settlement may play (Ólafsson et al. 1994;
Snelgrove & Butman 1994). The soft-shell clam, Mya arenaria, occurs thoughout shallow
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nortern boreal waters in
muddy-sand areas and can often
be patchy on multiple scales
(e.g. Günther 1992). In Eastern
Passage, Nova Scotia (Fig. I),
population dynamics of M
arenaria differ markedly
between a sheltered and an
exposed intertdal site located
only hundreds of meters apar.

Prior work indicates that
despite the differences in wave
exposure, the bulk grain size
(-250 Ilm) and silt-clay content
(-0.5%) of sediments are
similar, although an organic

mineral aggregate fluff layer is
observed only at the sheltered
site along with a reduced carbon:nitrogen ratio suggestive of more abundant micro algae (Grat &
Emerson 1994). Several species occur at both sites (Emerson & Grant 1991), however, Gemma
gemma, Hydrobia sp., and Arenicola marina occur only at the sheltered site and Spisula sp. occurs
only at the exposed site (Emerson & Grant 1991). One other marked difference between the sites
is that M arenaria spat densities and transport were also found to be substatially higher at the
exposed site seasonally (Emerson & Grant 1991).

631' 63
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The goal of the present study was to use laboratory flume simulations to determine how
differences in sediment composition and natual infaunal communities may influence habitat
selection by settling M arenaria larae and thus contrbute to M arenaria population dynamics.
To accomplish this goal we have expanded upon earlier flume studies that deliberately utilsed
simplified sediments (e.g. Butman et aL. 1988) to test specific hypotheses on laral settlement. We
have brought natual sediments with intact faunal communities into a flume to test whether fauna
in sediments impacts laral settlement.

Methods

The study site was Eastern Passage, which is located in outer Halifax Harbour, Nova
Scotia (Fig. I). The Sheltered Site and Exposed Site that are the focus of this study are located

approximately 300 m apar. Sediment grain size and organic content were similar but Sheltered
sediment was fluffer with a slightly rougher, biogenically formed strctue. In order to evaluate

the fauna at the two sites, 4 replicate cores from each site were collected on July 19, 1996. Similar
cores were collected on the two other dates when corresponding flume experients were
conducted but these cores were only spot checked to ensure they were not fudamentally different
from the July 19 cores. Faunal cores served an additional fuction beyond evaluating the ambient
fauna in that they ensured that any natual Mya arenaria settlement event would not confound the
flume results described below.
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The potential role that
laral habitat selection may play in

determining Mya arenaria patterns
was tested in the flume at Dalhousie
University (Fig. 2). Larae were
obtained by conditioning adults at
17°C and then spawning them by

waring seawater to 22°C. Larae
were kept in aerated containers and
fed daily a mixtue of Isochrysis

galbana, Thalassiosira pseudonana
and/or Chaetoceros muelleri. When
pediveligers were observed in the
cultue, larae were deemed to be

physiologically competent to settle
and a flume experient was
initiated. The first step in a given
experient was to collect fresh faunal cores from the two sites in Eastern Passage and transport
them to a seawater table at Dalhousie where they would be maintained in filtered, ruing
seawater for the several days it took to
complete a series of experients. The
experimental conditions for the flume

experients are given in Table 1.

Flume Test Secn

Figure 2 - Scematic reresentaon of Dalhousie flume lest seon as it was
confgured for lail exerments. The flume was 7.32 m long and 50 em wide.

37 -e diameter retum pipe (not show) provides retum flow frm beneath the
flume and a low spe impeller wiin the pipe drives the flow. Core were insered
fr the underside of the flume as show prior to filling the flume 10 10 em depth
and sellng the flow to achieve a shear veocty of 0.7 ans and then adding larae.

Table 1 . Conditons During Exrimen

Batch Expl Lengt Larval Core Temp. Temp.
Run (h) Age (d) Age (d) Start (OC) Finish rC)

1 A 12 11 18 16.2 17.4
B 12 12 34 16.8 17.6
C 12 12.5 48 17.0 18.0
0 12 13 62 17.6 18.1

2 A 12 11 12 17.9 19.2
B 12 11.5 26 18.6 19.4
C 12 12 40 18.9 19.8
0 12 12.5 56 19.0 19.8

3 A 12 10.5 2 18.2 19.0
B 12 11 17 18.6 19.3
C 12 11.5 30 18.7 19.5
0 12 12.5 48 18.9 19.5

Cores (4.36cm diameter) were
inserted though the flume bottom so
that the edge of the core itself and the
sediment it contained were flush with
the flume bottom. Treatments consisted

of fresh cores from each site containing
intact natual fauna, and cores from each
site that had been defaunated by

freezing. One core of each treatment tye was inserted to produce a 1 x 4 aray (Fig. 2) that was

oriented perpendicular to the flow direction. The flume was filled to 10-cm depth and flow set at a
shear velocity of - 0.7 cmls (representative of the natul environment) prior to adding 40,000
larae per ru. For each batch (=spawning) there were four sequential 12 hour rus with the 4

replicates of each treatment aranged in a Lati squar~s design. This methodology was repeated
for thee separate batches. At the end of each experienta ru, the flume was drined and the
sediments in each core removed and preserved in 10% formalin. Within days, samples were
transferred to 80% ethanol with Rose Bengal and numbers of Mya arenaria larae and all infaunal
taa were enumerated. A 106-iim sieve was always used for sample processing to ensure that
recently settled M arenaria would not be missed.

Results

Faunal cores collected from the two sites supported Emerson & Grat's (1991) fiding of
different faunal densities at the Exposed and Sheltered sites. Although a number of species were
present at both sites, densities of all taa were greatly reduced at the Exposed site compared to the
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Sheltered site (Fig. 3). Among the
taa that were more abundant at

the Sheltered Site was Mya
arenaria, the focus of this study.

Other abundant taa included
polychaetes (Polydora ligni,
Pygospio elegans), molluscs

(Gemma gemma, Hydrobia sp.)
and oligochaete anelids. As was
noted by Grant & Emerson (1994),
the textue of the sediment differed
markedly between the two sites. 0 g. ~ .ig ci ig
The sediment, collected from the .~i ~ ~ i ji
Sheltered site had a much fluffer ~:: II ~ ~~ E ~ ~ ~appearance with fine material ~ ß'¡gconcentrated at the sediment-water ~

it . i d Figur 3 - Denits of th most common taxa at th Shelter and Exped Siles,inte ace. The matena appeare Bar detes mean an lins dete 1 sa. Note dierence in scle used to allow
to be parly biological in strctue compaso ben siles,

with biofilming and rine strctue associated with polychaete tubes. By contrast, the Exposed site

sediment looked very sandy, with little strctue and no obvious rine materiaL.

Flume experients yielded relatively consistent results, with significantly higher Mya
arenaria settlement in Sheltered Infauna cores than in all other treatments (Fig. 4). Settlement in
Exposed No Fauna cores was significantly lower than in all treatments except Exposed Infauna
cores. Thus, settlement was significantly
higher in Sheltered Site cores for

corresponding treatments. Similar
patterns were observed in analysing the
thee sets of experients (batches)

separately, except that for two of the thee
batches, the Exposed Infauna and
Exposed No Infauna cores were not
significantly different from one another or
from Sheltered No Fauna cores. In tenns
of temporal changes during a given series
of experients, peak settlement occured

durig the second of the four
experimental rus for all thee batches,

but selectivity seemed to remain
consistent in that settlement was always
highest in Sheltered Infauna cores

regardless of laral or core age.
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In order to test whether any th wer not signicaUy difre as determine by a Tukey's mulple

infaunal taa might have a positive or compaons test

negative impact on laral settlement rates, we employed regression analyses to evaluate whether

any of the abundant infaunal taa in the cores that were placed in the flume were significant
predictors of the amount of Mya arenaria settlement that occured in those cores. Of the abundant
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taa shown in Figure 2, only Gemma gemma was a significant (i- = 0.32, n=12, p=0.03) predictor
of M arenaria settlement (Fig. 5).

These experiments clearly
demonstrte that settling Mya arenaria
larae are capable of habitat selection in
realistic flows. The specific attbute of
sediment that may increase or decrease
laral response is unclear from these

experiments, but we hypothesise that it
may relate to biofilming of sediments.
Because settlement was highest in both
sheltered site treatments, there is some
aspect of Sheltered site sediment that is
more attactive to settling M arenaria
larae than Exposed site sedient.
Clearly, much of whatever made the
Sheltered site sediment attactive was
lost in freezing/defaunation, given that settlement in No Infauna Sheltered cores was significantly
lower than in Sheltered cores with inauna present. One explanation for this result is that some
infaunal taon had a positive (faciltation) or negative (inibition) impact on M arenaria
settlement, but of all of the common species, only Gemma gemma was a significant predictor of
M arenaria settlement. Why G. gemma presence might increase M arenaia settlement is
unclear. Given the small size of G. gemma siphons it is unlikely that their siphoning activity
enhanced laral flux to the bed. We hypothesize that G. gemma pumping enhances biofilming,

which in tu enhances M arenaria settlement. When Sheltered site sediments were frozen, this
eliminated G. gemma and also destroyed much of the natul biofilm. This explanation of an
indirect linage between the two species would also explain the weakess of the relationship.

Discussion
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Figur 5 - The effect of Gemma gemma densities on settement of
Mya arenaia larv. Only She~er Infuna cores were included in
this analysis because G. gemma was efecvely absent from other
tratments.

An obvious question with these results is whether the differences in Mya arenaria
settlement are the result of active or passive processes. We believe that the latter is unlikely. It is
tre that biogenic modification of sediments in the Sheltered site sediments gave them a rougher
texture, but these roughness elements were stil much smaller than natual varabilty in core
topography. In short, we believe that larger-scale varabilty in the topography of natual cores
from both sites would have swamped any of the fine-scale roughness associated with the Sheltered
site core bioroughess. A second possibilty is that increased stickiness in Sheltered site cores
might have enhanced laral retention. We believe this explanation to be unlikely because
sediments would likely have retained some of their stickiness though freezing, but this
explanation canot be completely ruled out. Ahn et aL. (1993) observed enhanced settlement of

Mercenaria mercenaria larae in the presence of Gemma gemma but fine-scale observations
allowed them to rule out passive entrpment as an explanation.

It is tempting to conclude that these flume experients provide clear evidence that

habitat selection plays a major role in determining Mya arenaria patterns at Eastern Passage, but a
more complex explanation is likely more appropnate. Emerson & Grant (1991) noted a complete
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absence of M arenaria spat at the Sheltered site in their study and very high abundances at the
Exposed site during the falL. They concluded that post-settlement transport plays a major role in
M arenaria population dynamics. Reconciling their results with ours is not easy, but there are
several reasonable explanations. First, broad-scale spat supply may have differed during the year
of their study so that larae never had the opportity to "choose" Sheltered site sediments; habitat
selection may play a greater role in some years relative to others. It is also possible that post-
settlement predation may playa role, given that infauna are much more abundant at the Sheltered
site and we noticed that some of the spionid polychaetes had guts that were full of M arenaria
larae. Given the obvious capacity for habitat selection shown in our flume experiments, it is
likely that both pre- and post-settlement processes play key roles in the population dynamics of M
arenaria at Eastern Passage and that the relative importce of each may var over time.
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Over the past several decades, extensive observations of the sedimentology of continental
shelves have provided considerable insights on sediment dispersal mechanisms, transport
pathways, and depositional patterns. Two fundamentally different modes of sediment movement
have been observed on continental shelves which can be described asflow (or "stomi")
dominated and gravity dominated. Flow dominated refers to grain movement forced by fluid
turbulence which manifests itself as bedload and suspended load moving in response to waves,
tides, and currents. Critical observations for flow dominated transport include time series of
suspended sediment concentration profies and associated velocity and pressure designed to
elucidate boundar shear stress resulting from wave-current interactions, to identify net flow
directions, and to compute sediment flux on varing time and spatial scales. Gravity dominated
refers to extremely high concentrations of fine sediment maintained in nearbed suspensions on
the continental shelf and manifested as fluid mud. Fluid mud layers can result from rivers with
high suspended sediment loads that produce negatively buoyant underfows or are formed by
some trapping mechanism (e.g., frontal zones). They are isolated from the overlying flows by
shar lutoclines resulting from sediment induced stratification, do not sustan high levels of
turbulence, and tend to move in the across-shelf direction under the influence of gravity. Fluid
mud layers significantly reduce fluid drag over the seabed and thus can influence tidal
propagation and dissipation on continental shelves.

Past studies have suggested that these two sediment transport modes tend to be associated
with distinctly different shelf types. For example, continental shelves exhibiting flow dominated
transport include all shelves except "muddy coasts", typically adjacent to small to moderate sized
rivers (e.g., shelves off Washington; Palos Verdes and the Russian River, California; south coast
of Australia; Great Britain; France). Fluid mud processes and gravity dominated transport are
associated with shelves dominated by large sediment discharge from major rivers. Examples
include the Gulf of Bohai off the Yellow River and the Brazilian shelf north of the Amazon
River.

Recent advances in marne instrmentation and sampling experience derived from prior
shelf studies have expanded the normal suite of observations cared out on continental shelves.
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Examples include observations of flow velocity through the water column (ADCP),
measurements of extremely high suspended sediment concentrations (OBS) and bed elevation
changes (sonic altimeter), and profies of the water column with multiple sensors from the sea
sunace directly to the seabed (e.g., sediment profier). Results using these new methods in New
Guinea, the Gulf of Mexico, and northern California suggest that our interpretation of shelf
processes and resulting sediment transport have been too restrctive. Flow dominated and gravity
dominated transport modes may not be limited to paricular shelf types. In fact, moderate sized
river~ have been shown to split into both hypopycnal and hyperpycnal (e.g., fluid mud) plumes
and fluid muds have been documented on narow, energetic shelves, receiving episodic discharge
from a small river. These findings suggest that our past observations have been too limited in
scope. Furthermore, these recent developments have broad implications regarding our
observational methods and concepts of transport and deposition of shelf sediments, our ability to
track materials entering the sea from terrestral sources, and the complement of physics-based
equations used to model shelf sediment transport.
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Effect of Sediment Organic Content on Settement and Growth of
Capitella sp. I
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The relave importce of laal settement vs. post-settement procse on the stcte
of bethc communties is a contetious topic in bethc ocogrphy. At lea
concetuy, it ca be ar th settement dends on fewer faors (e.g., bounda

layer flow st, la behavior) th po-settement procses (e.g., foo litaon,

competition, pron, physica dice). Both however, have proven dicut to

evuate in the field, which ba doubesly fueled the dete abut thei relative
importce.

The polychate worm Capitella sp. I ha ben the subjec of sever prous
stdies on laal settement behavior, genetics and poulation dycs. Studies at the

indidu level show tht growt and repodcton ree high levels of seent
orgac mattr, consstent with the fac tht lage potions are only found in

envnments wi high concentrtions of orgac maer. Prous stdies on laral
settement show th lar, when gien a choice between seents with very low an

high orgac content, selecely sete in seent with high orgc content (B
and Grae 1992, Grle et al. 1992, Snelgrove et al. 1993). Selece settement taes
place both in st water and at modmte flow sp. The low seent orgac levels
us in these exprients fa well below the minimal levels nee to supprt post-

seement grwt however, rasig the queston of wheter la selecty ba
importce in the field Accrdigly, a series of exprients in st water an at
modra flows were conducted in ord to inesgae th efec of varle seent
orgac mattr contet on seemen and growt of Capitella sp. I laae.

Seent trtment were set up by mi diere prrtons of su
seent collec from the inda zone of a Sparna altemifora mah on Delawa
Bay (sieve to ..1 mm) with the sae seen afr it ha be hea to 375°C for 24 h.
The heatig trent oxidied al orgc mattr. Thus the only diernces in orgac

ma among trents were qutave, not qutave, as the sae ty of orgc
ma wa always present. Sponteously hatched Capitella sp. I lar were collec
from cutu orgig frm Dr. 1. P. Grale. In the :f sees of st-wa
exprien, si seents were preed ragig from 0.02 to 4.4 mg protein (g
seenr1. A sm pie (2 em dieter) of eah seen wa pla around the

peeter of a dish Th larae wer ad one at a tie to the cer of the dish, and
each wa obsrved unti it ha seed into a pie. The exprint wa replica fie
ties. No laae seed in the lowes orgac seent, whie there was no signca
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dierence in the numbers settg ino the other fie seents (Fig. 1, P = 0.323, one-
way ANOV A).
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Figure 1. Number of Capitella sp. I laae selecg seen with dierent
protein concentrtions unr st wate condition. Sedent protein mea
with the method of Mayer et al. (1995). Bar ar mea plus 1 SD.

We have prviously found tht the concentrtion of bioavaiable protein in
seent provide a bett indicaor of nutrtiona value to det feers th the
concentron of tota orgac can or tota nitrogen (Taghon et al 1990). Juvenie and
adut Capitella sp. I re a seen protein concenton greaer th 1-2 mg protein
g-i in order to grow (Homg 1998). To determe whether newly setted lae ha a

simar reqement and also to exae settement rae, an exprient was conduct in
which lae were gien no choice of seent in which to sette. Five newly hatched
larae were ad to bottes contag each of the seents us in the fi
exprient. Eah trtment was replicated 20 ties. Each botte wa cens
imedately afer the larae were ad then every 5 mi for the next 0.5 h, then day
un al larae had setted In addtion. every 5 d for 3 weeks, the lengt of worm from
five bottes from ea treatment were meaed Setement rae (Fig. 2) wa sigocatly
afeced by seent prtein content (p": 0.00001, ANOVA), and wa lower in the 1.0

mg protein g-i treatment th in al seents with greaer protein contents (Tukey HSD

compason of mea). The majority of lae in al treatments setted with the fi 0.5
h.
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Growt of larae was stongly afeced by seent protein content (Fig. 3). A
one-way ANOV A of the lengt data on d 21 reted in a highy signcat treatment

efec (p .c 0.00001), and Tukey HSD multiple compason of mea showed tht al
treatments were signcay dierent from each other except for the two highes protein
levels. Growt only took place when larae setted into seent with ;: 2 mg protein g-I,
simar to our prevous res.

The resuts of these st water exprients indicate th whie Capitella sp. I
laae demonse selecvity whie seg, the selecvity is best descbe as an "al or
none" respns. Laae do not sette in protein-fr seent, but do not discrie

among seents with widely varg concentrons of protein even when the seent
is incale of surtg growt of the worm. Th, the imce of post-settement
procsses, notaly foo avaiabilty, is implicate as being .of gr importce for ths
spes. As ared by Butm an Gre (1992), however, settement must be
evaluate unde reastic flow conditions as hydrodc condtion ca makey
inuence la settement Accordgly, an expent wa pedormed to invesga
subste choice in flowig water. The flow exprient were conducted in a counte-

rotag anul flume (reer to htt://mae.rutgersedflumesflumes.ht for detas).

The flume bottom was covere with a l-e-thck layer of medum gred orgac-fr
sa Five seent trents were employed eah relicated 15 ties: the sae
orgac fr sad us to cover the flume bottom, and four mud trents of varg

protein concetion, pr as in the st-water expent. Seen wa pl
into show 4.7-cm dieter dishes, which were then ined flus with the sad ba

on the centelie of the flume. Treents were in radom order with 10 cm-sepation
between adjacet dishes. Seawater (l-ii-fitered 300/00 15°C) wa ad and flow set
to achieve au. of 0.29 em S-I. At the st of the exprient, ::390 Capitella sp. I laae
(.c 48 h old) were ad as the flume ma one rotaon pa a fied poition. Afer 2 h,
the flume wa stopp eah di wa tighy capp before reova an the contets
were wahed into bottes with 70010 ethol contg Rose Benga Sales were sort
with a stremicr. Rests for the four mud expen ar prte her (Fig.
4). A one-way ANOVA shows a highy signcat trent effec (p .c 0.00001), and
Tuky HSD compn of the mea showed tht al wer signcay dierent (p .c
0.05).

Rests of the flow exprient ar not stcty compale to the st wa
exprient for at lea two reans. Fir dierent batches of lare were us Send,
the seent protein concenttions dier slghy., Noneteless, the rets indicate th
the abilty of the larae to selec among seents was improved by moderate flows. In
the st water exprients laae setted ino seents incapale of supprtg thei
sueqent growt (i.e., seent with less th 1-2 mg protein g-I) as reay as ino

seent with high foo concentrtion. In flow, seement wa signca lower ino
low-orgac seent. Prevous exprients with ths spes also gie some evdence

th selecon aga seent with indete (for growt) foo concentrons is
improved in modrae flows (Butm & Grasle 1992, Grasle et al. 1992).
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Figure 4. Settement of Capitella sp. I in seents with dierent protein

concentratons, under flow (u- = 0.29 em -1). Position refers to placement of
each treatment around the centerlie of the anulus.

Furer exprients are needed to reconcile these appently dispte results. If
spcies such as Capitella sp. I show signcan settement into seents tht may not
support the subsequent suval of the anls, then the role of post -settlement processes
in deteg populaton dymics taes on greater importce. If laral behavior is
modied by flow, speifcay, if the abilty to sette in sutale habitas is actuy
enhance by flow, then benthc ocnogrphers wi nee to acqe a much greater
knowledge of benthc bounda layer conditions.
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Introduction
Bil Grant made seminal còntributions to our understanding of the dynamics of
continental shelf benthic boundary layers, paricularly with respect to the role

of surface waves in resuspending sediment, and in enhancing the mean stress via
nonlinear wave-urent interaction. His work drew attention to the necessity of
knowing the relative direction between the waves and current in addition to the
amplitude of the near-bed wave velocity.

Unfortunately, even today the technology for mëasuring waves and current profies
has remained distinct, typically requiring the experimenter to deploy diferent
instruments. For example, in relatively shallow water (less than 10-20 meters)
pressure gage/current meter triplets ('PUV gageS') are routinely used to measure
the near-bed wave intensity and direction, whereas in deeper water surface buoys
are required (these are mostly of the 'pitch-roll-heave' or accelerometer type). Near-
bed wave velocities are then inferred from linear theory. Neither of these approaches
gives information on the current profie, knowledge of which is important both for
the purpose of establishing the near-bed shear, and the direction of the advection
at various depths.

* Work performed while employed by RD Instruments Inc.
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Technique and Results
This contribution describes some of the results of our investigation into the
possibilty of estimating both wave height and direction as a function of frequency
from a conventional bottom-mounted, upward-looking Acoustic Doppler Current
Profier (ADCP).

ADCPs difer from conventional wave sensors in several ways. Unlike 'single point'
PUV triplets or buoys, they provide an array measurement, and a bottom-mounted
instrument can measure from the near-bed to the near-surface. Close to the surface
a variety of spatial lags are available for estimating wave direction (i. e. long lags
between opposing beams, and short lags between bins along individual beams).
However, since the beam separation is small close to the bed, wave orbital velocities
(associated with the long waves) can be recovered in the same way as currents, so
that the ADCP operates there much like a point sensor (Herbers et aL., 1991). It is
also possible in many instances to follow the motion of the surface in the wave band
using the interpolated backcatter intensity (Visbeck and Fischer, 1995). Hence

a redundant estimate of height and direction is often possible over the energetic
portion of the wave spectrum. Finally, bottom-mounted ADCPs avoid many of the
hazards to which surface buoys are exposed. Furthermore, it is possible to bury
most of an ADCP, permitting its use in shipping channels.

We have investigated the performance in the field of the standard four-beam "Janus"
configuration, as well as a novel 3+1 arrangement consisting of a vertical plus three
slant beams. The water depth, wave height and frequency-direction spectra are
estimated from the ADCP measurements as follows:

. For ADCPs lacking a pressure transducer, water depth (and its variation over
tidal time scales) is obtained using echo-ranging to the surface along the slant
beams (in the case of the Janus confguration) or the vertical beam (in the 3+1
case) .

. In the case of the Janus configuation, wave height spectra are recovered by

combining velocity spectra from each of the four beam at various depths,
and extrapolating the result to the surface. This procedure also yields an

estimate of the spectral distribution of Doppler noise. In the case of the 3+ 1

configuation, the velocity along the vertical beam is sufcient to estimate the
height spectrum (Zedel, 1994). As mentioned above, either the vertical beam
in the 3+ 1 configuration or the Janus slant beams can be used in many cases
to echo-locate the surface, thus providing a redundant estimate of the height
spectrum.

. For both beam confgurations, directional spectra are determined from the
covariance between the various ADCP range cells (Terray et al., 1990). Since
the wave field is stationary, wave direction at different frequencies can be
estimated independently. The covariance matrix at a particular frequency,
C(f), is related to the frequency-direction spectrum, D(f,O) as

C(f) = J dO H D(f, 0) HT
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where H(f, 0) is the array response to a plane wave of frequency f propagating
in the direction (), and t denotes the complex conjugate transpose. We assume
that linear theory is adequate to compute H. Several techniques then are

available to estimate the directional distribution at each frequency - we use
the iterative maximum likelihood method (Krogstad et aL., 1988) because of
its robustness and simplicity. As a check we can also estimate the direction of
the long waves from the range measurements along each of the slant beams by
fitting a plane through the four measurements.

We have compared wave height and direction spectra obtained from ADCP velocity
measurements in several field experiments to those obtained from a PUV triplet
and a bottom-mounted pressure gage array in water depths of 8-12 m, and have
found good agreement between the various methods. When available, the echo-
ranging estimates of height and direction of the longer waves also agree well with

those based purely on ADCP velocity measurements. We conclude that the ADCP-
derived estimates of the directional properties of ocean waves in shallow water are
competitive with those obtained by conventional techniques. Work is currently
underway to validate the ADCP approach in deeper water.
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It has been argued that strong near-bottom flows afect sediment-ctwellig deep-sea anals, but the

evidence comes largely from studies that compared sites separated geographically by 100's to 1000's of
kilometer and in depth by 1 OO's of metes. We present the results of the :f experental investgation

of the effects of stong near-bottom flow on deep-sea metazoan meiofauna (small anals such as
nematodes and haracticoid copepods). At a site (320 27.581' N, 127047.839' W) at 583 m depth on
the Fieberlig Guyot swt plai the submersible Alvin placed thee weirs designed to increase the

near-bottom flow locally. Afer 6.5 weeks, sedents in the weirs and unanpulated locations in the
vicinty were sampled. The abundances of nematodes, haracticoid copepods, ostracods, and
kiorhnychs, considered collectively and as individual taa, were signcantly lower in the wei samples
than in the background samples. The proportion ofkiorhynchs in the fauna declined as well. These
results suggest that stong nea-bottom flow can reduce the abundance of meiofauna in the dee sea and
alter assemblage composition. Such effects can be expected in other high-energy area, e.g. the axes of
submare canyons and regions exposed to benthc storm. Several questions remai. For example, what
is the balance between diect effects (e.g. erosion of anals from the deposit) and indirect effects (e.g.
abrasion of anals by sediment parcles) of stong flow? Also, does meiofaunal abundance always

decrease with flow speed or is the relationship more complex?
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Nearshore Esimates of Turbulent Reynolds Shear Stres

John Trowbridge (Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543)
George V oulgars (University of South Carolina, Columbia, SC 29208)

Introduction

Turbulent Reynolds shear stresses are believed to playa domiant role (e.g., Alen,

1980; Battjes, 1988) in controllig the motion of water and sand in the shallow

nearshore environment, defined here to be the coasta region with depths on the order
of meters, where both winds and breakg waves force energetic alongshore flows. In
spite of their importce, direct covarance measurements of turbulent Reynolds
stresses have not been obtaed in the nearshore environment, priarly because of

large velocity varances produced by energetic waves, which irrevocably contate
covarance estiates of turbulent stress obtaed from individual sensors if there is
even a small uncertty in the orientation of either the sensor or the pricipal axes of
the wave-induced velocity field (e.g., Grant and Madsen, 1986). Recently,
Trowbridge (1993) developed and tested a technque to measure near-bottom turbulent
Reynolds shear stress in the presence of energetic surface waves. Ths technque is
based on the use of two velocity sensors, separated horiontaly by a distace smal in

comparison with the surface wave length but larger than the scale of the energetic
turbulent eddies (comparable to the height of the sensors above the bottom). With ths
scale separation, mius the density ties half the covarance between horizonta and
vertcal velocity differences is a nearly wave-free estiate of the turbulent Reynolds
shear stress. In the following, we describe a set of measurements and prelimi
anysis designed to provide estiates of nearshore turbulent Reynolds shear stress

based on 1he technque described above.

Measurements

As par of the SandyDuck field program conducted durig late summer and early fall of
1997 at the U. S. Ary Corps of Engineers Field Research Facilty (FRF) in Duck,

Nort Carolin, an aray of five acoustic-Doppler velocimeters (ADVs), manufactured

by Sontek, Incorporated, was deployed on a low-profie frame at a mean depth of
approxiately 4.5 m. The ADV aray included thee of the field version of Sontek's
sensors (ADVF), and two of the more rugged ocean version (ADVO), one of which
was fitted with pressure, temperature, pitch and roll sensors, as well as a compass.
The relative positions of the ADVOs and two of the ADVFs were suitable for
providig estiates of Reynolds stress by means of the differencing technque

described in the Introduction, and the sensing volumes were at different heights, so that
the measurements can provide estiates of the vertcal gradient of Reynolds-averaged
horionta velocity.

The ADV measurements were designed to capitae on other SandyDuck
measurements, priarly for the purpse of testig a simplified alongshore momentu
balance (wid stress plus cross-shore gradient of wave-induced radiation stress equals
bottom stress). The frame was deployed between two alongshore arays of sensors

maitaed by Steve Elgar, Tom Herbers, Bob Guza and Bil O'Reily, so that an
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estimate of cross-shore gradient of radiation stress can in principle be obtaed by
differencing measurements obtaed along these lines. Jim Edson and Chuck Long
obtaed direct covariance measurements of wind stress at the end of the FRF pier.

The pair of ADVOs functioned well thoughout the measurement period, except for an
intermttent noise problem that affected one of the sensors. The ADVFs functioned for
approxiately six days, after which they were apparently daaged by a large object
moving through the array.

Preliminar Results

Estiates of the alongshore component of turbulent Reynolds shear stress, obtaed via
the naive approach of computing covarances of horiontal and vertcal velocities
measured by individual sensors, produces four estiates (one each from two ADVOs
and two ADVFs) that are poorly correlated, with little consistency in sign or magnitude
(Figure 1a). In contrast, stress estiates obtaed by differencing the pair of ADVO
measurements and by differencing the pair of ADVF measqrements agree in magntude
and sign and have much better correlation (Figure 1 b).

Estiates of significant wave height (Figure 2a), obtaed from ADVO pressure
measurements and from ADVO velocity measurements via linear wave theory (e.g.,
Dean and Dalryple, 1984), were small in comparson to the depth at the ADV frame
during some periods and large enough to break (roughly 40 percent of the depth; see
Guza and Thornton, 1980) durig other events with strong alongshore flows (Figure
2b), indicatig that the instrument frame experienced both unbroken and broken waves.
Estiates of alongshore bottom stress are comparable to estimates of alongshore wind

stress (Figure 2c).

Summary and concluding remarks

We have described nearshore measurements and analysis designed to determe
turbulent Reynolds shear stress in the wind- and wave-driven nearshore environment.
Prelimna analysis indicates that the technque of differenciig velocity measurements
from different sensors to produce stress estiates works reasonably well in ths
application. Future analysis wil focus on fillng in the gaps in the tieseries of stress
estiates, on testing a simplified turbulence energy balance, and on testig a simplified

alongshore momentum balance.
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Controls on the volume and distnbution of resuspended rme sediment
on the continental shelf

Patrcia Wiberg, Environmenta Sciences, University of Virginia,
Charlottesvile, VA 22903; pw3c~virginia.edu

Durg the past several decades considerable progress has been made in our abilty to
measure and to compute suspended sediment distrbutions in continental shelf bottom boundar
layers. Measurements have advanced from single hourly measurements of near-bottom light
trsmission to vertical arays of optical sensors to the detailed information about vertical and

temporal strcture available from recently developed acoustic backscatter profiers. Similarly,
bottom boundar layer models have developed from the original wave-curent interactions models
of Smith (I977) and Grat and Madsen (1979) to account for a varety of processes such as
stratification of the water, development of bed roughess, limits on sediment availabilty, and bed
textual evolution.

There has been considerable synergy between the development of the models and the design
and analysis of field measurement progrs. It is diffcult to analyze direct or indirect
measurements of suspended sediment concentrtions in the bottom boundar layer of the

continental shelf without the aid of a model to charcterize the velocity profie, bottom shear stress
due to waves and curents, and tubulent mixing near the bed. At the same tie, field
measurements of velocity and suspended sediment concentrtion provide the data needed to test
shelf sediment trsport models. In paricular, the availabilty of measurements of suspended

sediment concentrtion at multiple elevations above the bed is essential for identifying the
dominant processes responsible for the volume and distrbution of sediment in the water colum.

Quantitative formulations for suspended sediment in almost all cases begin with the premise
that equilbrium concentrtion profies represent a balance between upward tubulent diffsion and
downward settling. This balance dictates the shape of the concentrtion profile; the volume in
suspension depends on the concentration boundar condition, usually specified at a reference level
close to the bed. Developing a general formulation for this boundar condition has been a major
obstacle to progress on predictive models of suspended sediment trsport. It is common in

equilbrium calculations of suspension of non cohesive sediment to assume the reference
concentrtion is proportional to excess shear stress. The coeffcient of proportionality, however,
has proven diffcult to predict, with estimates ranging over several orders of magnitude when
evaluated based on extrapolation of measurements in mare environments.

Sediment in many continental shelf settings, including most of the u.S. west coast, differs
both in textue and sorting from the relatively well sorted sandy sediment that has historically been
the focus of sediment transport studies. The presence of significant amounts of fme-gred
sediment in the seabed introduces several additional considerations into suspended sediment
calculations, including flocculation, cohesion, limits on availabilty, and consolidation; suspended-
sediment-induced strtification of the water column can also be importt in silt and silty-sand
sites on the shelf.
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A multi-year time series of near-bed curents, waves, and turbidity measùred at a 60-m-deep
sandy-silt site on the Eel River shelf, nortern Californa provides an extensive set of data
regarding frne-grined sediment resuspension for testing our conceptual and numerical models of
this process. Sediment at this site is -90% silt and i 0% sand, with a mean size of roughly 30~m.
Turbidity measurements indicate that sediment is resuspended frequently durg fall and winter

when bottom wave velocities exceed roughly 14 cm/s. Video camera images from the site reveal
the presence of flocs in suspension with settling rates averaging about 1 mms (Sternberg et aI., in
press).

Under equilbrium conditions, the slope of suspended sediment concentrtion profies
depends on the ratio of paricle settling velocity to fluid shear velocity. Fine-grined sediment with
low settling rates would be expected to be distrbuted relatively uniformly in the vertical, with
higher shear velocities producing more uniform profies. Analysis of suspended sediment
measurements 30 cm and 100 cm above the bed (cmab) at the 60-m site on the Eel shelf reveals a
different pictue. General trends in the slope of suspended sediment profiles were determined for a
5.5-month period durg the winter of 1997-98 by averaging hourly suspended sediment

concentrations associated with specified rages of bottom wave velocity, \1, and curent shear
velocity, U'c (Table 1). Several things are apparent. First, the concentration difference between 30
and 100 cmab is quite large; values 30 cmab are an average of 3 times the values 100 cmab.
Second, concentrtions 30 cmab are more strongly influenced by changing wave conditions than
concentrtions 100 cmab. Third, the difference in concentrtion between the two levels is the same
or larger on average for higher values of U'c.

Table 1. Measured suspended sediment concentrtions at a 60-m site on the Eel shelf
\1 (cmls) U'c (cmls) cs 30 cmab (g/l) cs 100 cmab (gI) cs30 - cs 100 N

::12 ::1.0 0.08:!.0.01 * 0.04:1.01 0.04 972
~1.0 0.06:1.01 0.02:!0.01 0.04 199

~ 12, :S5 ::1.0 0.20:.01 0.09:0.01 0.11 1220
~1.0 0.32:1.03 0.16:!0.02 0.16 388

~25 ::1.0 0.62:1.04 0.15:!0.01 0.47 872
~1.0 0.71:1.05 0.23:!0.02 0.48 464

* 95% confidence intervals on means

Thee possible mechanisms could be invoked to explain the observed trends in suspended
concentrations on the Eel shelf. The frne-grined sediment in suspension may be present in a
flocculated form, thereby increasing the settling rates of the paricles by an order of magnitude.
This would increase the ratio of settling velocity to shear velocity, consistent with a steeper
concentration profie. The sediment in suspension might stratify the water column, paricularly
near the top of the wave boundar layer, inibiting vertical mixing and producing a steeper
concentration profie. Finally, if the availabilty of the frnest frctions ofthe bed is limited, e.g. by
anorig, such that they represent only a small to moderate percentage of the sediment in

suspension, the relatively coarer composition of the sediment in suspension would also result in a
steeper concentrtion profie (Figure 1). Studies of frne-grained mare sediment transport suggest
that each of these mechanisms could be significant and, in all likelihood, act together to produce
observed distrbutions of sediment in suspension.
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Increasing the settling rate of the -:45!lm fractions of the bed at the 60-m Eel shelf site to 1 mms,
as though all of these fractions are present as flocculated paricles when suspended, and neglectig
for the moment any effects of strtification or availabilty, generally reproduces the observed
concentrtion differences between 30 and 100 cmab for values ofu.c::i.O cmls (solid cure and x,
Figue 2; top row). These calculations are made using a shelf sediment transport model
(Wiberg et ai., 1994) that accounts for effect of waves, curents, and moveable bed roughess;
the model is based on the original formulation of Smith (1977), but is similar to the models of
Grant, Madsen and Glenn (Grat and Madsen, 1979, 1982; Glenn and Grat, 1987). Interestingly,
calculations that include effects of both stratification and limited availabilty of fine sediment, but
neglect the presence of flocs, produce very similar results (dashed cure and 0, Figure 2; bottom
row).
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Figure 1. Comparson of calculated suspended sediment concentrtion profies for a silt bed when effect of
strtification, limited availability of fine sediment, and flocculation are included in the calculations; all of
these effects are neglected in the "basic model" profile.

While both sets of model calculations shown in Figue 2 captue the observed increase in
concentration with increasing \1, they are inconsistent with the data in the maner in which
concentration changes with increasing shear velocity. The data indicate a small but consistent
increase in concentrtion 30 cmab with increased shear velocity for moderate to high wave
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conditions. The calculated profies instead show a decrease in concentration at that level as would
be expected if an increase in turbulent mixing distributed sediment more uniformly though the
water column. Including a correction for stratification in the flocculated calculations
overestimates mean measured concentrtions for uo'? 1.0 cmls under the highest wave conditions,
while underestimating mean concentrtions when uoc$1.0 cmls. Taken together, these results
support the idea that the fine-gràied suspended sediment population comprises paricles in both
aggregated and disaggregated states. Extensive measurements available from this site and others
provide data to constrain the relative abundance of floes when combined with a suspended
sediment model that accounts for effects related to both tyes of paricles. Full incorporation of

flocculation processes in suspended sediment calculations, however, requires characterization of
floc formation time scales, floc breakup and changes in floc properties as flow conditions change.

i
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Figure 2. Measured (symbols) and calculated (curves) near-bed suspended sediment profies for a rage of

bottom wave and current shear velocities; X,-: UOc ::1.0 cm/s; 0,---: u.c? 1.0 cm/s. Top row: all sediment 0:45
mm is assumed to be flocculated, with no statification or limit to availability. Bottom row: no flocculation,
but effects of statification and limited availability are included in the calculations.

In addition to flocculation processes that affect the distrbution of fine sediment in
suspension, consolidation processes can affect the volume in suspension. On the Eel shelf, fine-
grained, flood-derived sediment is deposited with an initially high porosity. With time, the
porosity of the surace sediment decreases and, at any time, the porosity tends to increase with
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depth in the bed. Changes in porosity affect the cntical shear stress for sediment entrainent.
Decreasing porosity with depth may provide a physical basis for limitig sediment availabilty in
priarly frne-grained beds. Temporal varations in consolidation are likely to explain somewhat

higher than usual suspended concentrtions for a several week penod following a large flood event
on the Eel shelf. Field measurements coupled with shelf sediment trsport models and models of
consolidation provide a basis for evaluating the effect of consolidation on trsport.
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CHEMICAL MEDIATION OF INTERACTIONS
BETWEN ORGANSMS AND THEIR ENVRONMNTS

Richard K. Zimer
Deparent of Biology
University of Californa

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1606

Introduction and Overvew

Mechansms governg chemically-mediated interactions between mae
organsms and their environments are largely unexplored. A mechanstic

understadig of the role of chemical signals in the environment can lead to critical
inights about natual selective forces drving ecological and evolutionar processes.

Moreover, when chemicals affectig these phenomena are released into the
environment, investigations must rigorously focus on priciples of chemical production
and tranport. Once they have been determed, it becomes possible to ascertin the
constraints of natual physicochemical processes on biological responses.

Chemistr indeed mediates a varety of critical biological interactions.
Considerable informtion is now available on the many tyes of biological responses to
environmental chemical stiuli. Sensory perception of chemical signls, for example,

strongly inuences predation, courhip and matig, kihip recogntion and habitat
selection. Although they are widely recogned as having critical importce, with few
notable exceptions, mechansms by which envionmental chemicaf stiuli regulate
mae ecological processes remain undescrbed.

The study of chemical communcation systems presents a parcular chalenge. To

meet ths tak, my laboratory has developed new intrentation and anlytcal

technques for identig the strctues and concentrtions of bioactive molecules

while measurg their distrbutions over tie and space scales relevant to olfactory
inormtion processing. We exae how organms use chemical signls to navigate
successfuy towards valuable resources with the ocean environment. Though field
and laboratory studies, we are devising new theories on chemcal communcation
systems and their roles in regulatig ecological interactions among organsms.

Specifc Research Contributions - Theory, Laboratory, and Field

Predation and animal navigation in turbulent odor plumes. Previous studies on

taonomically diverse mae anls have established the general existence, and
importce, of the olfactory sense in a wide varety of behavioral processes. Evidence
suggests tht the sense of smell mediates search in may benthc organsms. Past
investigations did not, however, li either the degree of successful olfactory-mediated

search or guidace mechansms with the hydrodynamc envionment (shear stress and
trbulence). To establish the interaction between hydrodynamcs and chemoreception,
we investigated in laboratory and field studies the predatory success and search
strategies of estue crabs and snails. Water flow propertes were found crtical to the

ability of ans to orient in odor plumes emaatig from live prey and caron. High

flow speed or large sedient parcle size increased bounda layer tubulence, thereby
decreasing the success of chemo-orientation responses. In addition, high flow speeds
also lessened the probability that anls contacted odor plumes. Thus, habitats with
high flows can provide hydrodynamc refuges from olfactory-mediated predation.
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Because anl navigation ability is contigent on the magntude of bounda layer
tubulence, olfactory-mediated search may also be ineffective in slow flows, if bottom
roughness elements can generate sufcient tubulence. Furer, search ability is

extremely sensitive to small changes in benthc bounda layer strctue. In estuares,
water flows are tranitional between smooth- and rough-tubulent conditions (low and
high tubulence, respectively). Accordingly, chemosensory systems appear geared

prily towards extractig informtion from hydrodynamcaly smooth flows. Our

studies indicate that mechansms governg the physical tranport of odor signals can
have profound inuences, not only on the development of sensory and behavioral

mechansms, but also on biotic interactions such as predation, which in tu, can

mediate communty strctue.

Hydrodynamic properties of chemical signal transmission. The hydrodynamc
environment and constraints imposed by tubulence on chemical signal tranmission

have never before been investigated in ocean habitats. A fast, multichael

fluorometer with optical fiber probes, and a submersible electrochemical detection

system with microelectrode sensors, have each been designed and fabricated by us to
measure the ditrbutions of chemicals followig release in flowig water. These
intrents sample the chemical environment on tie and space scales relevant to

signal processing by olfactory receptor neurons of mare anls. In our field

experients, chemic!lls that are constatly released quickly become patchiy distrbuted
due to tubulent mig at sites downtream (and across-stream). The plumes thus

consist of discrete odor (or chemical) patches separated by clean water. These patches
have several propertes, such as size, mean and maimum concentration, and rate of
change in concentration, all potentially importt in signal processing by nervous
systems. We are curently conductig laboratory flume and field studies to establish
those propertes that provide the most reliable inormtion to guide anls with
tubulent odor plumes.

Chemical regulation of settement in marine larvae. Habitat coloniation by

larae is one of the most importt factors strctug mae communties and we are
investigatig the interactions between waterborne chemical cues and hydrodynamc
forces in establishig patterns of coloniation on the seafloor. Ou studies have
provided the fist experiental evidence that dissolved chemical cues mediate

settement by larae under hydrodynamc conditions simar to those in natual benthc
habitats. Small peptides (chai of amo acids) were isolated and identied as
settement and metaorphosis inducers using chromatographic and spectroscopic
technques. Mathematical models were employed to establish the quantitative
strctue/activity relationships between these peptide signal molecules, laral behavior,

and development. Remarkably, the peptide cues are all strctualy related to the

carboxy-termus sequence of malian C5a anaphylatoxi, a potent white blood
cell chemoattactat. We propose an evolutionar li between more pritive

externl receptors fuctionig in chemical communcation of mae organsms and
internl receptors for mamalian neuro- and imunoreactive agents.

Summary: Past, Current and Future Research Directions

A mechanstic understadig of chemical signals in the environment can lead to
importt inights about the ecology of mae organsms. Recent advances in
technology provide outstading opportties for new discoveries, thus allowig
quatication of the associations between hydrodynamc, chemical and biological

factors. Our past work on chemically-mediated interactions between organsms

emphasized 1) predation, 2) chemical signal production and tranmission, and 3)
settement by larae. Cuent priorities include these same topics, as well as expandig
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work on predation to remote deep sea and mountain stream habitats whie beging
new projects on parasite/host interactions and sexual reproduction and gamete search
behavior. By rigorously determg the effects of chemical signals on organsms
under envionmentay realistic conditions, and by integratig these fmdigs with a
larger ecological and evolutionar frework, we hope to contrbute signcant new
theory and inormtion on a wide range of topics in the ocean sciences. Such broad
integrations are intellectually and techncally challengig, and our futue research will
include interdiscipliar investigations on numerous spatial and temporal scales.
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